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The identity of the city has shifted and changed over the years, 
from “Trenčín Pearl of Považie”—“Trenčín, the City of Fashion” 
based on our rich textile industry history abandoned in early 
2000s, or “Trenčín, the Army City”—the label we earned by 
being a base of high profile army officers during the Warsaw 
pact. But these labels are tired and worn out.

One label we proudly carry is “Trenčín—the City of Pohoda 
Festival”. The international music festival Pohoda is an 
important factor influencing our city on cultural, economic, 
and even political level. It's a remarkable success story of 
Michal Kaščák, a local musician who has built his dream 
festival from the very ground up and it has been blooming 
since 1997 to become the biggest cultural event in the 
country. It put Trenčín on a global cultural map. It's certainly 
this vibrant, inclusive, award-winning summer festival that 
young people look to as a beacon for a vibrant cultural future.

Another source of pride is that Trenčín is rethinking our urban 
planning and public spaces through participative planning 
with focus groups of citizens and experts in the fields of 
architecture, mobility, public space and urban greenery and 

this led to a successful competition in 2013 TRENČÍN si TY. 
This systemic transformation has been highly appreciated 
by citizens and visitors. Trenčín has received a Chamber 
of Architects of Slovakia CEZAAR Award in the category 
of Patron of Architecture in 2020. The award serves as 
an example of practical implementations which are worth 
following and proof that we are going in the right direction.

Our industrial and merchant past, size and strategic 
position has its merits. Trenčín can rely on its human scale, 
infrastructure, revitalisation projects, connection with nature, 
and the dedication of strong individuals and communities 
willing to transform the city to meet new visions and dreams.

Our goal and hope is to open hearts and minds to curiosity 
and creativity. We believe it is not enough to have critical 
thinking and cultural diversity in capitals and wealthy regions. 
Small cities like ours can lay a solid foundation for European 
citizenship and values to be strongly grounded in local 
communities. Trenčín needs a chance to fulfill that potential 
and become citizen friendly, cultural and European city.

Does your city plan to involve the surrounding area?
Explain this choice.

Absolutely! Cultivating curiosity includes making our city 
and surrounding area an authentic European cultural hub. 
Becoming the place where both locals and visitors actively 
engage in modern cultural discovery is central to our 
programme.

Outdoor activities will involve neighborhood areas both in 
the city itself and outside. A network of Cultural Community 
Centers will transform collaborations we want neighborhoods 
to open up to one another. We want to link city, villages and 
rural areas so that both lifestyles can merge.

The project extends beyond the city into the Trenčín region.

Our region might be the smallest in Slovakia, though you will 
be surprised by our huge offer: hidden castles, chateaus, 
caves, viewpoints, panoramic overlooks, and mineral water 
springs in the beautiful White Carpathians. Cultivating 
Curiosity from the natural potential of the region (cf. block 

 ⟶Q11; P14) will be achieved together 
with our partner the Trenčín Region—Regional Tourist Board, 
The Self-Governing Region of Trenčín. Trenčín Regional 
Government is building over 100km of bicycle routes across 
the region connecting three spa cities—Piešťany, Trenčianske 
Teplice and Nimnica.

With our partner The Slovak Railways we prepare 300 km 
tours in the Trenčín region connecting our 9 regional districts 
including our partner town Trenčianske Teplice, one of the 
most famous spa towns in the region known for its healing 
mineral springs. Our collaboration is a natural step as we 
share our cultural background which is reflected in our 
projects  ⟶Q11; P14 and 

⟶Q11; P14.

The project has connections with neighbouring countries 
to foster mutual understanding and feeling of belonging to 
Europe.

Where our country ends and Czechia begins, you can feel 
the conjunction of two nations, mentalities and outlooks 
under a common European upbringing. At the nearby county 
border in the White Carpathians, the Memorial of Czech-
Moravian-Slovak mutuality has been erected. Partnership 
with Czechia is natural and many of Czech artists and our twin 
cities Zlín and Uherské Hradiště will contribute to the program. 
Cooperation with Czech universities: Tomas Bata University 
in Zlín and Masaryk University in Brno as well as institutions in 
Plzeň 2015, will be a perfect opportunity to learn about and 
from each other. Together with Czech Railways we will create 
special projects worth crossing the border. Our programme is 
connected to groups and institutions that were involved in the 
Plzeň 2015 ECoC project.

Our European projects will be based on the idea of Cultivating 
Curiosity-linking art, activism, international culture and 
learning, experiencing, developing partnerships and 
connecting with our twin cities: Békéscsaba, Hungary and 
Hungarian artists, as well as Tarnow, Poland with its Jewish 
community and history also Bad Ischl 2024, Austria with 
whom we will elaborate collaboration and contribution to our 
programmes.
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Introduction

Why does your city wish to take part in the competition title 
of European Capital of Culture?

Thank you, Melina! Thank you, for creating this amazing 
opportunity and thank you for creating it in such a smart way.

We are thrilled to take part in bidding and we had a very 
challenging, rewarding and incredibly eye-opening time 
delivering this book. The culture of Trenčín really needed 
this wake-up call. It was one incredible source of hope while 
fighting a global pandemic. During this process we were 
able to create a parallel, better universe. You allowed us to 
visualise a better future.

We need the ECoC title to move our city closer to Europe and 
catch up with the 21st century and think beyond. We are 
applying because we really care about our city and about 
Europe and we want to contribute to strengthening its values. 
We know that culture is an incredibly powerful tool for positive 
change. We really need this change and we need it now.

Trenčín is a city based in nature, and nature is in the centre 
of Trenčín. The longest Slovak river is flowing through it. 
It's a city of short distances, with a beautiful medieval castle 
watching over it. Trenčín has an interesting history and plenty 
of hidden potential. But Trenčín really needs to wake up and 
get moving.

Just like many middle-sized cities in post-communist 
countries, Trenčín is struggling to find its contemporary 
character and drive. We want to create an environment 
where young people and professionals will be happy to invest 
their dreams and energy in Trenčín. To become livable and 
attractive, Trenčín needs to offer a lot more to the everyday 
life of permanent citizens, and to potential nomads and 
tourists, with a spectrum of business and work possibilities.
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Explain the concept of the programme which would be launched if 
the city is designated as European Capital of Culture.

 →⃝ Let's be curious.
Cultivating Curiosity is not just a slogan, it is a plan that 
needs to be implemented for our city. By Cultivating 
Curiosity we can trigger creative and design thinking, 
reach our goals, and in the long term, make Trenčín 
a great place to live.

 →⃝ Let's be creative and active.
Curiosity is the starting point of engagement, interest 
and action. It is an antidote to apathy. Curiosity ignites 
knowledge and precedes all creativity. It is a renewable 
resource, available to all.

 →⃝ Let's be confident.
We want to be present on the contemporary European 
cultural map. We want to support our local artists and 
communities, show them to the world and also connect 
them with international institutions and experts.

 →⃝ Let's be ambitious and realistic.
Our programme is environmentally, economically and 
socially sustainable and responsible.

 →⃝ Let's play and stay connected.
It is our playground, our game. Playing and working 
together with citizens makes the process much more fun 
and reflects their needs and desires.

 →⃝ Let's be involved and helpful. 
We need all hands on deck. With our educational and 
volunteering programmes we will abandon prejudice and 
help our city.

 →⃝ Let's create new opportunities.
We will create a new field of possibilities necessary 
for youth to return and have diverse offers of work, 
education, business and more opportunities for 
personal development.

 →⃝ Let's use our potential.
By learning to appreciate our past, we will cultivate the 
future. We will be able to use our potential to the fullest.

 →⃝ Let's enjoy our public space.
Let's cultivate public spaces, old, new, revitalized, all of 
them. The streets are our venues, the squares are our 
stages.

 →⃝ Let's be open-minded.
Let's create an internationally connected, welcoming and 
empathic society.

 →⃝ Let's step outside of our comfort zones.
Let's be curious and discover the unknown together 
with our audiences. Our programme is full of workshops, 
open calls, opportunities and challenges for citizens and 
experts.

 →⃝ Let's discover our new identity.
We will cultivate curiosity by looking at the past, the 
present and the future. Our concept is to learn from the 
past, live in the present and create a better future and 
our collective European identity.

Cultivating Curiosity is our concept and philosophy.
It is based on three programme strands:

 →⃝ Respecting the Common Ground

 →⃝ Creating the Playground

 →⃝ Opening towards Unknown Grounds

Our plan is to combine programmes that interconnect our 
cultural and natural heritage with current challenges and 
visions. By Cultivating Curiosity we will reach our vision to 
make Trenčín one of the authentic European cultural hubs 
and a blooming place for both citizens and visitors.
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Explain briefly the overall cultural 
profile of your city.

Trenčín has a unique location—it is a historical-geographical 
meeting point at the borders with the Czechia, Hungary, 
Austria and Poland. It has a pleasant climate and direct access 
to natural attractions via the Brezina forest park and the river 
Váh. The importance of our connection with nature has been 
highlighted for 15 years in the Festival HoryZonty which draws 
attention to active lifestyle, ecological and humanitarian 
themes.

Trenčín and its surrounding region have an impressive cultural 
heritage, both tangible and intangible. The medieval Trenčín 
castle, the medieval City Tower, a Jewish synagogue which 
still serves the Jewish community, Catholic and Protestant 
churches from different historical eras, are located right in 
the city. Trenčín's inhabitants are mostly of Slovak nationality, 
but there is also a minority of Czech, Croatian, Jewish, Italian, 
Indian, Roma and Romanian citizens living here.

The architectural heritage speaks through two functionalist 
buildings by Ferdnand Silberstein in the centre, currently 
housing a bank, arthouse cinema Metro and a school of 
economics.

Our outstanding intangible cultural heritage crafts (wire 
craft, wool crafts) and folklore (dance, music and traditional 
costumes) is accompanied by a gallery of visual arts, Gallery 
M.A. Bazovského, focusing on works from 20. and 21. 
century and a City Museum Trenčín. These entities produce 
cultural events for citizens and visitors of all age groups 
and preferences. The municipality organizes traditional and 
historical programmes (Trenčín May Festival, Stories from 
Trenčín Festival, Christmas Grace under the Castle), whereas 
other, more alternative cultural activities are usually organised 
by the citizens themselves.

The city is vibrant with popular events of NGOs such as 
Voices, Coolturne (music festival Priestor), The Club of Friends 
of Classical Music (festivals of music in spring and autumn in 
cooperation with the Academy of Music and Arts in Bratislava) 
Jazz under the Castle Festival, and Punks for Kids Festival 
(beneficial event presenting punk subculture, ska, reggae and 
rock music, organised to help disadvantaged kids and fighting 
against prejudices about subcultures).

The Music Club Lúč, an underground music venue is also 
the seat of an alternative theatre Kolomaž and the City 
theatre. The Student-run Gympelrock festival has taken 
place here yearly since 1981. It was the starting point for the 
underground Bez Ladu a Skladu band with the leader Michal 
Kaščák, today founder of the internationally successful 
Pohoda Festival running since 1997 in Trenčín. Every year 
it attracts around 30 000 visitors from Slovakia and abroad. 
Pohoda is a holder of numerous festival awards, including the 
Green Operations Award.

There are several Cultural Community Centers which are often 
used for cultural activities, markets and sales.

New trends can be observed growing such as ecological 
thinking, the popularity of organic and zero-waste shops, and 
the general desire for a healthy lifestyle. People practising 
sport activities, cycling, wild swimming and winterisation are 
now omnipresent in the city. Teenagers and young adults tend 
to form subcultures, diy culture and alternative music scenes.

The city of Trenčín has been implementing cooperative 
planning processes with its citizens, which is represented
by the successful urbanistic project TRENČÍN si TY
TRENČÍN is YOU.
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Describe the city's plans to strengthen the capacity of 
the cultural and creative sectors, including through the 
development of long-term links between these sectors
and the economic and social sectors in your city.

The Cultural Information Center (KIC is currently the 
only cultural office in Trenčín. Its primary goal is to provide 
information for tourists and general information about 
cultural programmes in Trenčín to the citizens. It does not 
fulfil the function of an autonomous cultural office that would 
interconnect various stakeholders in the city. KIC will continue 
its activities mainly as a visitor information center and be an 
important partner for the ECoC activities.

The city of Trenčín outlines in its first Cultural Strategy a plan 
to create a three-tier system called Fields of Curiosity, 
designed in the ECoC bidding process, in order to foster 
spatial and temporal cooperation between cultural and 
creative sectors with economic and social sectors. It will 
consist of:

 →⃝ Creative Institute Trenčín (CIT starting in 2021

 →⃝ Institute for Participation Trenčín (IPT starting in 2022

 →⃝ Cultural Ambassadors  starting in 2022

The proposal for creation of the Fields of Curiosity was 
prepared and submitted to the city management as 
a priority in creating a cultural strategy for the coming 
years. Understanding sectoral interconnectedness and 
cooperation as key drivers for the long-term collaboration, 
the ECoC answers the urgency and need for the city to 
deepen inter-sectoral cooperation involving public bodies, 
educational institutes, non-governmental organisations 
and private sectors. Through the ECoC bidding process 
the city cultivates a sense of communication, inspiration, 
Europeanism, sustainability, openness, as well as curiosity, 
ecology and lasting sustainability of the city. Already while 
realising research in focus groups, we managed to create new 
dialogues between cultural and social workers, entrepreneurs 
and the city.

Trenčín's Fields of Curiosity will ensure that the activities 
which happen in the city during the year of ECoC will connect 
existing and new public and private actors in the fields of 
economics, culture, and in social sectors so that they will 
become a permanent and integral part of local governance.

The Creative Institute Trenčín (CIT, initially a base for the 
ECoC Trenčín 2026 team and other creative individuals in 
the Creative Center Hviezdodvor ⟶Q8; P11, interconnects 
existing cultural, educational and volunteer centres and serves 
as a conceptual workspace. Through quarterly stakeholders 
meetings ⟶Q32; P48 it maintains existing and creates new 
collaborations between private and public organisations 
in neighborhoods and also partnerships within similar 
organisations in Slovakia and abroad (e.g. Creative Industry 
Košice, legacy to Košice ECoC 2013. We understand CIT as 
a managing establishment that works with data from IPT and 
curates the programme concept for the year in the context of 
the city's long-term strategy for cultural and creative spheres. 
Acting gradually as an independent specialised cultural office, 

it will thus continue to fortify the place's recollection as well as 
the current networking of culture beyond the ECoC.

Institute for Participation Trenčín (IPT will become a new 
administrative structure within the City Hall and will be 
financed even after the end of the ECoC year. It will be both 
a physical and digital platform dedicated to including people in 
the co-creation of events and programmes through tools such 
as participative budgeting. At the same time, IPT presents the 
data and gained knowledge back to the community. It acts as 
an organ for creating institutional dialogue between various 
organisations in the city including private and public actors: 
companies, interest groups and key stakeholders in order to 
secure coordination of their interests ⟶Q17; P35.

Cultural Ambassadors will secure participation on a micro-
level by helping with facilitation of education and improvement 
of soft skills on the level of citizen agency. In close 
collaboration with Fields of Curiosity, they will help to create 
a qualitative data picture of the city and strengthen interest 
about the city and its culture. Cultural Ambassadors will be 
key while identifying the city's marginalised localities and 
target groups in order to support decentralisation of culture 
and multigenerational dialogue. The long term character of 
these connections will be secured through employees who 
will be the first point of contact for citizens in the matters of 
their interests and communities as well as linking them with 
excluded groups ⟶Q17; P35.

Cooperation of Fields of Curiosity will be interconnected 
on the horizontal level with neighbouring organisations 
while at the same time it will be looking for links with similar 
organisations in cities, regions, countries and in Europe.

Among the indicators of achievement 
of long term goals will be:

 →⃝ number of services offered by Fields of Curiosity

 →⃝ number of renewed or new barrier-free spaces

 →⃝ number of participants in the programmes of 
Fields of Curiosity

 →⃝ number of new, innovative products of Fields 
of Curiosity

 →⃝ number of Cultural Ambassadors
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1. Contribution to the long term strategy

Describe the cultural strategy that is in place in your city at 
the time of application, including plans for sustaining the 
cultural activities beyond the year of the title?

Trenčín did not have a cultural strategy when we started to 
work on the application for the ECoC title. The main strategic 
documents in place has been the  Plan for Economic 
and Social Development 20162022, with an outlook to 
2040 PESD and  TRENČÍN si TY—an architectural-urban 
concept in realisation since 2011. This changed quickly and 
the local authorities of Trenčín together with people working 
on the ECoC application decided to elaborate long-term 
cultural visions and plans, and for several months now have 
been collaborating on a cultural strategy called  Livable
City—Unique Trenčín si Ty 20212030 with an outlook 
to 2040 Cultural Strategy). The Cultural Strategy is being 
finalised and going into an official approval round by the City 
Council in January 2021.

The PESD has already positioned culture as one of the 
most important pillars of city development. Therefore the 
main vision of the new Cultural Strategy and ECoC project is 
shared: to strengthen and to cultivate interest in the city, its 
citizens and its culture. Trenčín will be a sustainable authentic 
cultural hub of Europe, full of opportunities, where the citizens 
and the tourists actively join in modern cultural events. This is 
a paradigm shift supported by the message of Ursula von der 
Leyen in the European ecological agreement. Key foundations 
of the cultural strategy are derived from the European 
democratic values of partnership, subsidiarity, participation 
and acceptance of uniqueness.

Following this Cultural Strategy, local authorities will be able 
to create sustainable cultural capacities connected to the 
existing ones in collaboration with people who are already 
actively involved in the fields of culture, art, architecture and 
industry. To oversee the direction of the Cultural Strategy of 
the city, Trenčín has set priorities:

 ➀ Development of cultural infrastructure

 ➁ Development of cultural and creative potential

 ➂ Assurance of accessibility to cultural and community 
life for all citizens

 ➃ Building of capacities and audience development

 ➄ Strengthening of ecological dimension in the cultural 
and creative industries

The analysis of these strategic documents of the city, the state 
and the European Union has also been the key for setting 
up the partial goals. The Cultural Strategy of the city, based 
on an analysis of quantitative and qualitative pre-research, 
understands the need of citizens and stakeholders to join in 
the long-term process of consecutive transformation of the 
city. It also addresses the importance of data dispersion back 
towards citizens.

Part of the strategy is therefore building up the natural-
historical character of the city, making the cultural heritage 
more attractive and cultivation of the public space and 
cultural potential of the city. The outflow of young people is 
considered within the strategy as a process, typical in the 
European context, and the ECoC project prepares the city 
for their return by creating a pleasant and open space with 
a plenitude of work opportunities. Climatic commitments of 
Trenčín (defined in  Strategy of Adaptability of Trenčín to 
climatic change from 2019), in coordination with superior 
strategic documents including  The European Green Deal 
are the key parts of the Cultural Strategy.

Historically important cultural objects will be revitalised and 
their former function will be fortified, as well as new artistic 
functions will be created, all within the framework of cultural 
recollection of the city.

Hviezda Cinema, together with two new cultural venues within 
its close proximity, will serve as Creative Center Hviezdodvor, 
a multi-genre complex and creative industry hub with venues, 
ateliers for residing artists, FabLab and more. Also, the 
continuing transformation of the city will be phased, and it will 
happen over at least ten years. Like TRENČÍN si TY, the ECoC 
title is a point on the axis of a subsequently
longer-lasting effort.
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Trenčín Matters in Europe
& Europe Matters in Trenčín

 ⃝↓ Trenčín is on the map of Europe in the minds
of Europeans

Europe is on the minds of people of Trenčín

 ● People in Trenčín, Slovakia and Europe will say 
Trenčín is a creative and an innovative European city.

 ● Trenčín's cultural strategy will be recognised as 
a good practice model in small-sized European cities, 
continuing the legacy of Trenčín 2026.

 ● Trenčín and its citizens will be proud of their identity 
on a local, national, and European level.

 ● Citizens in Trenčín will be known for their 
commitment to European values, open-mindedness 
and being rooted in democracy.

 ● Trenčín will join 10 European networks and platforms 
and develop its international collaboration.

 ● At least 60% of the cultural programme will be co-
produced with European partners.

 ● 90% of European countries will be involved and 
represented in the cultural programme of Trenčín.

 ● 30 other ECoCs will talk about Trenčín's cultural 
programme.

 ● Trenčín will host 500 international events.
 ● 50% of the programme will be streamed online.
 ● 100% of main events will be documented online.
 ● 60% of public and private services/spaces in Trenčín 
will communicate also in English.

People Matter in Trenčín

 ⃝↓ Supporting civic cultural activities and participation 
of inhabitants in cultural creation with a focus on 
participation of the groups with difficult access to 
culture

 ● At least 70% of people in Trenčín will participate 
in cultural activities (change from consumers to 
creators).

 ● Everybody will have access to cultural life in Trenčín.
 ● At least 40% of inhabitants will take part in 
a participatory planning activities.

 ● 1 500 community projects will be implemented.
 ● Strategic documents and manuals for cultural 
workers and institutions will be designed in a way 
that is inclusive for everyone.

 ● Audiences will be diversified.
 ● There are contemporary opportunities for inspiration 
and networking at least 4 times per week.

 ● There will be 30% less brain drain and the city 
prepared for youth to return.

 ● At least 1 000 local and international volunteers will 
help with implementation of ECoC Trenčín 2026.
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How is the European Capital of Culture action
included in this strategy?

 The  Cultural Strategy of Trenčín fully incorporates
 the ECoC project and extends it through long-term plans 
and links. The ECoC project has become the main driver of 
the city's potential to reach its goals and vision defined in the 
Cultural strategy to the fullest extent.

As part of the bidding process for ECoC the bidding team 
together with the city has developed a system for engaging 
citizens in the transformation process. This system was built 
on previous complex research of public opinion in 2013, focus 
groups, expert sessions and questionnaires in 20192020. 
The participative process that the ECoC brought into the 
formation of the cultural strategy has become a great asset.

The simultaneous development of both documents resulted 
in the culture and creative industry being at the center focus 

of the Cultural Strategy. What worked brilliantly was the 
fact that the Plan for Economic and Social Development of 
Trenčín and TRENČÍN si TY already laid out the essential 
infrastructure conditions for the ECoC project to link to 
⟶Q38; P56.

The Cultural Strategy, catalyzed through the cultural aspects 
of the ECoC, proposes a vision of Trenčín 2040 as a regional 
leader and the most attractive regional city in Slovakia. 
Trenčín is activated and simmering with creative energy 
and with the ECoC title we can make the whole country and 
Europe part of this spectacular transformation.

Hand in hand with challenges the city faces and with the long-
term vision presented by the current strategy projects go the 
goals of ECoC
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various interest 
groups, environmental 
organisations,
social services, youth 
and senior clubs, sport 
groups, etc.
Volunteer center
Students
University of Trenčín
Schools
all educational 
institutions
in Trenčín Region

Economic:

Businesses
& Entepreneurs
small, medium and 
large companies, 
local and international 
from all areas such 
as gastronomy, 
accomodation, product, 
IT, services, etc.
Sponsors
Foundation of City
of Trenčín
Slovak Bussiness 
Agency

People:

Citizens
Tourists
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If your city is awarded the title of European capital of Culture, 
what do you think would be the long-term cultural, social 
and economic impact on the city (including in terms
of urban development)?

Cultural And Image Impacts

After Trenčín's successful functioning as ECoC 2026, 
imaginary doors of cultural accessibility will be open to all 
groups in the city through Fields of Curiosity.

Citizens will understand more about their city and how it 
works (historically and in the present) and the City Council 
will better understand the citizens and their needs. This 
connection will continuously cultivate processes, public 
spaces and institutions, also after the project has finished—
both in a material way (new cycle paths, movables, better 
accessibility, outdoor culture) and also from the point of 
openness (towards values of others, towards new tools in the 
Self-government).

But these links do not influence solely the inside of the city but 
also the surrounding area and the Region. All will learn more 
about Europe and Europe will learn about Trenčín. This mutual 
process of learning will be continuous and enriching cultures 
and communities by bringing European values and ambitions 
into practice.

Many people from the cultural field but also regular citizens, 
encouraged by the opportunity of encountering others in 
exchanges and education, will have already started to attend 
the soft skills and language courses and be curious about 
other cultures. Thanks to established communication with 
other ECoC cities they will maintain relationships that have 
been created outside Trenčín.

Winning the title of ECoC will raise the profile and prestige 
of Trenčín University thanks to collaborations with Technical 
University Košice on monitoring and evaluating the project. It 
will improve internal and external communication (involvement 
of the Institute for Participation) serving citizens, tourists and 
partners all over Europe.

Trenčín itself will become a city whose development is based 
on consistency, sustainability and the cultivation of culture. 
The city will become an attractive, open and inviting place for 
people to settle down in, a city where life is good and where 
there is understanding and interest, dialogue and cooperation 
between people.

Social Impacts

Winning a title of ECoC will first of all be a source of 
satisfaction and pride for all citizens of Trenčín and the 
Region. It will deepen their readiness to be open and inclusive, 
to follow rules of cohabitation based on respect, cultural 
diversity and openness. Confronted with European culture 
as their new orientation/context they will be able to identify 
themselves as belonging to European culture and feel 
European.

Because the art and culture presented in the ECoC 
programme will not only be a manifestation of creativity 

but also carry messages of climate change and inclusivity 
and trust, citizens of Trenčín and the Region will be learning 
informally how to respond to European challenges and how 
to change their everyday routines and habits, and how to 
become responsible for the future of their communities and 
the Earth.

Thanks to the ECoC title the city will reinforce its capacity 
to include into creation people who are disadvantaged by 
their origin, health or age. This will be achieved thanks to the 
support of citizen initiatives and organisations, by working 
together with underprivileged groups, in the programmes 
of cultural and educational institutions and also in foreign 
exchange opportunities (Erasmus+).

On the personal level, people will be encouraged to develop 
their skills and widen their knowledge about cultural practice 
and management. They will be able to participate in the 
courses and trainings organized with the support of the 
City and then propose and organize new initiatives serving 
both internal integration of community and international 
collaboration.

Urban, Economic and Policy Impacts

Winning the ECoC title will have a direct and indirect economic 
impact on the city.

Incomes will rise throughout the cultural-creative industry, 
especially through the Creative Center Hviezdodvor. The city 
will be now more capable to allocate resources where they 
are needed from a perspective of long-lasting sustainability 
of investments. Individual city projects, coordinated in terms 
of space and time, will be complementary to each other and 
influence the harmony of the urban space.

Public spaces will be given new lives and functions (eg. 
surroundings of Trenčín Island, the Bridge, the Synagogue 
and the Atrium). Thanks to participative planning, ongoing 
maintenance and the processes of renovation will become 
more effective. Thanks to new infrastructure and data 
collection, the city will be able to react promptly to the 
emerging needs of its citizens.

A focus on the ecology-related goals of the European 
Union will bring more effective evaluation of what could 
be considered a climatically sustainable project outside of 
standard quantitative criteria for evaluation of energy intensity. 
This focus will take into account parameters related to rain 
water management in public spaces and biodiversity.

The Cultivating Accessibility project ⟶Q18; P37 initiated 
examination of the topic of inclusive public spaces and 
institutions, which helped to raise the required standard. We 
expect that many temporary and experimental measures will 
become permanent and inclusivity is one of the lasting goals 
of the city.
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Culture Matters in Trenčín

 ⃝↓ Sustainable cultural and creative capacity in Trenčín

 ● Trenčín will have a running professional cultural 
office.

 ● At least 90% of inhabitants will believe that culture 
has a significant role to play in community and 
economic development.

 ● There will be at least 200 cultural workers, who have 
participated in professional development trainings.

 ● Communication between the creative Institute 
Trenčín, Trenčín city and inhabitants/visitors will 
increase by 40%.

 ● Trenčín will have a new multifunctional cultural venue.
 ● Accomodation capacities in Trenčín will raise by 20%.
 ● Cultural workers in Trenčín will feel needed and 
appreciated.

 ● Artists and organisations will have tools and support 
to create new culture and to intertwine and share 
their knowledge.

City matters in Trenčín

 ⃝↓ Cultivating public space & institutions

 ● People in Trenčín will identify themselves as being 
part of the city and its community.

 ● People will say that Trenčín is a welcoming city.
 ● Trenčín will be recognised as the most pleasant city 
to live in Slovakia.

 ● 8 local cultural community centers will be revitalised.
 ● 60% of inner blocks and playgrounds will be 
revitalised.

 ● 100% of organisations and institutions will use 
design thinking to influence life in Trenčín.

 ● Revitalisation of the Old Railway Bridge into 
a cultural place.

 ● Development of public spaces  ⟶Q31; P44.

Nature matters in Trenčín

 ⃝↓ Creative development of the ecological dimension of 
cultural & creative work

 ● The governance and people in Trenčín will fully align 
with the European goals for environmental change.

 ● Trenčín will become a good practice model in its 
capacity to create urban-nature transitions.

 ● Cultural places and venues will be accessible by 
ecological transport.

 ● Trenčín 2026 marketing activities will be at least 90% 
ecological.

 ● All Trenčín 2026 events will be realised in an 
ecologically sustainable manner.

 ● Event infrastructure will be realised through 
principles of circular economy.

 ● 1/6 of cultural programme will be focused on 
ecological topics.

 ● Local authorities will encourage and support local 
businesses to be ecological.
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2. Cultural & Artistic content

What is the artistic vision and strategy for the cultural 
programme of the year?

A nationwide stereotype that culture always comes last and 
gets cut first is often reflected in the priorities of our cities 
and regions. We need Cultivating Curiosity to be our cultural 
cure and technique to address this issue. Curiosity is powerful 
yet free, and it can be used from the smallest doses and 
sustainably grow into something exciting.

Cultivating Curiosity is about shifting grounds, new ways of 
learning, seeing things in different perspectives, developing 
our natural ability to observe, discovering and learning on 
a personal level but also in our society. Curiosity needs to be 
cultivated, nurtured and encouraged by culture, inspired by 
environments and education, so it can grow and flourish.

The artistic program is ignited by the search for the identity 
and authenticity of our town. It will bring the city to its 
contemporary cultural expression with deep understanding 
of its roots. Trenčín and its region will be vibrating with 
omnipresent creative energy interconnecting art, design, 
entrepreneurship, and technology. Citizens and artists will 
creatively engage in and inspire others to co-create the 
Europe we want to live in. The programme will balance culture, 
community projects and experimental expressions.

The Trenčín 2026 team has been collaborating on the cultural 
and artistic content strategy with over 40 professional 
artists, curators and cultural managers from Slovakia and the 
rest of Europe who will remain key partner experts in future 
development of the programme by the appointed Artistic 
Director ⟶Q32; P48 from 2021. Forming a temporary artistic 
team we have identified 3 key programme strands each 
focusing on a multitude of project goals.

The creative and cultural activities for ECoC and preparatory 
years will be planned in three ways, all in collaboration with 
the Artistic Director:

 →⃝ ECoC goals-oriented open calls for grants through the 
Foundation of the City of Trenčín starting from 2022

 →⃝ curation and co-production through the Creative 
Institute Trenčín which will employ curators and 
renowned international experts

 →⃝ participatory planning through the Institute for 
Participation and Cultural Ambassadors

In the three programme strands 1  Respecting the Common 
Ground, 2  Creating the Playground and 3  Opening 
towards Unknown Grounds, our plan is to combine elements 
and programmes that connect our cultural heritage (past) 
with current challenges (present) looking forward to reach our 
vision to make Trenčín a blooming place to live in (future).

Nurturing open-minded society: 
Co-creating Europe we want to live in
We want Trenčín to be rather curious than be judgemental. 
The International Relationships Manager will liaise with 
and look after international collaborations and special 
programmes with other ECoCs, residencies, travelling 
conferences, international and hybrid events augmented by 
online streamings. She/He will collaborate with Europe Direct, 
Slovak Institutes abroad, cultural institutes and embassies in 
Slovakia, European Cultural Networks and Platforms, attend 
European conferences and networking events.
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Culture will become one of the financial priorities of the city. 
Investing in culture and creative industries will be necessary 
to create a sustainable sector which will generate income, 
raise the standard of living, offer new social and cultural 
services and also the growth of the asset values.

Systematical interconnection of culture and industry will 
increase the growth of the added value and of the regional 
gross product of Trenčín county.

In the case of new investments, increased standards of 
living or new cultural opportunities within the county, we can 
expect gentrific processes that could have an effect on higher 
prices of real estate and also have a negative impact on the 
accessibility of housing. These changes will be tracked by 
the Institute for Participation Trenčín and based on relevant 
data there will be recommendations produced alongside 
a preparation for creating a program of accessible housing 
(declared in Plan for Economic and Social Development 
Trenčín 20162022.

Outline briefly the plans for monitoring and evaluating

The reason for implementation of the monitoring, other than 
the need to measure the effect of the ECoC title on the 
city, is mainly the effort for a long-lasting implementation of 
a missing standardised evaluation framework. The monitoring 
and evaluation process will include knowledge transmission, 
so that future cultural and city workers can benefit from the 
richness of experiences and knowledge obtained in the last 
three decades. The results of the monitoring will be part of 
a data picture accessible to the public. This will be created 
and updated by the Institute for Participation Trenčín.

The University of Trenčín agreed in writing on realisation 
of the monitoring and evaluation of the project (they already 
assisted us in our preparatory research). To the monitoring 
team we have also invited the Technical University in Košice 
(monitoring and evaluation for ECoC Košice 2013 to mentor 
the monitoring and evaluation process.

The designated Research Manager in collaboration with the 
Outreach Manager ⟶Q32; P48 will closely collaborate on the 
identification of all indicators and the design and realisation 
of data collection activities. The researchers will customise 
and use the Liverpool model Impact 08 to serve the specific 
needs of the Trenčín 2026 project. The evaluation will 
take into account previously gathered data and strategic 
documents of the city such as the Plan for Strategic and 
Economic Development.

Monitoring and evaluation will be closely tied with goals set 
within the ECoC project. It started in the preparation for the 
bidding process and will continue in 2023, 2026, and after the 
ECoC in 2027 and 2040 as part of the city's cultural strategy 
within the ECoC goals.

Main indicator categories are:

 ⃝↓ Europeanness indicators

 ● number of EU projects and partnerships
 ● programmes co-organised / co-produced with 
European partners

 ● memberships in EU networks and platforms
 ● creative programmes in other European countries in 
cooperation with Trenčín

 ● mentions in European media
 ● interest to visit Trenčín

 ⃝↓ Inclusion and cultural offer indicators

 ● communication between citizens and public
+ cultural institutions

 ● active participation in preparation and realisation of 
cultural activities of all citizens without exclusions

 ● volunteer participation and interest
 ● civil/community events or applications for projects
 ● personal development opportunities
 ● visits to cultural institutions and events

 ⃝↓ Creativity and innovation indicators

 ● public attitudes towards culture
 ● professionalisation and financial sustainability of the 
cultural sector

 ● systems for cultural infrastructure support
 ● capacities of tourism services
 ● new innovative incentives
 ● turnover of the creative industry

 ⃝↓ Livability indicators

 ● investments into and usability of public 
infrastructure for cultural events

 ● length and amount of tourist visits
 ● eventfulness of the city as whole
 ● amount of students in the city
 ● application of design thinking by local stakeholders
 ● accessibility of online offers, usage of the internet

 ⃝↓ Ecological indicators

 ● alignment with the European goals regarding climate 
change in 2027

 ● awareness and practice of environmental behaviours
 ● availability of ecological transport
 ● green audit
 ● ecological aspects of cultural programmes and 
marketing

Based on the monitoring and evaluation process we will 
publish Evaluation reports in 2023 and 2027 with an update 
attachment in 2028. The Research Manager and marketing 
Department of Creative Institute Trenčín will be responsible 
for dissemination of the data and reports to key stakeholders 
and the public.



           STRAND 1
Respecting the Common Ground
Common ground means something we share and can build upon.
It can be in a physical sense, such as our public space and architecture, in our 
natural space, and also in a mental sense—our history, traumas, social heritage, 
legends and mindsets. The program aims to reach the common ground via 
dialogue, understanding and mutual respect. 

This strand is divided into two main thematic blocks Treating our Background 
and Rooting for Nature.

BLO
CK1  Treating our Background
In Treating our Background we 
deal with issues from our history 
and how it affects the present. 
We will explore our architectural 
and historical heritage and 
rebuild our relationship to public 
spaces that are problematic 
in many Post-socialist cities 
and until now are full of visual 
pollution, are vandalized, 
underutilized, overly estetized 
or neglected. Projects pose 
questions about how to form our 
contemporary identity without 
forgetting our history.

City Reimagined 
FLAGSHIP  ECoC 3  7  20212026  

This multidimensional research and 
artistic project will become a platform for 
an open dialogue about visual pollution 
and sensitivity to the visual quality of 
public space. Just like other postsocialist 
cities, Trenčín faces the phenomenon 
of the abuse of public space for private 
purposes and degradation of space for 
everyday use. The project will be based 
on activities of diversified groups of 
participants, residents, professionals, 
schools and students, and the creative 
community, who will start mapping 
topics in 2021.

We will announce open calls and 
partner with artists to create artistic 
interventions, interactive maps, organize 
debates, conferences, and send 
invitations to collaborate with 

countries to present good examples. 
One of such activities will be the From 
Facade to Facade project focused on 
creating a strategy for dealing with 
adequate forms of visual advertising in 
the freshly revitalised public space on 
Hviezdoslavova street in 2025. Among 
the invited artists we will host renowned 
Czech artist Kateřina Šedá.
Slovak Partners: Department of Architecture and 
Urban planning Trenčín, Hlava 5, Slovak Chamber 
of Architects, Spolka, Green Patrol Trenčín, Centre 
for Environmental Activities Trenčín, Metropolitan 
Institute Bratislava, DataLab, Okolo, VŠVU AFAD, 
Slovak Design Centre
International Partners: Kultivovanápraha.eu (CZ, 
Magistrate of the Capital Prague (CZ, Prague Institute 
of Planning and Development—Public Space Office 
CZ, Media Lab Katowice (PL, Brno (CZ, Novi Sad 
2021 RS, Timisoara 2021 RO, Kaunas 2022 LT, 
Finland ECoC candidates, Visegrad Insight (EU, Paris 
FR, Rapid Transition Alliance (EU, Ostrava360 
CZ, Retailoko (CZ, Gdańska Szkola Szyldu (PL, 
Résistance à l’Agression Publicitaire (FR, Urban 
Planning and Development Institute Pilsen (CZ

STRAND 1

Respecting the 
Common Ground

Treating our Background

Rooting for Nature

1

BLO
CK1

BLO
CK2

STRAND 2

Creating the 
Playground

The City Abloom

Designing the field

2

BLO
CK1

BLO
CK2

STRAND 3

Opening towards 
Unknown Grounds

Nurturing our wellbeing

Mind Wide Open

3

BLO
CK1

BLO
CK2

The structure of the program based on the concept of 
Cultivating Curiosity has three main strands—Respecting the 
Common Ground where we deal with our historical and natural 
heritage, Creating the Playground where we focus on creating 
opportunities and building relationships and Opening towards 
Unknown Grounds that looks into the future and brings 
societal topics into the forefront.

All three strands are interconnected and are a natural 
continuation of each other. Topics of public space, nature, 
water, design and human relationships are found in all three 
strands, always addressed from a different point of view. The 
names of the strands imply the desired outcome that should 
be achieved by different cultural actions.

Number of ECoC #  City Partners               7  Partner Countries                Legacy1514

Opportunities to grow
Trenčín has a strong cultural community based on civic 
associations and citizen initiatives. Through open calls 
we will engage the cultural community and citizens in the 
programming process from the very beginning. The Every 
Part Counts ⟶Q11; P14 project creates a support system 
for citizens and the CIT to realise projects in collaboration. 
Our programme embraces diversity of all kinds and opens 
taboo topics through artistic expressions and international 
collaborations.

We will create numerous educational opportunities serving 
modern personal development and professional education. 
In partnership with schools, European universities and 
international educational partners such as School of 
Machines, Making & Make—believe we will organize seminars, 
talks, discussions, structured workshops, long term courses, 
volunteer programmes and internships. The Designing 
the Field block addresses work options, development 
design, IT and technologies in the city. ECoC gives us an 
amazing opportunity to strengthen and develop European 
collaborations.

Cultivated Public space and institutions

The ECoC project will help Trenčín to understand, appreciate 
and overcome its mental and visual Post-socialistic heritage 
and move on to the 21st century and closer to European 
standards. In collaboration with Cultural Ambassadors, 

local civic organisations, NGOs as well as small businesses, 
European urbanistic and architectural projects, we will 
organise a wide range of activities in public spaces to make 
them come to life, and rebuild the relationship between 
citizens and public space.

Visual pollution, urban planning and architectural solutions 
are in the forefront of our project since they impact the 
wellbeing of all citizens. We want to change it and that is 
why multidimensional research projects will engage diverse 
stakeholders from businesses to heritage organisations and 
develop long term European and international collaborations 
to improve the situation. Public space issues are addressed 
in all three strands of the program, using all cultural means to 
change the paradigm.

Rooting for Nature

We utilize outdoor spaces and authentic natural environments 
in the city and surrounding region as unusual venues, bringing 
awareness of environmental issues, educating about climate 
change and discussing new green technologies and visions of 
the future. By involving environmental activists in production 
of the cultural programme itself we aim to be highly 
ecologically sustainable together with our partner public 
institutions and event-related businesses. Our collaboration 
with the most significant Slovak ecological artist Oto Hudec 
will bring themes of sustainability to the forefront of the 
overall programme.

Give a general overview of the structure of your cultural 
programme, including the range and diversity of the 
activities/main events that will mark the year.

Opening ceremony:
ECoC 2026 will open with the Curiosity Infusion event and set 
the tone for a spectacular year to come. It will be a horizontal 
event, a winter festival focused in the main venues of Trenčín, 
each representing specific elements, namely the castle 
(tradition), synagogue (diversity), Hviezodvor (underground), 
ODA (change), the main square (openness) and the Green 
bridge (new paradigm). The festival will not be a one once 
only mega event, but it will rather simulate the ECoC year, 
where we intend to deliver multitudes of small and big events, 
conducted both with local and international collaborators. The 
program will be streamed online.

The event will take place in January and introduce new 
traditions such as Hot Treatment where we will offer all kinds 
of hot beverages from all over Europe and the world, not 
only our traditional hot wine, but also Italian bombardino, 
British grog, Spanish hot chocolate con churros, anijsmelk 
from Netherlands, kúmenkaffi from Iceland, Irish hot toddy, 
amazing maté from Argentina or green mint tea from 
Morocco. Every venue will focus on different genres of 
culture combining music, visual art and multidimensional 
performances during two days. The Curiosity Infusion will 
host both local and international performers curated with our 
partner Festival Pohoda.



Trenčín, Trenčianske Teplice, SLOVAK ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCESInstitute of Construction and Architecture, 
Department of Urbanism at Faculty of Architecture 
STU, Days of Architecture, Archiméra, TEDx Trenčín, 
PechaKucha Trenčín, Register of Modern Architecture, 
Slovak National Gallery, Archtung, Spolka, Centre 
of architecture L.E.Hudec, Metropolitan Institute 
Bratislava
International Partners for this set of projects: 
Seventeen playgrounds (NL, Vetřelci a volavky (CZ, 
Kruh (CZ KAUNAS 2021 LT, Museum of Architecture 
Wroclaw (PL, Danish architecture centre (DK, 
Architecture centre London (GB, Architecture centre 
Amsterdam (NL, Chicago architecture center (USA, 
Architecture centrum Wien (AT, Berlin architecture 
collective (DE, Centrum of architecture Warszawa 
PL, Museum of architecture and design Ljubljana (SI, 
Future Architecture (EU, HAM Helsinki (SE, Ica.wb 
Brussels (BE, Vlaams Architecture Brussels (BE, CIVA 
Brussels (BE, Architecture workroom Brussels (BE, 
VI PER gallery prague (CZ, Gallery Jaroslav Fragner 
Prague (CZ, CAMPIPR prague (CZ

Counter Effect
ECoC 1  2023(research) — 2026(outputs) 

Trenčín has been considered an army 
city for a significant portion of its 
history and until today the army still has 
a base and spacious infrastructure in 
the city. In this research project we will 
focus on the army's influence on local 
cultural movements—specifically on 
the musical punk underground scene 
that determined the musical and festival 
culture of the city. This movement is also 
the birthplace of the multicultural music 
festival Pohoda. 

Curators of the Creative Institute Trenčín 
will invite scholars and artists from 
Krems (AT, České Budějovice (CZ, 
Segedin (HU, Narva (EE and Kaunas 
LTV to research the influence of the 
army on life and culture in army base 
cities in Europe and find an answer to 
the question: How did the pressure of 
army rigidity stimulate cultural rebellion? 
The results of this project will include: 
extensive mapping of the subject in 
collaboration with national and European 
partners, cultural interventions and 
events, open dialogue regarding the 
topic across the cultural and sociological 
fields, collaboration with “army 
cities” across Europe, publication and 
documentation.
Slovak Partners: Pohoda, STRATPOL, Slovak Union of 
Anti—Fascist Fighters, Union of Soldiers of the Slovak 
Republic, Slovak Aviation Association gen. Dr. M. R. 
Štefánik, Association of Women in the Army, Airport 
Veterans Club Kuchyňa, M. R . Štefánik society, UN 
Veteran Slovakia, Military veteran Bratislava
International Partners: Krems (AT, Danube University 
Krems (AT, České Budějovice (CZ, University of 
South Bohemia in v České Budějovice (CZ, Szeged 
HU, University of Szeged (HU, Narva (EE, Estonian 
Academy of Security Sciences (EE, Kaunas (LT, 
Rummu (EE

Memorial Uplift
20242026  

Within the forest Brezina Trenčín there 
is a unique memorial dedicated to 
victims tortured during WWII. Curators 
of Trenčín 2026 in close collaboration 
with Festival Pohoda, will organize 
antifascist and antitotalitarian events 
at this space. The need to remind the 
young generation about the horrors of 
fascism is urgent, as extreme right wing 
parties and populism are rising across 
Europe. Through organizing artistic 
events, concerts, debates and talks we 
will open a dialogue and restructure 
the label that the memorial carries. The 
intimate but dramaturgically attractive 
events will present strong opinions and 
attitudes against totalitarian regimes and 
toward deepening European values of 
democracy. This will give the memorial 
well—deserved attention, a new chance 
to become a new venue for democratic 
expressions. We will start this program 
and a new tradition at a symbolic time, 
on the 80th anniversary of Slovak 
national uprising in 2024.
Slovak Partners: Pohoda, Hlava 5, Žilina, Young 
against fascism, Slovak Union of Anti—Fascist 
Fighters, UAFA Cup
International Partners: EXIT DE, European network 
against racism (EU, OSCE Office for Democratic 
Institutions and Human Rights (EU, International Day 
Against Fascism and Antisemitism (INT, European 
Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (EU, European 
Commission against Racism and Intolerance (EU

Identity of Trenčín
ECoC 1  2026

A literature project will activate 
intergenerational relationships and 
fill in the blank spots of our cultural 
recollection. This project deals with 
our collective memory and will engage 
hundreds of students, teachers, library 
workers and individuals that will look 
for influential personas from the region, 
whether their contribution became 
relevant in Slovakia or abroad. 

The project will encourage young 
talented individuals in literature, 
journalism and storytelling and offers 
space for experimentation with the 
genres. Identity of Trenčín will be based 
on a series of dialogues, debates and 
research through generations that 
will be later creatively processed into 
literature, sound and other media by 
young creators and their partners.
Slovak Partners: Absynt, Artforum, Martinus, Monokel, 
Atomic Verlag, Branch of the state archive in Trenčín, 
SLOVAK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, The Monuments 
Board of Slovak Republic, Literary 

festival BRAK, Žilina Literary Festival, Fraktál, 
Fragment, Hmota, Veget
International Partners: Goethe Institut (DE, Tartu 
2024 EE 1984/2024 Literary Festival, embassies, 
Literary Festival Ostrava (CZ

Rooted in Trenčín
2026

Trenčín is a home to significant visual 
artists such as Stano Filko, Milan 
Paštéka, Igor Kalný, Rudolf Uher, 
Katarína Poliačková, Ladislav Medňanský. 
The project is dedicated to creating an 
opportunity to show their new or existing 
work in order to strengthen the pride and 
identity feeling among the locals. It will 
be carried in collaboration with Slovak 
and international curators. 

The shows will take place in the Trenčín 
City Gallery and continue on a European 
tour in collaboration with Slovak 
Institutes abroad. They will be organized 
in public spaces, outdoors or unusual 
nature venues and present the works 
of Denisa Lehocká, one of the most 
recognized Slovak artists using textiles 
as her main creative method and Matej 
Krén, world renowned artist from Trenčín 
that works predominantly with books as 
objects, creating a social sculpture in the 
city library.
Slovak Partners: The Gallery of Miloš Alexander 
Bazovský in Trenčín
International Partners: Slovak Institutes in Prague (CZ, 
Paris (FR, Budapest (HU, Berlin (DE, Warsaw (PL, 
Vienna (AT, Rome (IT, Tartu Art Museum (EE

Underneath the Arches
2026

Two Italian curators Chiara Pirozzi and 
Alessandra Troncone will work on a 
project questioning, recontextualising 
and reinterpreting the heritage of the 
Roman Empire in Trenčín—its northern 
border. 

International artists will be invited 
for a residency stay in Trenčín to 
create temporary and site-specific 
installations in dialogue with local space 
and the surrounding area. They will be 
encouraged to reflect on the figure of 
Marcus Auerelius, his philosophy and 
way of thinking.
Slovak Partners: Museum of Trenčín, Comenius 
University, Kassak Centre
International Partners: Accademia di Belle Arti, 
Naples (IT, Instituto Italiano di Cultura Bratislava (IT, 
Transart Communication (EU
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Modernism—revisited
FLAGSHIP  2023‒2026  

The project involves a complex set of 
events, research, interventions projects, 
commented walks, discussions and 
publications exploring our architectural 
heritage. Part of this initiative will be 
a set of international open calls for 
interventions, installations and artworks 
in public space. Artists will be invited to 
confront themselves with artworks that 
already exist in the city and also create 
new ones that will address current 
societal topics and the context of our 
city and Europe. These open calls will 
be conducted and guided by an expert 
committee. 

The topic of 20th century architecture 
and urbanism, confronting its utopist 
ideas and learning from it to inform 
the new century will be developed and 
discussed. The first stage of workshops, 
archive research and publications 
taking place during 20232025 will 
lead to a conference on the urbanism 
of the Trenčín region and our shared 
European architectural heritage.  The 
publication Local Modern Architecture 
Guide C20 will serve as a unique tourist 
guide focused on the most interesting 
architecture and urbanism from the 
20th century and include a famous 
Villa of Doctor Sázel built in 1939 by 
renown Czech architect F. L. Gahura and 
demolished in 2005. We will create a 
re-interpretation of this Corbusier-like 
villa in an abstract form of an exterior 
pavilion reminding citizens of this gem of 
architecture. It will be placed on one of 

the flat roofs of the famous functionalist 
neighbourhood Sihoť by an architect 
Silberstein and will host seasonal 
activities.

Machnáč Residencies
2026

The reconstructed Sanatorium Machnáč 
in Trenčianske Teplice ⟶Q38; P56 will 
host international residences. It was 
designed by an important Prague 
architect, Jaromír Krejcar and represents 
his social and humanistic values, sense 
of community and great technological 
progress, which cross borders and 
interconnect Slovak architecture with 
the best of European creations from 
De Stijl, Bauhaus and Le Corbusier. 
Machnáč will be hosting 24 international 
artistic residencies annually, artists 
spending two months and creating 
works of art for a series of exhibitions, 
publications, conferences and public 
space interventions for all the visitors 
and citizens of the spa city Trenčianske 
Teplice.

Architecture 
Platform GMAB
2025‒2026  

Miloš Bazovský Gallery (GMAB will 
dedicate one floor in their building 
for establishing the first Architecture 
platform based in Trenčín since the 
Department of Architecture and Urban 
Planning Trenčín was established in 
the 1960s. The platform will organise 

4 exhibitions annually, focused on 
forms, systems, stories and art. The 
Architecture platform will provide 
recurring curatorial opportunities for 
international curators from European 
Architecture Centers such as Centre of 
Architecture Warsaw and develop long-
term collaborations. The main topics 
will be followed by a series of city tours, 
workshops and screenings for wide 
audiences. The space will also serve 
architects, urbanists, artists and citizens 
of Trenčín interested in local architects 
and artists, forgotten stories, new trends 
and development projects.

Sensitively 
On Brutalism
ECoC 1  7  20242026  

Sensitively On Brutalism is a nomadic 
architecture and urbanism conference 
starting in 2024, taking place at 
embassies (Berlin and London) and 
other interesting venues in different 
countries discussing the phenomenon of 
destroying the picturesque historical city 
centre and replacing it with brutalistic or 
late modern structures after the WWII. 
This topic connects many European 
countries. As an outcome there will be a 
network of cities coping with this same 
issue, discussing ideas and sharing 
knowledge.
SlovakPartners for this set of projects:
Hlava 5, The Gallery of Miloš Alexander Bazovský 
in Trenčín, Department of Architecture and Urban 
planning Trenčín, The Museum of Trenčín, Ministry of 
the Interior, City Archive Trenčín, Branch of the state 
archive in Trenčín, Regional Monuments Board 
of Slovak Republic, Čierne Diery, DataLab, Jaromír 
Krejcar society, Abandoned (re)creation, Slovak 
Chamber of Architects, The Self-Governing Region of 
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Estefan (RO, Bence Gyorgi Palinkas (HU, Martin 
Kochan (SK, Oto Hudec (SK ; Artistic groups/
activists: Cooperation: MAP Make Art with Purpose 
INT, Translocal institute (Maja a Reuben Fowkes) 
HU
Slovak Partners: The Gallery of Miloš Alexander 
Bazovský in Trenčín, Hlava 5, VŠVU AFAD, Department 
of Architecture and Urban Planning Trenčín, Nové 
mesto nad Váhom, Trenčianske Bohuslavice, 
Chocholná—Záriečie, Drietoma, Skalka n. Váhom, 
Nemšová, Dubnica, Ilava, Central European Studies of 
the Commenius University, Public Pedestal, Východné 
pobrežie
International Partners: Visegrad Fund (EU, Central 
European Forum (EU, The Visegrad Group (EU, 
Central European Initiative (EU, Central European 
University (EU, HAM Helsinki (SE, Visegrad Insight 
EU, TUDA DE, Zupagrafika (PL, Ukrainian Soviet 
Mosaics (UA, Chemnitz 2025 DE, Nova Gorica 2025 
SI, Vetřelci a Volavky (CZ, Hmotnost (CZ, Art District 
7 CZ, Festival m3 CZ, Sculpture Line International 
Festival (CZ, DE, LUX, IT, Nonument (SI, Rur art map 
CZ, Frontiers of Solitude (CZ/NO/IS, MAPMake Art 
with Purpose (EU, Vent des Forêts (FR, Translocal 
Institute for Contemporary Art (GB

Splanekor 2.0
ECoC 2  2025  2026

Splanekor is an absurd local DIY boat 
racing event established in 1981 by 
the Club of Atypical Activities—ATYP 

in Trenčín. We plan to bring back this 
popular event of a race in Self-made 
vessels on the river Váh and we will 
promote it internationally in collaboration 
with the Student Union in Lappeenranta 
Technical University from Finland who 
will send their participants to Splanekor 
in Trenčín. Another partner, the Finnish 
candidate city Savonlinna will organise 
the same event in Finland inviting the 
Slovak participants from Trenčín. We 
will create a set of criteria for the self 
created boats, such as uniqueness of 
the idea, visual quality of the design, 
sustainable approach in construction 
and collaboration with artists or local 
communities. The ECoC year 2026 
will be a symbolic year of the 45th 
anniversary of this unique and bizarre 
adventure.
Slovak Partners: FabLab in Creative Center 
Hviezdodvor, companies, Red Bull, Dragon Boat in 
Trenčín, Repairably, Marius Pedersen, Institute of 
Circular Economics
International Partners: Bad Ischl 2024 AT, Faro 2027 
PT, FabLab (EU, Finland ECoCs candidates (FI, Righ 
to Repair (EU, ECOS EU, Kaljakellunta (FI

Sounds and Environments
20232026  

Trenčín’s surroundings and the Region 
itself are full of great spots for outdoor 
activities and interesting natural 
spaces. The city centre is very close to 
different natural habitats for rare animal 
species such as the unique natural area 
Trenciansky Luh, a nesting place for 160 
species of birds. 

With the highest sensitivity to nature, 
this project will develop a series of site 
specific sound and space interventions 
to connect spending time in nature 
and culture with musician Fero Király. 
Observing and surveying the birds will 
be led by a local ornithologist Radovan 
Jambor and followed by recording of the 
birds chirping and making site specific 
experimental music with a live audience. 
The renowned young group of female 
architects Woven will create a set of 
pavilions and follies with different kinds 
of purpose from relaxing in a sauna to 
observing platforms. 

The project will include authorities of 
neighbouring cities and the Region, 
Slovak and international authors and an 
open call for collaborations.
Possible Artists: Bohuš a Monika Kubinský (SK, 
Jonáš Gruska (SK, Fero Király (SK, Peter Machajdík 
SK, Maja Osojnik (SI, Gordon Monahan (CA, Hauke 
Harder (DE and more
Slovak Partners: Woven architects, Department of 
architecture and urban planning Trenčín, Trenčianske 
Teplice, The Self-Governing Region of Trenčín, VŠMU
Film and TV Faculty—Atelier of sound composition, 
A4Space for Contemporary Culture, Sensorium 
festival, Next

International Partners: INSTITUTE OF SONOLOGY 
electronic music education—production—research—
Royal Conservatoire The Hague (NL, 4D SOUND 
Spatial Sound Institute (HU, Electronic Beats (INT, 
Garage (RU, Prepared Surroundings (RU, CTM DE, 
Rokolectiv Festival (RO

Never-ending Picnic 
2026

The project’s idea is to create places 
and situations where local people and 
artists can learn from each other in 
non-hierarchical ways, where all are 
co-learners, and learning takes place 
not only cognitively, but emotionally and 
physically via outdoor workshops, city 
excursions, mini art camps, and picnics. 

Curator of the project, Judit Angel, 
will organise critical public space 
interventions of the Budapest based 
artist group SZAF Judit Fischer & 
Miklós Mécs) and invite other artists 
and citizens to intervene in the city’s 
space. The project will start as a picnic, 
an outdoor meal, where each person 
contributes with a dish and where there 
is no particular host of the event and 
develop into talks about cultural and 
natural heritage.
Artists: SZAF / Judit Fischer & Miklós Mécs (HU, 
Monotremu (RO, Claudiu Cobilanschi (RO, Viliam 
Slaminka (SK; Curator: Judit Angel (HU, tranzit.sk
Slovak Partners: Dr. Ivan Dérer Elementary School in 
Bratislava,
International Partners: Minitremu Art Camp (RO, 
tranzit.sk (HU

Cool Interventions 
7  20242026  

This project is aligned to the ambitious 
environmental strategy of the city and 
aims to help to achieve the goals of a 
sustainable microclimate in Trenčín 
by application of vegetation and water 
elements. 

It will be run by an expert curator 
(ecology, public space) who will create 
a plan to implement water fountains, fog 
structures and botanic installations and 
sculptures in the selected areas of the 
city which will later be designed and 
created by architects and sculptors from 
both Slovakia and Europe.
Slovak Partners: Centre for environmental activities 
Trenčín, Subdigital, Department of Architecture and 
Urban Planning of Trenčín, The Self-Governing Region 
of Trenčín, Košice +-40
International Partners: Adapterra awards (CZ, 
Patrick Blanc (FR, Pool is Cool (BE, bureau b+b (NL, 
Openfabric (NL, Micro Urbanisms (TR, Architects 
Climate Action Network (EU, CCA architecture 
Architectural Ecologies Lab (USA
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BLO
CK2  Rooting for Nature
Rooting for Nature explores 
our relationship with nature 
and the challenges that climate 
change brings. Projects within 
the block are recontextualizing 
natural spaces into venues and 
use artistic means to address 
environmental issues. 

Aqua Vitae 
FLAGSHIP  ECoC 5  7  20222026  

An extensive project conceptualised by 
contemporary art curator Lýdia Pribišová 
will engage inhabitants in reflection on 
various topics regarding the water in 
the city. There are extinct functionalist 
city baths designed by famous architect 
Bohuslav Fuchs, 26 mineral water 
springs in the Trenčín area, a wetlands 
area, a water well of love at the castle 
and spa springs in Trenčianske Teplice. 
Water is our common ground, it is a basic 
need, the elementary condition for life. In 
Trenčín, water is undoubtedly admittedly 
a unifying element as the stray current of 
the river Váh is running under the city. 

This project consists of a series of events, 
happenings, meetings, and exhibitions 
of individual or group projects realized 
at various places in the city (on the 
riverbanks of the Váh, on the island, as 
well as in the Synagogue and the City 
Gallery) in 20222026.The artists will 
design and lead educational programs in 
the form of laboratories, workshops and 
discussions.

Among the participating artists there will 
be: Nomeda and Gediminas Urbonas 
from Lithuania who developed their 
project The River Runs to Trenčín, as a 
river laboratory exploring how a river 
as a public good operates to define 
our sense of belonging on an individual 
and collective scale, and Italian artist 
Lucia Romualdi who will measure the 
water levels in different ports around 
the world and in Trenčín to create 
poetic site-specific light installations 
representing the movement of the river 
levels. In collaboration with the city of 
Savonlinna we will introduce the topic of 
clean drinkable water and invite Finnish 
contemporary fine artists to reflect on 
this topic in Trenčín and in the Saimaa 
Lake region.

More invited Artists: Andrea Kalinová (SK, Zuzana 
Husárová (SK, Katarzyna Krakowiak (PL, Miro Tóth 
SK, Helena Hladilová (SK, Jozef Pilát (SK SK, 
Daniela Tomečková, Maja Štefančíková (SK, Jasmina 
Cibic (SI, Joanna Rajkowska (PL and others.
Slovak Partners: Abandoned Recreation, Slovak 
National Gallery, The Gallery of Miloš Alexander 
Bazovský in Trenčín, tranzit.sk, FlashArt, The 
Waterworks Museum, Trenčianske Teplice, Old Herold, 
Department of Hydraulic Engineering STU
International Partners: Savonlinna 2026 FI, Die 
Angewandte in Vienna (AT, Academy of Fine Arts in 
Warsaw (PL, Studio Trisorio, Naples (IT, Urbonas 
Studio, Polish Institute in Bratislava (PL, Czech Centre 
CZ, Instituto Italiano di Cultura Bratislava, Bad 
Ischl 2024 AT, Faro 2027 PT, Novi Sad 2021 RS, 
Veszprém 2023 HU, Museum of Water (GB

Follow the Art Routes
 FLAGSHIP  20242026  

Visitors and locals can discover Trenčín 
and its region via two special routes: the 
Green City Route and the Rural Art Route. 

The Green city route is a curatorial 
concept of environmental art by 
Oto Hudec resulting in installations, 
interventions, happenings, discussions, 
workshops and debates. Invited artists 

in residence will work on site-specific 
pieces addressing environmental 
challenges. These artworks will be 
joined by an imaginary line, creating 
an unconventional educational path to 
follow with the help of an interactive map 
⟶Q34; P51. The artists will start a long 
term collaboration between local schools 
and environmental activists to build 
awareness about environmental topics. 

The Rural Art Route is a project 
supporting ecological mobility. 
Association Hlava 5 SK and an expert 
committee of European curators and 
environmental activists will organize an 
open call for Czech and Slovak artists to 
target those audiences who are active 
outdoors but do not consume culture. 
Expertly chosen pieces of contemporary 
art will be placed in public spaces 
surrounding Trenčín and in the Region 
in the vicinity of the unique 65 kilometre 
long cycle path ⟶Q37; P55. 

Artists: Tamás Kaszás (HU, Anca Benera (RO, Arnold 
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and  the city will be perceived as their 
companion that has its own voice, sings 
and answers to passers-by. People will 
interact to make the installations come 
alive which serves as a metaphor against 
apathy. Playful City Symphonies will 
communicate with the citizens in a new 
way as ordinary places become alive and 
vibrant.
Slovak Partners: Radio FM, Digital arts VŠVU, High 
school of Applied Art in Trenčín, VŠMU MUSIC AND 
DANCE FACULTY, Academy of arts Banská Bystrica
International Partners: Hakan Libdo Studio, Music 
Tech fest, Ars Electronica, WHITEvoid (DE, The 
Janáček Academy of Music and Performing Arts Brno 
CZ, Tomáš Baťa University in Zlín (CZ

Castle is 
Contemporary
FLAGSHIP  ECoC 1  2026

The castle is an undeniable monument 
of the city, but it lacks contemporary 
vibrancy. Through collaboration with 
renowned artists the castle will host 
a new program that is interactive, 
innovative and informative. We will 
use the capacity of the castle to its 
fullest, opening never seen spaces and 
filling them with contemporary cultural 
expressions, posing a question about 
reinterpretation and use of monuments 
in the 21st century. The project will also 
open possibilities for collaboration with 
other cities with monuments that fell 
victim to the post card effect and the 
rigid methods of historical exhibitions.

It will be run by a Czech renowned 
artist Kateřina Šedá, who has already 
developed a series of interventions, 
starting with the castle tour, changed 
into unusual performances, not a theatre 
in historical costumes but a search 
for contemporary dialogue. Additional 
programs for youth and children will be 
enriched with the use of digital media 
to ensure that classic formats such as 
scavenger hunt are appealing to wide 
young audiences. Another goal is to 
create a series of authentic souvenirs 
that cannot be found anywhere else. We 
will open an international competition in 
which souvenirs can become anything-
not only a design masterpiece, but also a 
musical record or meeting with a fictional 
or real figure.
Slovak Partners: The Self-Governing Region of 
Trenčín, VŠMU Theatre faculty, Alone on the stage, 
Košice, Slovak Design Centre
International Partners: Valleta 2019 MT, The Best in 
Heritage (HR/EU, International council of museums 
INT, International Centre for the Study of the 
Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property 
INT, International Council on monuments and sites 
INT, Europa Nostra (EU, Wiki Loves Monuments 
INT, Unite4Heritage (INT, Google Arts and Culture, 
European Heritage Label (EU, Ljubljana Castle (SI

Kintera in the Castle
2026

Trečín castle will become a venue for 
contemporary art exhibitions and we will 
develop a site-specific exhibition with 
a Czech renowned artist Krištof Kintera 
focusing on analysis of the way in which 
globalized society functions through 
the fragmentation, hyperbolization 
and translocation of objects into other 
visual contexts. The exhibition will 
be fully unexpected as all his work is 
characterized by playfulness and his 
specific absurd humor. His objects and 
installations often have a performative 
aspect.
Slovak Partners: The Self-Governing Region of Trenčín
International Partners: Rudolfinum (CZ

Every Part Counts
FLAGSHIP  ECoC 2  2022—2026 

This part of the programme will contain 
a site-specific program for different 
city parts and a series of community 
events organized by locals: picnics, 
farmer markets, design fairs, theatre 
performances, small concerts, cuisine 
and gastronomy festivals and more. 
We not only aim to engage the local 
community but to create interest and 
develop a vibrant cultural offer outside 
the city centre. The Creative Institute 
will work with local communities 
through the Cultural Ambassadors 
and the city officials to ensure the 
support for grassroots culture outside 
of the city centre and create an open 
source support tool box in the process. 
Revitalization of public space will always 
be conducted with focus on future 
content and every city part will have 
space to develop their own cultural 
offering and identity.
Slovak Partners: Neighbors in the yard, Zrejme, Voices, 
Priestor, TEDx, Trenčín na Korze, City theatre Trenčín, 
Dobrý trh, Trnavský rínek, Trenčín Foundation, Pontis 
Foundation, Active citizens fund
International Partners: Virtual Square (INT, Goethe 
Institut (DE, Faro 2027 PT, Novi Sad 2021 RS

Garage
 7  20212026 

The Garage installation will highlight 
different histories of art, as many of 
those who are performing on big stages 
now started in a garage. Garage is a 
place of new and underground music 
creation specific to Trenčín, a venue of 
first performances and a place of gaining 
first managerial skills. 

The Garage installation will be a real 
altered garage and it will travel all across 
the city and its surroundings from 2021. 
Various artistic groups or communities 
will move the Garage to their location 
and create performances and content 
for a given time period. Festival Pohoda 
will provide curatorial mentorship to 
young curators in collaboration with the 
Institute for Participation and Creative 
Institute Trenčín.
Slovak Partners: Pohoda, Gympelrock, Priestor, Tonas, 
Muziker, Square TV, Amadeus Agency, Keraming
International Partners: ECoCs, French Institute (FR, 
Czech centre (CZ, Goethe Institute (DE, Balassi 
Institute (HU. British Council (GB, Bulgarian Institute 
BG, Polish Institute (PL, Austrian Cultural Forum (AT, 
Instituto Italiano di Cultura Bratislava (IT

ÚÚÚExperimental
Music Sessions
ECoC 2  2026

The project is a series of sound 
performances led by Cluster Ensemble 
that explores less known music from 
the 20th century until present. Each 
performance will be followed by an 
expert commentary and a discussion 
among artists and audience about 
the piece, aiming to understand and 
decipher the artwork better and thus 
contribute to a multidimensional 
perception. 

Concerts and performances will take 
place outside the traditional concert 
halls and bring more aesthetically 
challenging music to the audience in an 
unusual context. They will include cage 
concepts, field recordings, sound—
movement performances, domestic and 
international productions, performed 
by top local artists. As the Slovak 
music scene is often marginalized 
by mainstream listeners, this project 
focuses on participation of Slovak artists 
proving that the contemporary Slovak 
music scene is very viable, developed 
and it has a long tradition.
Slovak Artists: Urban Hudák, Eva Šušková, Peter 
Mazalán, Viktora Fuček, Zuzana Žabková, Eva 
Priečková, Jakub Juhász, Michal Matejka, Miro Tóth, 
Peter Machajdík, Petra Fornayovś, Jonáš Gruska, Fero 
Király and many more. Performed artistic pieces by: 
Adamčiak, Cage, Glass, Reich, Lang, Lucier, Monk, 
Kupkovič, Machajdík, Matej, Boroš, Vajó a i.
Slovak Partners: Scenery, Lom space, Flaam, JAMA, 
Vlna, Kapitál, Radio_FM, Lalala Slovak music export, 
VŠVU, VŠMU MUSIC AND DANCE FACULTY, ISCM, 
VENI ensemble, Cluster ensemble,
International Partners: Bodo 2024 NO, UH Fest (HU, 
CTM DE, Veszprém 2023 HU
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           STRAND 2
Creating the Playground
This programme strand is taking the city as a playground, as a place where we 
can let out joyful energy, invent and play a whole new game between the fields 
and have fun. Creating new opportunities for culture, fun and business are the 
goals of projects developed in both blocks—The City Abloom and Designing
the Field.

This strand will bring a new flow of energy, joy and movement into our city.

BLO
CK1  The City Abloom
The City Abloom will develop 
joyful, quality culture. It's 
about living in the present 
moment. The block builds on 
the understanding and mutual 
respect from the Common 
Ground strand and focuses on 
engaging the public in diverse 
cultural activities spread around 
the town, filling the public 
space with a variety of events, 
installations and interventions. 
Artists in collaboration 
with communities and the 
municipality will rebuild the trust 
in our public space in order to 
cultivate it, enjoy it and feel at 
home. The communities will be 
actively engaged through the 
Institute for Participation and 
cultural content will drive the 
revitalisation.

Green Bridge
FLAGSHIP  ECoC 2  7  20232026  

An old railway bridge, recently acquired 
by the city of Trenčín, serves as a path 
for cyclists and pedestrians ⟶Q38; P56. 
Its location is unique and it constitutes 
an extension of the city centre offering 
amazing views of the castle and 
historical centre. 

The bridge will become a new 
cultural spot full of life, vibrancy and 
contemporary flow. Its construction 
offers amazing opportunities for light 
and sound installations that will start 
already in 2023 curated by locals and 
invited artists. The bridge will serve as 
a unique venue, a symbol of honoring 
the past, but taking it for a fresh spin, 
recontextualizing it in a contemporary 
and energized way.

A new floating stage placed under the 
bridge, developed in collaboration with 
Olja Triaška Štefanovič (Serbian artist 
living in Slovakia), will serve various 
artists, diverse age groups and activities 
(birds observing, concerts, discussions, 
environmental education). Olja will 
open a topic about the bridges of 
Europe destroyed during war conflicts, 
connecting the work with her personal 
stories from Novi Sad (ECoC 2021. The 
floating stage will become a democratic 
space for dialogue, for understanding 
and seeing things in different 
perspectives, both metaphorically and 
literally.
Slovak Partners: VŠVU AFAD, Woven architects, 
Slovak Chamber of Architects, Department of 
Architecture and Urban Planning Trenčín, The Self-
Governing Region of Trenčín, Cycling Coalition, Slovak 
Cyclist Club, Trakt, Born to trick, Kassak Centre
International Partners: Novi Sad 2021 RS,Kaunas 

Biennial (LT, Matter of Art (CZ, Timișoara 2021 RO, 
Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen (DE, Nonument! 
SI, New media center_kuda.org (RS, Res Artis (INT, 
Transartist (INT, Zlín (CZ, Uherské Hradište (CZ, 
Cran—Grevrier (FR, Tarnow (PL, Casalecchio di Reno 
IT, Békéscaba (HU, Kragujevac (RS

City Symphonies
FLAGSHIP  20252026

Interactive sound and light installations 
developed with Swedish artist Hakan 
Libdo and international partners will be 
placed in different parts of the city in 
busy transit places, subways, bus stops 
and traffic lights. The aim of this project 
is to make the streets come alive and the 
city more attractive and enjoyable. 

Interactive elements in installations will 
make the citizens feel less abandoned 
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for business through entrepreneurial 
success stories and internships, 
discussions, collaborations, residencies 
and presentations of sustainable fashion. 

The Festival will cooperate with a partner 
CONTEXTILEContemporary Textile 
Art Biennial in Guimarães, Portugal. The 
cooperation will include workshops, 
lectures, research residencies as well 
as presentation of chosen projects from 
biennale in Guimarães at various events 
and exhibitions. The Slovak Design 
Centre together with the local designers 
who work on the topic of sustainable 
fashion will be part of this project.
Slovak Partners: High school of Applied Art in Trenčín, 
Slovak Fashion Council, Slovak Design Center, 
Sustainability platform, VŠVU, Fashion LIVE!, Košice 
Fashion Week & Summit, Civitta
International Partners: Tartu 2024 EE, Contextile 
PT, Fashion Scout (GB, Globan Fashion Agenda (DK, 
Sustainable fashion academy (SE, Fashion Revolution 
INT, Prague Fashion Week (CZ, International Festival 
of Textile crafts, Textile art and Design (BE

Trenčín 
Literature Fair
FLAGSHIP  JUNE 2026 

Book fair and festival presenting 
literature in all modern forms is an 
important tool of the creative industry 
and has a big importance for the 
development of the region and the entire 
Slovak book and publishing market. The 
project will be conducted with the help 
of Silvester Lavrík and will create space 
for local authors and young creators 
to present their work in front of a wide 
audience and conduct a rich programme 
for the festival. The event will engage 
national and international publishing 
houses, authors, and hundreds of 
national and international producers.
Slovak Partners: Literary and Information Center 
Bratislava, Bibiana, House of Art for Children,, Literary 
festival BRAK, Žilina literary festival, Literary agency 
LITA, Anasoft litera, Award of Ján Johanides, Initiative 
Let's read together, Short story award, Absynt, 
Artforum, Martinus, Monokel, Atomic Verlag
International Partners: World of Book Prague 
CZ, Biblioteka Warsawa (PL, Arzenal Kyjev (UA, 
1984/2024 Literary Festival Tartu 2024 EE, Budapest 
Literary Festival (HU

Atelier Dialogue
ECoC 1  7  20242026  

The Academic study programme of 
creative writing with three sub-ateliers 
will be created under the auspices
of Trenčín University and a renowned 
author Silvester Lavrík. Creative 
writing, with the exception of educating 
screen-writers and dramaturgists, is 
not being taught systematically and at 
an academic level in Slovakia, Czech 

Republic or Hungary. The aim of Atelier 
Dialogue is to reconnect with the legacy 
of literary history in the region and to 
cultivate fresh literary activity.

ATELIÉR ZAMAROVSKÝ will focus on 
nonfiction literature as a tool of historical 
recollection. ATELIÉR JESENSKÝ / 
ČAPEK will work with fiction/sci-fi as a 
tool for building European integrity and 
curiosity and ATELIÉR PODJAVORINSKÁ 
will become a complex programme 
focusing on creating children's literature, 
board and educational games with 
a range of accompanying activities 
such as illustration, book design and 
animation. All study programmes will 
be executed with the collaboration and 
guidance of reputable visiting authors 
and experts from Slovakia and abroad.
Slovak Partners: Slovak Academy of Science—
Department of Literature, Department of History, 
Literary and Information Centre Bratislava, Institute of 
world literature SAS, Nation's Memory Institute, Matica 
slovenská, IUVENTA, House of art for Children, Slovak 
National Archive
International Partners: Janáček Academy Brno (CZ, 
Silesian University Opava (CZ, Jagelon University 
Krakow (PL, PIM Petofi Literary Museum Budapest 
HU, MCK International Cultural Centre Krakow (PL, 
European Short story festival Rijeka (HR, Cymera 
2021 GB

Merino/a Monument
ECoC 1  20242025

Sweden-based curator Rado Ištok 
born in Trenčín will conduct a project, 
resulting in a publication, on sheep wool 
Merino that played an important role 
in the economic development of many 
parts of Europe. Trenčín's merino wool 
processing factory Merina was founded 
in 1907 and closed down in 2009. It left 
a significant mark on the city's economy 
and identity as a textile producer. 
Merino/a project has the potential to 
provoke questions about the shared 
European and global heritage of the 
sheep herding and wool industry.

The project will start with research of the 
subject, linked to the research done in 
Verona (IT and Tourcoing (FR, following 
up with a residency of a Maroccan artist 
Amine El Gotaibi, who works with wool 
as a contemporary material. During the 
residency, Amine will create a large-
scale object in the former Merina wool 
factory in Trenčín in cooperation with 
students of Secondary School of 
Applied Arts.
Slovak Partners: High school of Applied Art in Trenčín
International Partners: Contextile (PT, Guimarães 
2012

Rewiring the World
20242026

Wire craft played an important role in 
the Trenčín region and nomadic wire 
weavers became a folk symbol of the 
Upper Hungarian Empire citizen-a 
Slovak. These craftsmen gradually 
spread to many countries outside the 
Austrian-Hungarian Empire. Wire craft 
symbolizes reconstruction, in a figurative 
sense it could be reconstruction of the 
history of transnational relationships. 
There is an overlap of the material 
culture, handicraft, traditions, migration, 
and a concept of sustainability through 
the reconstruction. 

Based on the history of workshops 
founded by wire weaver Tomáš Fasunko 
in Tunisia, the project will be organised 
as a cooperation between Slovak 
curator Rado Ištok and Tunisian curator 
Aziza Harmel, who will translate the 
historic a global interconnection of wire 
weavers into global interconnection of 
the contemporary art. The project will 
consist of curatorial research, study 
visits (Tunisia and Croatian Rijeka) and 
an accompanying bilingual publication.
Artists: Kader Attia (FR, Joar Nango (NO, Anetta 
Mona Chisa (RO a Lucia Tkáčová (SK
Slovak Partners: The Centre for folk Art Production, 
SLOVAK ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
International Partners: Kunsthalle Vienna (AT, MMSU 
Rijeka (HR

Echoes
2026

A year-long projection-mapping 
installation, traveling around city 
locations in Trencin, recontextualizing its 
textile, army-base and fashion industry 
roots for old and new generations, 
Echoes, led by new media artist Boris 
Vitázek, aims to create context sensitive 
projections in urban spaces by creating 
an extensive toolkit mapping urban 
locations suitable for projection-
mapping, including their history and 3D 
models of buildings. 12 international and 
Slovak artists will be curated to create 
a site-specific animation-celebrating, 
critiquing and integrating its theme. 
This project will be part of our creative 
capacity building and a foundation for 
a new media youth community, offering 
skills training and education in the field.
Slovak Partners: Fest Anča, Sensorium festival, 
Kassak Centre, VŠVU, Trakt
International Partners: Lumitrix (CZ, Node (EU,
Res Artis (INT
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WOMEX in Trenčín
2026

Renowned World music festival WOMEX 
is organised in a different city each year 
and we will apply to bring this prestigious 
international event to Trenčín in 2026. 
Festival Pohoda will be the main partner 
responsible for collaboration between 
ECoC Trenčín 2026 and WOMEX. In the 
preparatory phase, a number of concerts 
will be organized in cooperation with 
WOMUSK—an active world music 
organization in Slovakia. The main event 
will be held in the Expo centre that offers 
generous space for visitors even in 
colder months. The organization of the 
festival will be connected to our capacity 
for building and our volunteer programs.
Slovak Partners: WOMUSK, Pohoda
International Partners: WOMEX INT, Digital Culture 
Network (EU, The Association of Festival Organisers 
INT, Europe Jazz Network (EU, The Forum of 
Worldwide Music Festivals (INT, Freemuse (INT, Most 
EU

The Ground is Moving
7  20222026

This dance performance project led 
by choreographer Petra Fornayová in 
partnership with international Nu Dance 
Fest will be based on 12 dance site-
specific art performances derived from 
the architectural, historical and social 
aspects of the chosen sites. Engaging 
local art schools and folklore groups, 
children, students, and teachers in the 
project will encourage them to gain new 
experiences and skills. Participation 
of local residents, including physically 
disadvantaged groups, will enable 
reaching new local audiences, their 
families and acquaintances.

The established event Nu Dance Fest 
will present a number of performances 
in Trenčín in the whole period of 2022
2026 dealing with a variety of topics 
including body positivity and inclusion 
of the disabled. An accompanying 
program will focus on sensitization 
and enlightenment of the audience: 
moderated discussions, workshops, 
activities for seniors, school children 
and teachers.
Artists: RootlessRoot Company—Jozef Fruček (SK/
GR, Mirjam Soegner (DE/AT, Peter Mika (ES/SK, 
Petra Fornayová (SK, Silvia Svíteková (SK, Soňa 
Kúdeľová (SK, Martin Hodoň (SK, Zdenka Svíteková 
SK/NO, Tomáš Danielis (SK/AT, Jana Tereková (SK/
FR, Marie Gourdain (SK/FR
Slovak Partners: FS Trenčan, FS Družba, DFS Kornička, 
DFS Radosť, DFS Čajka, FS Nadšenci, Paškovci Dance 
School, Korzo, Goonies girls, Aura dance, Bratislava 
in motion

International Partners:
Candoco (GB, Ipercorpo festival Forli (IT, Stary 
Browar Poznaň (PL, Studio Alta Praha / Invalidovna 
CZ, KoresponDance (CZ, Moving Body Festival (BG, 
Dance and Non-verbal theatre festival San Vincent 
HR

Open Air Trenčín 
Spectacles
2026

The open air—theater work of a well-
known local performer Vlado Kulíšek 
will involve moving stages all over the 
city. Music, dance, acrobatics and 
other performative expressions come 
together to tell a story in an inclusive 
and spectacular way without words. 
The series of stories will be based on 
Zamarovsky literature with possible 
mythology and antiquity topics. The 
project will develop three sets of 
performances based on the History of 
Rome and the literary work of Vojtech 
Zamarovský, a famous writer born in 
Trenčín who was our first author of non-
fiction literature.

Contemporary Cirkul'art
A series of high—quality outdoor events, 
including street theatre, contemporary 
circus, and humorous site-specific 
performances, curated by Neo Art 
association. The events will take place 
all around the city, even in remote 
and unusual locations. Artists will visit 
apartment block residential areas, where 
the locals will join in the preparation 
process and often the performance 
itself. They will work with the youth 
and children in suburbs and organize 
educational workshops on the topic of 
the art of movement. Performers will 
include well-known contemporary circus 
artists and street theatre actors from 
Slovakia and abroad.
Slovak Partners for this set of projects: Cirkul’art, 
Trenčín Foundation, Nu Dance fest, Kod
International Partners for this set of projects: Formans 
Theatre (CZ, Pilsen 2015 CZ, National School of 
Circus Montreal (CA, La Strada Graz (AT, Graz (AT, 
Instituto Italiano di Cultura Bratislava (IT, Czech 
Centre (CZ, Austrian Cultural Forum (AT

Festival of Lights and 
Shadows
20232026 

The Festival of new and digital media art 
and intermedia performances curated 
by Trenčín's artistic duo TRAKT, working 
across Europe, aims to engage the public 
in contemporary artistic expressions 
through a high quality and approachable 
program in the form of interactive 
installations, video art, workshops. In 
the period of 20222025 TRAKT will 

focus on local audience development 
and education in new media art areas. 
The project will be developed and 
implemented with high schools and the 
university that will actively participate 
in research of site-specific issues. The 
project will bring light to dark areas of 
our history and current affairs, sparking 
a curiosity that leads to a constructive 
dialogue and broadening of perspectives. 
The Festival facilitates meaningful 
collaborations between international and 
local artists.
Slovak Partners: Nuit Blanche, The Gallery of Miloš 
Alexander Bazovský in Trenčín, Slovak National 
Gallery, Department of Intermedia and digital media 
of academy of arts Banská Bystrica, High school 
of Applied Art in Trenčín, The Museum of Trenčín, 
Technical University of Košice
International Partners for this set of projects Signal 
festival Prague (CZ, Euroculture en Pays Gentiane 
FR, ECOCs, Mamapapa (CZ, Bella Skyway Festival 
PL, Ecomove International e.V. DE/INT,

BLO
CK2  Designing the Field
Designing the field is dealing 
with connection links between 
art, design and entrepreneurship. 
Creating our own playground, 
our own opportunities. The 
block explores the history 
of our industries and crafts, 
especially fashion and textile 
production, as well as designs 
new sustainable opportunities 
in the creative workforce and 
questions the stereotype of 
culture not being profitable. 
The projects are creating 
new ways of presentation for 
design and creative activity, 
promoting design thinking as 
a methodology to improve life 
quality, finding new links and 
collaborations that would benefit 
a wide spectrum of citizens, 
businesses and fields.

Festival of 
Sustainable Fashion
FLAGSHIP  ECoC 1  7  2026 

The festival will present contemporary 
fashion and textile designers with a 
focus on the topic of slow fashion. 
Reclaiming the nowaday’s empty identity 
label “Trenčín the City of Fashion” will 
be a part of this project that has an 
ambition to introduce a new narrative: 
Trenčín as a city of sustainable fashion.
The festival will bring new opportunities 
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           STRAND 3
Opening towards Unknown Grounds
This program strand deals with societal issues and our ability to deal with them. 
It explores levels of our empathy and sensitivity. Programs under this strand 
are addressing the need for a more open-minded and European community. It's 
about opening our minds towards what we don't know, cultivating curiosity and 
interest and broadening our perspectives. Stepping onto terras incognitas not 
with fear but with curiosity and willingness to listen.

This strand consists of two blocks Nurturing our Wellbeing and Mind Wide Open.

BLO
CK1  Nurturing our wellbeing
Nurturing our wellbeing is 
about understanding ourselves, 
healing and making safe space 
for one another. It's about 
opening ourselves to topics such 
as mental health or philosophy 
and developing an ability to 
listen to each other. We are 
part of a country that generally 
has problems with sensitivity 
and open-minded approaches 
and that is exactly what we will 
address.

Cultivating Curiosity 
Festival
FLAGSHIP  ECoC 11  7  20222026 

A new interdisciplinary festival will 
be organized in collaboration with 
ECoC cities, international institutions, 
universities and foundations. Bringing 
together scholars and professionals 
from the areas of humanities, natural 
sciences, economy and business, 
ecology, spirituality and philosophy, 
technology and culture, it will challenge 
the current status quo of society. 
The festival will be an expression of 
unframed exploration, cultivation 
of interest, empathy, curiosity and 
broadening perspectives of perception 
and will provoke an inquisitive mindset. 
It will combine artistic interventions, 
musical performances, talks, debates, 
interactive dialogue exercises, creative 
gastronomy, literary reading and a wide 
range of cultural participation. CIT will 
start a series of small events from 2022 
in various locations to set the tone for 
a flagship event piloting in 2026 with 
yearly recurrence.

Slovak Partners: TEDx Trenčín, Mental health league, 
One world—documentary film festival, Slovak queer 
film festival, Institute for Active Citizenship, Milan 
Šimečka Foundation, Nová Cvernovka, Dobrý Trh, 
What City, Metropolitan Institute Bratislava, Creative 
Industry Košice, Artforum, Novum, New Space, 
Bratislava Policy Institute, SLOVAK ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCES, Astronomical observatory prof. Alojza 
Cvacha, Slovak central observatory in Hurbanovo, 
Slovak Association of Astronomers
International Partners: Matter of Art (CZ, Kaunas 
Biennial (LT, NESTA GB, Institute for Future Studies 
DK, Impact Hub (SK/GB, Humainologie (USA, IAAC 
ES, Culture Action Europe (EU, CPH DOX DK, 
IDFA NL, Future Everything (GB, transmediale (DE, 
Goethe Institut (DE, Institute Francaise (FR, Adam 
Mickiewicz Institute (PL, Austrian Institute (AT, Open 
Society Foundation (EU, Wired (INT, Inspiration 
Forum Ji.hlava (CZ, International Moonbase Alliance 
USA, CERN CH, National Geographic (INT, Novi 
Sad 2021RS, Timisoara 2021 RO, Eleusis 2021 
GR, Kaunas 2022 LT, Esch-sur-Alzette 2022 LU, 
Vesprém 2023 HU, Bad Ischl 2024 AT, Tartu 2024 
EE, Bodo 2024 NO, Chemnitz (2025, Finland ECoC 
FI, ESA EU

Generations Together 
FLAGSHIP  2026 

Post-socialistic countries have very 
specific situations across generations—
communist past (grandparents), velvet 
revolution (parents), democratic 
present (nowadays). Dialogue and 
understanding between generations 
needs to be nurtured and cultivated, 
especially in such turbulent socio-
political circumstances. The project 
will be developed with Rokko Juhasz, 
well-known Slovak performance artist 
who will invite international sociology 
institutes to compare and learn 
about intergenerational issues from 
different perspectives and cultures. In 
collaboration with Been There Together 
and international artists this project will 
result in performative games, festivities, 
open-hearted talks, activities and 
interventions, while engaging a wide 
range of participants from elementary 
schools, retirement homes, senior 
clubs and individual families. Empathy, 
solidarity and knowledge will be 
cultivated in this project that is opening 
space for dialogue between generations 
and offers new tools to extract the most 
from the conversation.

Artists: Helmut Kohl (MX; Nancy Liu; Augustin Mok 
HK
Slovak Partners: Zrejme, Neighbors in the yard, 
Old's cool Festival, Been there together, IUVENTA, 
University of the Third Age, Kassak Centre
International Partners: Elpida (CZ, Open Art Platform 
NL, PAERsche (DE

What Would Marcus 
Say Today
20252026

Marcus Aurelius wrote some of his 
famous Meditations in Trenčín. This book 
is crucial in stoic philosophy, was way 
ahead of its time and even nowadays 
personal development and modern 
psychology derives numerous lessons 
from it. As the creation of the book is 
connected to Trenčín, it's an opportunity 
to start a discussion about philosophy 
itself, how attitudes and beliefs affect 
our mental health and stress levels, 
our mission and our responsibility in 
the world. It will become an impulse to 
explore philosophies and practices from 
all around the world, especially those 
that contribute to peaceful existence. 
A series of debates, talks, meditation 
workshops, literary readings, exhibitions 
and performances will be organized 
by an appointed curatorial team with a 
goal to broaden our perspectives and 
open our minds. The project will engage 
youth and the Chill Out Nooks project 
(below) and develop a line of programs 
for elementary and high school students 
in our Region.
Slovak Partners: TEDx Trenčín, Mental health league, 
Milan Šimečka Foundation, Japan Embassy, Japan 
Foundation, Taoist Tai Chi Society
pInternational Partner: Philosophy NOW GB, School 
of Life (GB, The Central European Institute of Asian 
Studies (EU, Asia Europe Foundation (AS/EU
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Creative Leaps
20242026  

Creative Leaps will be a study program 
aimed at high schools, created in 
collaboration between art and creative 
high schools from the Region, innovative 
LEAF Academy and CIT. It will focus on 
enriching the existing curriculum and 
offer multidimensional education with 
emphasis on entrepreneurial thinking, 
proactive leadership skills, strengthening 
self-esteem and positive mindset, 
personal development and global 
awareness. 

The program will infuse the young 
students with creativity and proactive 
thinking, create meaningful opportunities 
for collaboration between schools, 
internship programs in companies and 
startups. It will become an experimental 
and educational platform and 
progressive environment for the young 
generation via workshops and regular 
classes. The program will encourage 
active participation and discuss ways 
of contribution to our cities, economies, 
society and culture.
Slovak Partners: LEAF Academy, Growni

Design Bedrock Space
ECoC 1  20252026 

A new exhibition and entrepreneurial 
space for design will be created within 
the ECoC preparatory phase. By 2026 
it will become an important hub for 
design in Slovakia, collaborating with 
the Slovak Design Center and Design is 
Now initiative. Both locals and tourists 
will have a new chance to get to know 
Slovak design while visiting a design 
shop which will showcase key products 
such as fashion, glass, and graphic 
design. Mapping of regional designers 
and brands will be one of the outputs 
and the participants will be promoted 
during the whole year 2026. Our goal 
is to create a stable and cooperating 
community of designers, producers, 
and craftsmen in the region, who will 
continue communicating, presenting 
and doing business in thriving long 
-term collaborations. Every exhibition 
or designer presented in the shop 
will contribute to a rich program for 
the public and community. Space for 
discussions and lectures focusing 
on contemporary ecological trends, 
interconnection of technologies, and 
future visions will be organized. Design 
Bedrock Space will cooperate with other 
design partner spaces and create a 
space for residencies and co-working.

Slovak Partners: Slovak Design Center, Design is Now!, 
Košice, Dobrý trh, Nová Cvernovka
pInternational Partners Rijeka 2020 HR, LX Factory 
PT, DOX CZ, MAK AT

Design is Work—
International Conference
APRIL 2026  

A biennial conference will focus on 
creative entrepreneurship, design 
and intersectional collaborations. This 
interdisciplinary conference will gather 
a strong international think tank of 
30 experts from various disciplines 
in Trenčín in April 2026. The key 
topics will be culture and profitability, 
production and environment, creativity 
and business, audience and customer 
development, contemporary visual 
product design and presentations, expo 
conditions and more. The main aim is to 
support growth of the creative industry 
and create a networking possibility for 
designers and entrepreneurs within 
Europe.
Slovak Partners: DESIGN IS NOW, By Design 
Conference, Sensorium festival, EASTERN DESIGN 
CONFERENCE, Design IT!
International Partners: DESIGN Conferences (EU

Matters of Glass
2026

The University of Trenčín prides itself 
with innovative and international 
research in glass production. Their 
collaboration with The Academy of Fine 
Arts & Design and the students from the 
Glass Atelier led by Patrik Illo will result 
in a series of exhibitions, a symposium 
for experts and presentations for the 
public in 2026. Research on glass as 
a material for design and its use in the 
glass industry as well as architecture 
will be a topic in which both experts and 
wider audiences can participate and 
contribute.
Slovak Partners: RONA (glass design factory), 
Vetropack
International Partners: Lasvit (CZ, Bomma (CZ

Digital Seeds
20252026

Digital Seeds will be a series of 
preparatory talks, presentations and 
lectures about IT and digital cultures. 
The goal is to stimulate public interest to 
actively participate in the topics of Art, 
Culture, Society & Technology. Because 
spaces and platforms for raising digital 
culture and media awareness in Trenčín 
are underdeveloped, the project will 
introduce the most critical issues into 
debate, like: surveillance, privacy, 
techno-ecologies, disinformation and 
noise, digital addiction, responsible tech 
growth or digital creativity. During 2025 
the talks will be organized in different 
venues including high schools, to get 
closer to its audience. Target groups of 
the project will be young people from 
Trencin and neighbouring areas and 
students.

Progress Boost
20242026

The goal of the project is to raise the 
level of competitiveness of local IT 
professionals and to educate young 
people and the unemployed. The IT 
economy and culture are intertwined. In 
addition, brain drain is a serious local 
problem for smaller cities in Slovakia. 
The idea is to establish and grow 
incubators, co-working spaces and offer 
city infrastructure and support creative 
use of technology for those coming to 
live in the city of Trenčin (digital nomads 
or new residents). 

This project will include educational 
programmes such as Future Makers and 
encourage interdisciplinary education 
on all levels of schools by empowering 
teachers with new skills, tools and 
knowledge or activities for teenagers 
on the border of art, technology, and 
creativity development like livecoding, 
arduino, creative programming.
Slovak Partners: ooo o.z., LOM o.z., InMusic o.z., ISCM 
Slovensko, Staritup, Paralelna Polis, TEDx Trenčín, 
Voices, Aj Ty v IT
International Partners: Tactical Tech Berlin (DE, 
Institute for Network Cultures Amsterdam (NL, Dugo 
More, Rijeka (HR, Critical AI Studies, Karlsruhe 
University of Arts and Design (DE, Impakt Media Arts 
Organization, Utrecht (NL, Hangar, Centre for art 
research and production, Barcelona (ES, Theory of 
Interactive Media on Masaryk University (CZ
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BLO
CK2  Mind Wide Open
Mind Wide Open is about 
developing our critical thinking, 
widening our perspectives and 
acquiring a European mindset, 
exploring and understanding 
our complex identities within the 
city, country, Central European 
region, whole Europe and the 
world at large. The projects 
strengthen European values of 
freedom and democracy and 
deepen understanding of current 
challenges. It's about the ability 
to have informed dialogue about 
an uncertain future, especially in 
these days when we are facing 
a huge pandemic challenge. 
We will also explore new 
technologies and environmental 
issues on a more societal level 
and from a future point of view.

Concert for Those
Who are Concerned
FLAGSHIP  20232026

Concert for Those Who are Concerned 
will be an informal artistic celebration 
of the Velvet revolution anniversary, 
the national holiday—day of fight for 
freedom and democracy, conducted 
by Pohoda organizers in the new 
Creative Center Hviezdodvor.  It will 
carry a strong pro-democratic message 
within a pro-European and educational 
context. It will also highlight the role 
that art, creativity and subcultures 
play in a society and bring examples 
of successful artistic interventions for 
protection of human rights, freedom, and 
democracy. Music, discussions, theatre 
and visual art will all be included in the 
production of this event.
Slovak Partners: Pohoda, Biela vrana, Radio FM, 
Festival of liberty, The Nation's Memory Institute

Glassroom Exhibition
FLAGSHIP  2026  

The project will be an exhibition in which 
we will explore how social media and 
the web have changed the way we read 
information and react to it. It will enable 
the audience to learn more about social 
media and find answers to numerous 
questions, including: why detecting “fake 

news” is not easy and why is too much 
information just as big of an issue as not 
enough information.

People tend to believe misinformation 
when they get overwhelmed and 
emotional during times of crisis. 
Fabricated and deceiving information 
may seem so realistic, it is virtually 
impossible to detect. The exhibition and 
its accompanying events will present 
how social media platforms are designed 
to keep us hooked and how they can be 
used to change our minds. 

A year-long programme of workshops 
and discussions will accompany the 
exhibition which will be presented in 
both elementary and high schools in 
Trenčín and then move to 5 major Slovak 
cities every 3 months.
Slovak Partners: Denník N, Globsec, Aj ty v IT, Schools, 
FabLab in Creative Center Hviezdodvor, Sensorium 
festival, Alexander Dubček University of Trenčín, 
LEAF Academy, Konspiratori.sk, Slovenská debatná 
asociácia, Trakt, Checktbot,
International Partners: Goethe Institute Slovakia 
DE, School of machines (DE, Tactical Tech (DE, Ars 
Electronica (AT, Future Everything (GB

Quantum Normal
ECoC 1  OKTOBER 2026

An international exhibition with 20 
artists from Slovakia and abroad 
will deal with the past, present and 
future entanglements of humans 
and technology. The conference that 
will accompany the exhibition will 
gather international and local artists, 
practitioners and thinkers. The goal of 
the conference is to envision and discuss 
future technological developments, 
the human condition and ecological 
landscapes. The conference will gather 
40 participants from Slovakia and abroad 
and will be open to the public and 
transmitted via Zoom platform.
Slovak Partners: Sensorium festival, Slovak Center 
for Design, STU FIIT, Aj Ty v IT, Fab Lab, Alexander 
Dubček University of Trenčín, VŠVU
International Partners: Institute for Network Cultures 
Amsterdam (NL; Institute for Contemporary Art 
Aksioma, Ljubljana (SI; New Media Center_kuda.org, 
Novi Sad 2021 RS; Theories in Mind, Vienna (AT; 
RIXC, The Center for New Media Culture,äRiga (LV
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Chill Out Nooks
2026 

With Mária Sarková, expert in the 
education, psychology and wellbeing of 
youth, we will create safe space zones 
for growth and personal development in 
elementary schools in the Region. The 
need comes directly from the youngsters 
⟶Q19; P39, feeling that mental health 
and wellbeing is not taken into account 
in the regular curriculum. The goal 
of Chill Out Nooks will be to create 
pleasant, unusual and well-designed 
site-specific spaces where students can 
relax, have conversation and deepen 
their friendships. Architects and young 
designers will be invited to collaborate 
on the project. Nooks will become 
spaces for conversation, discussion, 
small libraries and reading, active 
listening, screenings and workshops, 
created or curated with expert 
psychologists and pedagogues. All 
activities will be supporting the idea of 
inclusivity, open-minded society, mutual 
respect and understanding.
Slovak Partners: IUVENTA, Mental health league, 
YouthWatch, IPčko
pInternational Partner: Mmcité (CZ

Film Festivals of
Inclusivity School Edition
2026 

In addition to the organization of 
documentary film events and festivals 
dealing with marginalized topics 
for a wide general public audience, 
with European film festivals we will 
develop programmes for children 
and youth exploring topics of equality, 
discrimination or societal challenges. 
Screenings will be organized in schools 
and cultural community centres. High 
quality additional programs and 
activities will be planned such as 
talks, debates focused on a young 
audience with aim to develop empathy 
and broaden perspectives on current 
issues in our society. Topics of the 
movies will reflect current societal 
challenges, will be thought provoking 
but still age appropriate. The project 
will be supported by Living Library, 
which is a powerful tool that seeks to 
challenge prejudice, stereotypes and 
discrimination via open-hearted talks 
and conversations.
Slovak Partners: One World—documentary film 
festival, Slovak queer film festival, Fest Anča, Zrejme, 
Slovak film institute, Institute for Active Citizenship, 
Eduma
International Partners: Amnesty International (INT, 
The FilmFestival Cottbus (DE, Kids Kino.Lab (PL, 
JEF festival (NL, Zlín Film Festival (CZ, International 
Young Audience Film Festival Ale Kino! PL, Living 
Library (EU

Neighbours are the Key
2026

A participatory project led by renowned 
artist Kateřina Šedá focusing on 
relationships, solidarity and unity within 
our neighbourhoods, takes the kitchen 
as a main theme, since it always has 
been the most interactive place in the 
house. 

The project will address our lack of 
connection and belonging to our own 
communities. It will use shared spaces 
of apartment buildings as its scene for 
collaborative performance, engaging 
artists and the inhabitants of the building. 
Each family will provide a photo of their 
kitchen and an object that characterizes 
them the most and in cooperation with a 
chosen artist paint a part of the kitchen 
on the walls of the corridors. All paintings 
will be a continuation of one another and 
create a communal kitchen where the 
neighbours will organize a gala opening 
with a shared meal.
Slovak Partners: Pavjan, Zero Waste Trenčín

Destination All—Inclusive
7  20232026 

The history of Trenčín has been written 
by inhabitants of various backgrounds 
such as Jews and Czechs. Being a 
university town and an industrial part of 
the country, the cultural diversity of the 
town is increasing. In collaboration with 
NGOs specializing in integration of new 
minorities—NMŠ, [fjúžn], we will create 
various activities connecting the new 
minorities, autochthonous minorities, the 
majority, and open intercultural dialogue 
including interreligious dialogue, as an 
integral part of creating the cultural 
identity of the town.

The plan of the final activities will be 
based on a mapping of the needs and 
participatory planning in cooperation 
with the Institute for Participation 
Trenčín. We aim to achieve a higher 
presence of new minorities in public 
life and also in media as well as space 
for their empowerment, including 
support of their own activities, and 
greater acceptance of diversity in our 
community.
Slovak Partners: Milan Šimečka Foundation, [fjúžn], 
Kult Minor, Eduma, Mareena, Dobrý trh, ADRA Slovakia, 
The Human Rights League, Punkt, CVEKResearch 
Center for ethnicity and culture
International Partners: Embassy of Republic of 
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Croatia, France, Georgia, 
Netherlands, Ireland, Hungary, Germany, Norway, 
Poland, Portugal, Austria, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, 
Serbia, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, Italy, United 
Kingdom, Greece, Cyprus, Amnesty International (INT, 
Living Library (EU

Difference and Indifference
7  2026

The project will be a nomadic exhibition 
focusing on visual arts and performance 
organized in cooperation with European 
galleries and curators dealing with 
topics of racism, gender equality, human 
rights, immigration and discrimination 
of marginalised groups. The topics will 
be addressed by appointed curators on 
local, national and international levels, 
communicated to the general public 
and cultural groups while delivering 
a specialised programme for young 
audiences. 

We will engage teachers from regional 
elementary and high schools in 
workshops and discussions to build 
their awareness in the aforementioned 
topics. In close collaboration with 
Rudolfinum curators (CZ, artists will 
address global issues and challenges 
of racism, postcolonialism, slavery and 
inequality in relationship to globalisation. 
On European level, the exhibition will be 
dealing with phenomena of nationalism 
and the rise of extreme right wing power 
as well as the general indifference of our 
society to discrimination and populism.
Possible Artists: Candice Breitz (ZA, Arthur Jafa 
USA, Kahlil Joseph (USA, Kara Walker (USA, Tomás 
Saraceno (AR, Ilona Németh (SK, Jaro Varga (SK
Slovak Partners: Kunsthalle, Slovak National Gallery, 
Flash Art
International Partners: Gallery Rudolfinum (CZ, 
Centre Pompidou (FR, Tate Modern (GB, Kunsthalle 
EU Network (EU, Serralves (PT, Wroclaw Art 
Centre (PL, Stedelijk (NL, MUMOK AT, Amnesty 
International (INT, DOX CZ

Number of ECoC #  City Partners               7  Partner Countries                Legacy26
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Explain succinctly how the cultural programme will combine 
local cultural heritage and traditional art forms with new, 
innovative and experimental cultural experiences?

Trenčín is a city with strong historical heritage but also 
a vibrant and modern place to live in for a citizen of the 21st 
century. There are several key words that every citizen of 
Slovakia can connect with Trenčín e.g. Army, Fashion, Trenčín 
Castle. We based our programmes on these key words as 
holders of strong tradition and something of a brand. On the 
other hand, there are other keywords that people would not 
connect with Trenčín at first, although they hold a very strong 
tradition and value e.g. Merino wool crafts and wire craft 
traditions. We would like to bring these ‘less known’ areas 
forward and combine them with the well known heritage areas 
using contemporary artistic tools and expressions.

An important element in Trenčín is the river Váh which 
connects the two parts of the city. This connection served us, 
in a symbolic way, as a metaphor; we see the word connection 
as an important aspect of our project. It is the same in the 
programme area, we combine old and new, oldschool with 
trendy, cultural heritage with contemporary art.

We take heritage as a departure and reference point when 
creating programmes and we are opening them up towards 
new context and content. This approach allows for combining 
audiences as well as cross-generational dialogues.

All our programme strands are about combining, mingling of 
audiences, ideas, motivating them to be curious, old about 
new, young about old, so it is with the art forms.

The goal to explore new, even strange things and realities is 
strongly embedded in the title of the project itself—Cultivating 
Curiosity. With cultural heritage we want to bring people 
closer to contemporary art. With contemporary art we want to 
make audiences curious about the heritage.

The strongest intervention in terms of combining heritage 
and contemporary art forms will be the long-term exhibition 
at Trenčín Castle. It is not a common practice for the castle 
nor any significant heritage site in Trenčín to host world—

renowned contemporary art. The site-specific exhibition 
curated by contemporary visual artist Krištof Kintera will 
inhabit interiors of the castle and show this overexposed 
monument of Trenčín in a new, modern light.

Arthouse cinema Metro combines an old school cinema 
founded in 1938 with the most innovative programme in the 
region. Yet, Metro is sometimes perceived by mainstream 
audiences as an old, unattractive place. The ECoC project will 
create programming opportunities and connections to start its 
first VR cinema screenings from 2022 also thanks to the EU 
regional cinemas programme.

In the project  we plan a research of the 
local and European history of the wool industry, residency 
of a Maroccan artist Amine El Gotaibi, who works with 
wool as a contemporary material. In the project 

 a Slovak and Tunisian curator will translate the 
historic global interconnection of the wire weavers into global 
interconnection of contemporary art.

In the  project we will invite artist Marije 
Vogelzang (NL to experiment with eating design and 
experience within cultural dining. The project creates a new 
tradition, a meeting of different cultures and minorities 
present in our society through immersing their traditional 
food and drinks into new contexts. We will create an exterior 
kitchen and a set of movable exterior furniture flexible 
enough to imitate different ways of dining, such as Danish 
Folkekøkken or southern tapas.

project connects what seems to be 
unconnectable—a progressive musical program that attracts 
all age groups, including new media performances in national 
heritage venues such as the Synagogue. The fusion of 
traditional / folk and modern music genres attracts a younger 
audience and at the same time older generation, who can 
approach the newer forms of art through the traditional 
formats.

Future Sessions
7  20222026 

The aim of this programme is to build on 
cross-generational activities which will 
be organized as interactive discussions 
by local youth. The subjects will focus 
on everyday living with technology in the 
context of psychology, ethics, science 
and democracy. 

These sessions will build awareness and 
digital literacy in areas such as the use 
of digital devices, the internet and online 
data/information, AI, biometric data, 
and technology. We plan to organise 
10 sessions/year from 2022 onwards 
involving around 2500 participants.
Slovak Partners: Aj ty v IT, Schools, FabLab in Creative 
Center Hviezdodvor, Sensorium Festival, Alexander 
Dubček University of Trenčín,
International Partners: School of machines (DE, 
Tactical Tech (DE, Ars Electronica (AT, Future 
Everything (GB, Fiber (NL, Kikk (BE, MAST module 
INT, MOME Budapest (HU, Kersnikova Institute (SI

Convergencies
7  2026

The project will introduce and celebrate 
the precious and less known musical 
pieces of minorities: Roma people, 
Jewish, Rusyns, cross-over and 
multigenre connection of Romani 
melodies, classical music, Argentinian 
tango, and contemporary electronica. 
Folk themed music will be reinterpreted 
into contemporary expressions, new 
spiritual and esthetic experiences and 
this combination of various music genres 
will attract a younger audience and at 
the same time an older generation.

Convergencies, led by Jozef Lupták, will 
follow the city's history, contemporary 
context and the desire to open oneself 
to the world. The project will take 
place in 2026 in three main blocks—
spring, summer, autumn, with sets of 
events. Convergencies will also bring 
discussions and expert seminars to 
schools, teachers and the public through 
active and passive forms of education 
and inspiration.
Slovak Partners: Jewish religious community, Radio_
FM, Kapitál, Denník N
International Partners: European route of Jewish 
heritage (EU, French Institute (FR, Czech centre (CZ, 
Goethe Institute (DE, Balassi Institute (HU. British 
Council (GB, Bulgarian Institute (BG, Polish Institute 
PL, Austrian Cultural Forum (AT, Instituto Italiano di 
Cultura Bratislava (IT

Root Path—Biennale of 
Jewish Art
JULY 2022, 2024, 2026

Biennale of contemporary Jewish Art 
in Trenčín will be organized with the 
support of the local community and our 
international partners who have already 
expressed their interest. The Trenčín 
region was home for 12231 Jews, 2.4% 
of the region’s citizens before WWII. The 
Root Path project will follow the steps 
of Rabbi Dr. Benjamin Bezalel Fischer, 
who lived in Trenčín as well as Hungary, 
Austria, Poland, Czech Republic, and 
England. 

The artists invited are of Jewish origin 
and have family roots in one of the 
European countries where Rabbi lived. 
They will deal with memories, family, and 
Jewish history together with Yiddish 
language and culture. They will work 
together during 2022, 2024 and 2026.  
Root Path will take place during the 
Festival Pohoda, when Trenčín is visited 
by many people from all around Slovakia 
and Europe.
Artists: Sala—Manca Group-lea Mauas a Diego 
Rotman (ARG, IL, AT, Michelle Levy (US, PL, Rafał 
Jakubowicz (PL, Adam Vackář (CZ Pavel Sterec (CZ, 
Richard Wiesner (CZ, Tamara Moyzes (SK, Judit 
Fisher (HU, Judit Flóra Schuller (HU, Asya Gefter 
RU, GB, Eduard Freudmann (AT, Curators: Tamara 
Moyzes (SK a Shlomi Yaffe (IL

Slovak Partners: The Gallery of Miloš Alexander 
Bazovský in Trenčín, Jewish religious community 
Trenčín, Jewish Cultural Institute, Bratislava
International Partners: Artivist Lab Prague (CZ

Degustories
2026

Degustories will certainly become a very 
popular event as it will be organized in 
a new format of a food festival, where 
people can learn about other cultures 
and share their traditions. 

It will be a place to engage in 
conversation about what we have in 
common and what we can learn from 
each other, in cuisine, dining, table 
setting etc. The event will be divided 
into several festivities during the year, 
across different venues in the city and 
surrounding areas. 

We want to create a new tradition, 
a meeting of different cultures and 
minorities present in our society through 
their traditional food and drinks. We 
will create an exterior kitchen and a set 
of movable exterior furniture flexible 
enough to imitate different ways of 
dining, such as Danish Folkekøkken or 
southern tapas. We will invite other ECoC 

cities to bring their local specialties and 
customs to Trenčín and include artists 
such as Marije Vogelzang (NL who 
focuses on eating design and experience.
Slovak Partners: Gastroplus, Aróma Festival, 
Bezobalis, Winter food festival, Apetit
International Partners: ECoCs, Food Design Meeting 
ES, Eat Art Festival (SE

Europeanship—Floating 
Civic Square
2026

Historically, cities were established 
along rivers or coasts to use water as a 
natural resource but also as a connection 
to move and trade goods. The river Váh 
criss-crosses the country from north to 
south with Trenčín on its pathway. 

Traumnovelle (BE proposed a Floating 
Civic Square on the river Váh where 
goods and human experience can be 
exchanged, collective rituals can be 
formed, people can be entertained. 

It's not only a Trenčín square on the 
water but a European square that 
connects nations. The civic square 
will be realized from an old boat used 
for transport of goods. The main stop 
will take place in Trenčín and then the 
ship will travel to different stops along 
the river Váh to connect our city with 
its immediate and distant environment 
because that's what Europe should be. 
The ship will serve as an unusual venue 
for cultural events, markets, debates and 
festivities, just as it would happen on a 
usual square. The content will always 
support the idea of connected Europe, 
as the title suggests.
Slovak Partners: Department of Architecture and 
Urban Planning Trenčín, Slovak Chamber of Architects, 
Priestor, Voices, Pohoda, Gympelrock, Square TV, 
Keraming
International Partners: ECOCs, BOZAR BE, Wallonie-
Bruxelles International (BE, Future Architecture 
Platform (EU, CIVA BE, European Cultural Centre 
EU

Number of ECoC #  City Partners               7  Partner Countries                Legacy28
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3. European Dimension

Cooperation is very needed to reach our goal of cultivating 
curiosity in the hearts of inhabitants of the Trenčín region, 
Slovakia and the citizens of Europe. We have been reviving 
old relationships and establishing new ones in order to 
build long-term co-operations. Our aim is to connect and 
contribute to a broad network of European cities, initiatives, 
and individuals to enrich our programme, share our cultural 
wealth with other countries and ensure sustainable 
continuation of these relationships.

 →⃝ Trenčín has seven Twin cities in which relationships were 
established to promote social, cultural, and economic 
ties. These ties will be used for further collaboration 
between citizens and institutions from Békéscsaba (HU, 
Casalecchio di Reno (IT, Annecy with Cran-Gevrier (FR, 
Kragujevac (SR, Tarnow (PL, Zlín (CZ and Uherské 
Hradište (CZ.

 →⃝ With fellow ECoC cities, we are planning to create 
knowledge-sharing collaborations where we can learn 
from each other and find the links between our projects. 
Upon receiving the ECoC title, the Creative Institute 
Trenčín (CIT will join the Culture NEXT Candidate Cities 
Network to additionally foster mutual exchange and peer 
learning.

 →⃝ By possibly joining thematic Cultural Routes such 
as TRANSROMANICAThe Romanesque Routes 
of European Heritage, European Route of Industrial 
Heritage, the Iron Curtain Trail, the European Routes of 
Jewish Heritage we aspire to put Trenčín on tourist maps 
by highlighting its thematic heritage.

 →⃝ ECoC will stimulate a network of solid partnerships 
and collaborations amongst international scholars, 
researchers, and cultural workers. We will contribute to 
the growing European professional capacities in culture 
through networks like IETM, Culture Action Europe, 
RESEO, EDN, RES Artists, IN SITU, Curators Network, 
CreArt2EU.

 →⃝ Trenčín will exchange expertise with the UNESCO 
creative cities in the aspiration to apply for the UNESCO 
City of Design title that will enrich the city's international 
relations and open up new possibilities for further 
collaboration with Helsinki and other cities in complex 
design matters.

 →⃝ Cooperation with other Slovak cities has never been 
more important than now in the midst of a pandemic 
when border control is back in our lives. Therefore, 
we will make a written declaration with all the Slovak 
ECoC candidate cities to prove that ECoC is not 
a competition but an opportunity for collaboration.

● Amsterdam
● Bad Ischl
● Barcelona
● Berlin
● Bodø
● Brno
● Brussels
● Bucharest
● Budapest
● Bekescsaba
● Casalecchio
di Reno

● Budweis 
● Chemnitz
● Chicago
● Cran-Grevrier
● Krumau
● Eleusis
● Esch-sur-Alzette
● Faro
● Gdansk
● Graz

● Amsterdam
● Bad Ischl
● Barcelona
● Berlin
● Bodo
● Brno
● Brussels
● Bucharest
● Budapest
● Bekescaba
● Casalecchio di Reno
● Ceske Budejovice 
● Chemnitz
● Chicago
● Cran-Grevrier
● Czech Krumlov
● Eleusis
● Esch-sur-Alzette
● Faro
● Gdansk
● Graz

● Guimaraes
● Jihlava
● Kaljakellunta
● Kaunas
● Kragujevac
● Krakow
● Krems
● Kyjev
● Linz
● Ljublana
● London
● Montreal
● Naples
● Narva
● Nova Gorica
● Novi Sad
● Opava
● Ostrava
● Oulu
● Paris
● Pilsen
● Poznan

● Guimaraes
● Jihlava
● Kaljakellunta
● Kaunas
● Kragujevac
● Krakow
● Krems
● Kyjev
● Linz
● Ljublana
● London
● Montreal
● Naples
● Narva
● Nova Gorica
● Novi Sad
● Opava
● Ostrava
● Ostrava
● Oulu
● Paris

● Praha
● Riga
● Rijeka
● Rome
● Rummu
● Savonnlina
● Tampere
● Tarnow
● Tartu
● The Hague
● Timisoara
● Uherske
Hradiste

● Utrecht
● Valetta
● Vesprem
● Vienna
● Wroslaw
● Zagreb
● Zlin

● Pilsen
● Poznan
● Praha
● Riga
● Rijeka
● Rome
● Rummu
● Savonnlina
● Tampere
● Tarnow
● Tartu
● The Hague
● Timisoara
● Uherske Hradiste
● Utrecht
● Valetta
● Vesprem
● Vienna
● Wroslaw
● Zagreb
● Zlin
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How has the city involved, or how does it plan to involve, 
local artists and cultural organisations in the conception and 
implementation of the cultural programme?

Involvement of the local artistic scene started from the 
beginning of the process. The initial question of whether 
to apply for the title was firstly discussed with the artistic 
community. Focus groups, round tables and expert workshops 
were organised to provoke the discussion and to find out the 
needs of people and the culture in the city ⟶Q17; P35. Most 
importantly together we were creating our vision. Constant 
and long-term participation is the key role we think that our 
beloved local artists should be fulfilling.

Trenčín's most famous mime Vlado Kulíšek is creating an 
event  based on the literature 
of Vojtech Zamarovský. No words will be needed and stories 
will be narrated through spectacular performances with music, 
dance, acrobatics and other performative expressions.

Arthouse cinema Metro is an important cinematography 
partner. They will organize Film festivals and also be screening 
movies from the ECoC cities (ex. the movie Punk from Esch sur 
Alzette).

In our multicultural event 
we will ignite interest, empathy, curiosity and broaden our 
perspectives. To deliver this event we will collaborate with the 
well-known format , already established in Trenčín. TEDx 
will also participate in the event , 
a nomadic architecture and urbanism conference focused on 
brutalist architecture.

Students and the young generation are an integral part of 
the project through every section. In the cultural program 
the students of High School of Applied Art in Trenčín will 
participate in creating a large scale object—

 (together with Moroccan artist Amine El Gotaibi) 
curated by Rado Ištok, or participate in creating social 
sculpture with Matej Krén. The curators are both originally 
from Trenčín. Speaking of the young generation we have 
to mention the festival  where students of 
Elementary Art School will have an important role.

The artistic duo Trakt will be producing new & digital media 
artwork, mapping and an intermedia performances event 
called  in public spaces with 
a colorful palette of European partners.

One of the oldest music festivals in Slovakia was founded in 
Trenčín and has lots in common with our underground music 
history. , organised by students of 
Gymnasium Ľ. Štúra, has a goal to present music production 
of young alternative bands. Cooperation between Gympelrock 
and Festival Pohoda is a perfect base for the project . 
A place for new music, first performances, or first experiences 
with festival production is something that we need in Trenčín!

Hlava 5 mapping artistic installations originated in 1965
1989, and together with Gallery of M. A. Bazovský, they will 
be ideal partners for projects 

—revisited. This combination of organisations 
seems like a perfect symbiosis also for the project Follow the 
art routes planning to offer art for those who are not really 
searching for it.

Project curated by Lýdia Pribišová has 
a goal to raise the public's awareness of important figures of 
Slovak art history as well as in the contemporary visual art 
scene, with the artists all born in Trenčín or the local region 
Stano Filko, Denisa Lehocká, Milan Paštéka, Matej Krén, Igor 
Kalný, Rudolf Uher, Katarína Poliačková).

European capital of culture is also an opportunity to bring 
back home artists living all around the world. For example 
curator Rado Ištok dealing with the topic of Merino or Boris 
Vitázek with the project . Festival Pohoda's team is 
a creator, producer and ambassador. They will be participating 
in projects such as and . 
Their opinions in fields like ecology, diversity, art or sharing 
is something we have in common and we want to develop. 
The new capacities such as Atrium Brezina, new Old Railway 
Bridge or Creative Center Hviezdodvor have very important 
roles in the process of implementation of the program. More 
about infrastructure is in the chapter Capacity to Deliver.
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Trenčín has always been a European city and a fascinating 
crossroad of ideas. Our cultural identity is based on historical 
and cultural heritage and on European values. But it is not 
settled, not a given, and not to be taken for granted. On the 
contrary, it is developing and occasionally confronting national 
with European ideas.

Thus, nowadays we can observe how some people of Trenčín 
strengthen their national attitudes in its essentialist form, 
while others go at full speed for universalistic, European 
values. But the most important tendency affecting all of us 
today, no matter of political convictions or aspirations, is 
the idea of “Trenčínness”, our new cultural identity built on 
belonging to the city, on emotions, hope and pride. The 

ECoC title will contribute to this identity shift, to strengthen 
this cultural and mental transformation in which European 
identity is embedded and we will remain strong in persuing our 
perspective on life and our dreams.

The city and region of Trenčín and its inhabitants have also 
successfully dealt with the challenges of socialism and 
transformed the city from the ground up after the ‘89 Velvet 
Revolution. Today we are prepared to come to the new, long-
awaited level of the 21st century. The city which has a proven 
track record of progressing and transforming itself through 
different regimes is now aspiring to become a truly European 
cosmopolitan place.

Can you explain your overall strategy to attract the interest 
of a broad European and international public?

“If you want to change the world, start with yourself.” That 
is what we want to do. We want to build the European spirit 
in the hearts of our citizens. We believe that everybody is 
curious by nature; we must light just a little spark. European 
artistic, cultural workers and creative people will have opened 
doors in Trenčín. And we really need them! Artistic residencies, 
open calls, creative infrastructure or networking are just a few 
ways to go. Together with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and 
the Cultural Institutes and Embassies of European countries 
we will encourage the local and national artists to travel, work 
and experience Europe. We want to host them in the best 
manner and encourage them to bring their European friends 
and colleagues to visit but more importantly to co-create 
projects and partnerships.

With other ECoCs we will identify the best practices in 
hosting artists, intellectuals, diplomats, attracting media 
as well as pulling masses to Trenčín. Putting Trenčín on 
Europe's map is a challenging job even in non-pandemic times. 
We can guess that not many of our fellow Europeans know our 
lovely city. We take it as a challenge and a driver of our efforts. 
We want Trenčín with its rich heritage and cultural dynamics 
to be a shining part of the European community.

The need of being ecological throughout every aspect of the 
ECoC title is a must. Sustainable fashion, local suppliers, use 
of ecological materials or taking an ecological approach on 
organising events is our obligation. This ecological movement 
and attitude is luckily very loud in Europe and we will push the 
interest of European citizens even further.

We will create a wide range of cultural events, job 
opportunities and activities. For big festivals such as the 

, masses will pour into Trenčín 
and we will have the means to host them. Trenčín is becoming 
a European city of the 21. century in sharing, supporting and 
putting into practise European values. Small steps such as 
English menus in restaurants, all information available online or 
easy access to Trenčín from all around Europe are our way of 
saying: ‘’We are ready for you Europe’’. Every citizen not only 
of Europe but of the world, no matter the age, education or 
individual interests will feel at home in our vibrant city.

The city of Trenčín aspires to become a lighthouse for 
European and international events in Slovakia that will push 
us towards a paradigm in which small and middle-sized cities 
matter. We have already been inviting outstanding European 
curators and artists to design cultural activities resonating in 
the European community while speaking closely to the people 
of Trenčín and we will continue to do so. These are examples 
in our programme of how we intend to attract the interest of 
European and international audiences:

 ➀ Trenčín's arthouse cinema Metro will will have the 
opportunity to fully use their newly-acquired potential 
as an innovation hub, resulting from the project Cinemas 
as Innovation Hubs for Local Communities. Hosting 
new media formats and accompanying workshops for 
other professionals from local cinemas Metro will be 
able to use its new potential thanks to the Trenčín 2026 
projects and accommodate modern European audiences. 
In collaboration with European Film Festivals such 
as Berlinale, CPHDOX, IDFA and VRDays Europe it will 
create, innovative VR programme blocks.

 ➁ The City will be in a position to host international 
conferences like Forum on European Culture, leading 
the European cultural debate and inviting Milena 
Dragićević Šcešić as a co-curator. The Creative Institute 
Trenčín will from 2022 propose numerous contributions 
to European conferences such as Voices Of Culture and 
run its own international conferences and debates.

 ➂ In collaboration with Helsinki Design Week we will create 
a partnership to promote design traditions of both 
countries and motivate exchange that will be presented 
together with the ECoC programme at both Helsinki 
Design Week and in Trenčín 2026.

 ➃ Slovakia will be opening up a competition to participate 
at the Venice Biennale in 2026. We will promote the 
Trenčín 2026 title and activities in the Slovak pavilion.
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Give a general outline of the activities foreseen in view of:

Promoting the cultural diversity of Europe, intercultural 
dialogue and greater mutual understanding between 
European citizens

Highlighting the common aspects of European cultures, 
heritage and history, as well as European integration and 
current European themes

Featuring European artists, cooperation with operators and 
cities in different countries, and transnational partnerships.

Europe is a triumph of imagination over geography, it has 
liquid borders and consequently even more liquid identities. 
Although the continent was divided into two political blocks 
after 1945, our identity remains deeply European and 
Central European. Even today, Trenčín, as a city of former 
Czechoslovakia and since 1 January 1993 a Slovak city, 
displays its Central European cultural identity through the 
patterns of behaviour of its citizens, through its history and 
cultural legacy, and even by its tastes.

Here are three examples from our programme of how 
we will celebrate cultural diversity and greater mutual 
understanding:

 ➀ The main vision of Trenčín 2026 is to evoke curiosity 
in people by turning heritage and historic sites into 
contemporary playgrounds, rethinking their functions, 
highlighting old traditions, and creating new ones. By 
exposing the Trenčín Castle as a symbol of the city and 
connecting it to the ECoCs’ or other iconic castles of 
Europe that have gone through revitalisations we will not 
only expose the diverse historical heritage of Europe but 
also initiate a discussion about best practices in realising 
contemporary programmes in historical venues
(cf.  ⟶Q11; P14).

 ➁ The Creative Center Hviezdodvor will be a space where 
international and European artists will present their 
music and arts contributing to creation of a European 
musical scene including portfolios of platforms such as 
the SHAPE Platform for Innovative Music and Audiovisual 
Art from Europe. The global FabLab Network will connect 
the fabrication lab in Hviezdodvor to the international 
network of FabLabs.

 ➂ We will invite researchers from Czechia, Poland, 
Hungary and former Yugoslavia to study the unwanted 
phenomenon of visual pollution in the city. Through 
mutual understanding we will look for solutions and good 
practices of European cities and present them to local 
and international audiences to stimulate a change and 
improve the quality of life.

Here are three examples from our cultural programme of how 
we will celebrate European cultures, our European heritage 
and European identity:

 ➀ Within the programme strand 3  Opening towards 
Unknown Grounds we will develop a project on 
“Forgotten Heritage” and bring to the front the Jewish 
culture through the revitalization of Trenčín's Synagogue. 
This exquisite venue will not only be used as a prayer 
room but also to stage concerts, festivals, and 
exhibitions. It will host the Biennale of Jewish Art 
⟶Q11; P14 curated by Tamara Moyzes and Shlomi Yaffe. 
In collaboration with the Dutch innovation organization 
Jewish Heritage for the Connected Age it will promote 
Jewish heritage in contemporary, forward-thinking 
ways. Together with the Jewish cemetery, these sites 
will become an outstanding, modern cultural landmark. 
In collaboration with the European Association for the 
Preservation and Promotion of Jewish Culture and 
Heritage, the European Jewish Fund, and the European 
Jewish Association, the city will develop a long-term 
sustainable promotional and educational program.

 ➁ “Neglected Heritage”: the Trenčín 2026 team has 
negotiated with the programming department of the 
House of Army ODA to initiate a game-changing action, 
transforming this largely neglected heritage of the 
socialistic era, located in the very center of the city, 
from an army symbol into a significant contemporary 
cultural venue dedicated to large performances and 
exploration of our relationship with Europe. We will 
organize cross-generational European dialogue through 
the international event series 
⟶Q11; P14, and launch a nomadic conference realised 
in collaboration with Slovak Institutes abroad which 
are themselves often brutalist architecture monuments 
London, Berlin).

 ➂ ”Revived Heritage”: To illustrate European identity we 
chose to highlight the city's industries that have been 
determining its economic development for ages, but 
have gotten a bit faded. Trenčín has been an important 
European hub in design of textile, glass, and machinery 
fabrication. Projects connected to the iconic Merino 
wool in collaboration with Contextile in Guimarães, the 
High School of Applied Art in Trenčín and the textile 
department at the University of Fine Arts will revive the 
incredible textile phenomenon of Europe through artistic 
residencies and showcases.
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4. Outreach

Explain how the citizens and your civil society have been 
involved in the preparation of the application and will 
participate in the implementation of the year.

Citizens of diverse social groups have been activated in 
brainstorming sessions, mappings of needs and defining the 
project vision from the moment when the Mayor of Trenčín 
approached the cultural community to participate in the 
bidding process. Naturally, this participative process gave 
character to the type of implementation of the ECoC project 
where each citizen has a role to take on. These active citizens 
helped us in the creation of the vision for the ECoC 2026 
project—Cultivating Curiosity.

By 2027 culture in Trenčín will be based on the needs of 
our citizens, and it will be tailored to multiple generations 
and it will invite all citizen groups to participate. Artists and 
organisations will have plenty of tools and support to create 
new culture and to intertwine and share their knowledge. 
Citizens will know the city, the county, the state and feel 
connected with European countries. They will understand 
European values, know how the EU works and feel proud to be 
Europeans.

What we did—preparation from
the ground up
Since our first ECoC candidacy in 2009, Trenčín has been 
committed to public discussion about the future of our 
city. More than 2 000 people have attended sessions on 
Trenčín's culture, ecology, well—being, new infrastructure and 
expectations. In the bidding process for Trenčín ECoC 2026, 

the team has met with experts working in fields such as art 
and culture, architecture and urbanism, entrepreneurs, artists 
and other community representatives to create a collaborative, 
inter—sectoral strategy. Discoveries derived from all these 
activities have also guided us in creating the cultural strategy 
of the city.

Community and citizens above all

A team from the local cultural community has been leading 
the bid—book preparation. First, we launched online surveys 
and found out about events we were not previously aware 
of. More than 80 projects were discovered, and these served 
as inspiration. We approached the general public with online 
and face to face questionnaires. During the Priestor city 
park festival, we conducted workshops with attendees using 
a whiteboard to express their visions for Trenčín. Later on, 
we also borrowed an artwork on which citizens pinned their 
emotions and visions of the city. We have conducted 30 focus 
groups with citizens from all walks of life. We asked children 
to draw their version of Trenčín in 10 years. Together we 
have identified opportunities enabled by the ECoC title. The 
needs of the citizens varied, depending on the social group 
they came from, yet everybody agreed that they wanted an 
ecological, safe and open city with diverse educational and 
cultural opportunities, quality public space and a conscious 
public.
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 ➄ Between 2022 and 2027 Trenčín will participate in fairs 
around Europe, including Leisure, Arts, Entertainment, 
Fashion, Textile, Tourism Fairs.

 ➅ With the Slovak Nomads project we will address 
Slovak people living abroad, especially international 
Slovak leaders in various areas. We have been 
reaching out to them as people who can connect 
Trenčín to important European collaborators and 
audiences as well as be a window into countries
they live in.

To what extent do you plan to develop links between your 
cultural programme and the cultural programme of other 
cities holding the European Capital of Culture title?

At this phase of the preparation we have mapped the 
possibilities with each of the ECoC cities holding the title 
between 2022 and 2026.

 ➀ With Novi Sad 2021 2022 we are sharing a strong 
focus on volunteers, and the theme of rivers and bridges, 
the Slovak ethnic minority in Vojvodina, and the EXIT 
festival. With the EXIT festival, we would like to share our 
best ecological practices concerning festival production 
from the Pohoda festival. On the other hand, we want the 
EXIT festival to teach us how to work with young people, 
possibly children and how to build programs concerning 
education in the field of festival management. We want 
to build bridges together. Because there are almost as 
many Slovaks in Vojvodina as inhabitants of Trenčín, 
we plan to exchange and celebrate our similarities and 
differences through music.

 ➁ We consider Bodø 2024 one of the best examples of how 
to make ecology and sustainability a topic for everyone. 
Their goal is to become the most sustainable ECoC so we 
would love to learn from them. Program lines like Leave 
Nothing But A Footprint, Connecting Waste or K-lab will 
be our flagships for cooperation.

 ➂ Architecture is the topic connecting us with Kaunas 
2022. Together we are planning to map the modernist 
architecture together with the architectural heritage. We 
will participate and contribute to the Kaunas flagship 
project MODERNISM FOR THE FUTURE.

 ➃ We have a lot in common with Tartu 2024. Topics such 
as art on the river, the future of the city, slow fashion, 
mental health, totalitarian regimes, and alternative art will 
be our key for cooperation. We want Trenčín to become 
a playground in which Tartu's event Curated Biodiversity 
with the topic the future of cities will be influential. Our 
history of underground art being influenced by the 
totalitarian regime will be shared by the event 1984/2024 
Literary Festival or Psuhhoteek. Tartu's program line 
Tartu with Humanity is our twin to the strand 3  Opening 
towards Unknown Grounds ⟶Q11; P14 (especially for 
the Cultivating Curiosity Festival).

 ➄ With Bad Ischl 2024 we are sharing an important 
part of history which could be reflected in their event 
Conversation with the Emperor and we want to host 
their theatre play for children, Chilop. Our common topic 
is also counterculture, in their case due to the imperial 
past and the strong worker's movement resulting from 
salt mining, in our case it is because of the army and 
a socialistic regime. We definitely want to participate in 
The Unconvention and/or European Music Club with our 
underground music story. Our cooperation will also be 
based on water. Their projects such as Flow or Migration 
Distillation can be great partners for our projects 
Splanekor or Aqua Vitae.

 ➅ Nature matters in Trenčín! This matches perfectly 
with Oulu 2026's program line Cool Contrasts, 
especially Dark Matters concerning topics like 
taboos, contrast, or mental health. Our common 
themes are public space, sustainability, ecology, and 
mental health. We also want to participate in their 
“highway’’ project connecting cities on highway E75. 
The highway will take artists and art lovers on a road 
trip through past and future ECoC cities, meeting 
artists living along the E75.

 ➆ With Esch-sur-Alzette 2022 we definitely have 
a lot to share. For our program strand 3  Opening 
towards Unknown Grounds we admire the European 
spirit that is spread all around Luxembourg and the 
way it is integrated into everyday life. We could also 
contribute with our ecological themes from Rooting 
For Nature and public space interventions.

 ➇ To prove the legacy of our strategy we started 
collaboration with Faro 2027. The Cultivating 
Curiosity Festival is a place for sharing ideas! Both 
cities are naturally connected with water, so we want 
to use Faro's point of view in our projects such as 
Aqua Vitae or Splanekor. Faro is well known thanks to 
“rooftop life’’ that could inspire our strand 2  Creating 
the Playground.

And finally, all of our programs are designed in order to ensure 
long term networking among various European institutions 
and individuals. We aim to help cultural operators to share 
their experiences, to strengthen their capacities and skills in 
European partnership and communication, and also to foster 
new initiatives, networks, and international projects.
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Explain how you intend to create opportunities for 
participation of marginalised and disadvantaged groups.

The Institute for Participation Trenčín (IPT will conceptualise 
and implement the Cultivating Accessibility project 
aimed at people with disabilities. This project entails 
continuous mapping of needs, execution of an Access audit, 
development of an Access plan and use of principles of 
“universal design”. People with disabilities will have the same 
access to cultural life, art installations and services as all the 
other citizens.

We will create inclusive environments in public institutions 
and public spaces for all marginalised groups including 
seniors, children, youth and ethnic minorities. They will 
be continuously supported in creation and participation in 
diverse cultural offerings in the city through specialised tools, 
partners and projects (see below). Our goal is to include 
disadvantaged and marginalised groups of citizens not 
only as an audience, but also as volunteers, artists, Cultural 
Ambassadors, participants, and organisers of events.

We will expand our partnerships with all organisations that 
work with disadvantaged and marginalised groups of citizens. 
We will also reach those who belong to these groups but are 
not members of any organisation through activities currently 
familiar to them.

Cultivating Accessibility Project

Cultural premises, venues or content pose many barriers for 
people with disabilities (7000 people in the city—12% of the 
population). We have already started mapping their needs 
during the preparation process for ECoC 2026. Several 
organisations in Trenčín work with people with disabilities, 
but they do not systematically collaborate with the city 
government and participation of these people in culture is 
minimal.

Through the Cultivating Accessibility project, IPT will improve 
accessibility in the city in direct cooperation with Trenčín 
Regional Government, the Department of Mobility in Trenčín 
and the City Hall.

Project partners:

 →⃝ Impact Foundation (PL, who did mapping in ECoC 
Kaunas

 →⃝ Plenipotentiary of the Government for the Development 
of the Civil Society (PGDCS

 →⃝ Creative Institute Trečnín (CIT

 →⃝ the Volunteer Centre

 →⃝ Trenčín University

 →⃝ institutions and people from disadvantaged and 
marginalised groups

 →⃝ Eduma

 →⃝ the Faculty of Architecture and Design of the Slovak 
University of Technology in Bratislava

 →⃝ the Academy of Fine Arts and Design in Bratislava

 →⃝ the Secondary Industrial School of Civil Engineering
in Trenčín

 →⃝ the School of the Art Industry in Trenčín

 →⃝ the Slovak Chamber of Architects

CIT supports participation of persons with disabilities in 
all cultural and community activities as well as creation of 
activities aimed specifically at persons with disabilities such 
as  and 

.

CIT will not forget about the parents of people with disabilities, 
whose spare time is currently completely directed towards 
caring for their family members. These parents may be future 
audiences in our cultural programs. This need is correlated 
with our program block Nurturing Our Wellbeing but we are 
not able to solve this problem on our own. We will present this 
problem to experts and the Ministry of Labor, Social Affairs 
and Family. With our support, we will find solutions together.

ofof
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Key improvement areas:
1. Participation of our citizens in cultural and public 
affairs is passive: Citizens tend to be more consumers 
than organisers of culture. By raising the awareness and 
knowledge of the citizens about the governing processes 
of municipalities, we can raise their understanding and 
awareness of how to get involved in the creation of cultural 
activities in the city.

2. Isolation of different social groups: People don’t know 
their neighbours and neighborhoods are not very active in 
organising cultural events. Cultural events organized by the 
municipality are often small with limited cultural offerings 
for specific communities (seniors or children). Institutions, 
organisations and artists do not communicate between 
themselves and do not share their knowledge. We need to 
create connections between individuals and community 
groups and replace the wilting isolation with cooperation and 
blooming of imagination.

Currently, the most active communities in Trenčín are seniors, 
youngsters and athletes. Those groups have their own 
coordinators at the City Hall, and the local Municipality offers 
different grants for sport, culture, social and environmental 
affairs and education. Our goal is to bring fresh perspectives 
on how to utilize our existing resources and grow our cultural 
options in new directions.

What we will do:

From 2022, audience development will be managed by 
the decision-making city office—Institute for Participation 
Trenčín (IPT, and will continuously support the participation 
of citizens in cultural and other spheres of life. Partners 
will be the Office of the Plenipotentiary of the Government 
for the Development of the Civil Society, CIT, Europe 
Direct, Bratislava's Metropolitan Institute, Institute for 
Active Citizenship, Pontis Foundation, PDCS  and European 
Institutions.

IPT will also:

 →⃝ organise activities with Europe Direct and other 
European Institutions that will reinforce information 
about the EU amongst citizens,

 →⃝ map the needs of our citizens and collaborate with CIT, 
the Volunteer Center, Cultural Ambassadors (see below) 
and other institutions,

 →⃝ organise events, such as Folkekøkken, with the mayor 
or other discussions with the city employees, who will 
explain how budgets are created, how to apply for 
funding and what are the options of participation in 
public matters at a local level or at the EU level,

 →⃝ organise participative budgeting. We will start in 
primary schools with implementing this participative 
budget in 2021. Whilst setting up this participative 
budget, experts from the City of Lodz will be invited 
over to help,

 →⃝ meet and to enlarge the numbers of Ambassadors 
who will pass on information and activities in their local 
communities. Several ambassadors have already been 
selected during the candidacy preparation,

 →⃝ enable online participation, through Decidim software 
from Barcelona

The Cultural Ambassadors will support citizens in bringing 
life back into inner blocks, cultural community centers, streets 
and playgrounds of Trenčín and its region. Ambassadors 
delegated by citizens will get adequate education and access 
to the software for cultural organisers. We will develop this 
online tool with a Czech organisation D21 who has already 
created similar software for participative budgeting for 
schools ⟶Q6; P7.

We will offer supportive tools and education to artists 
and organisations through the executive office of Creative 
Institute Trenčín (CIT that will help artists and organisations 
to plan and create events and provide international contacts. 
As our citizens’ input into the bidding process grew and their 
curiosity about our collective bid for ECoC increased, the 
ECoC 2026 team identified a lack of expertise in accessing 
soft infrastructure, financial support and collaboration 
opportunities. Our concept for the Institute is that it would 
serve as an auxiliary body of the city's culture, to help create 
projects, write grant applications, provide international 
contacts and educate in relation to entrepreneurial skills 
⟶Q6; P7.

From 2022 we will run a volunteer programme focused on 
all citizen groups, in collaboration with the Trenčín volunteer 
center, Trenčín University, other cities and villages of Trenčín 
county, LEAF academy, CIT and with the Platform of Volunteer 
centres. Through the volunteer center, we will create volunteer 
offers, internships or expert volunteering. We will create 
a system that will motivate the volunteers—a volunteer card 
which will offer benefits, discounts or tickets to cultural events 
or services in the city. Organisations who will collaborate with 
volunteers will be awarded a mark of quality to ensure high—
quality conditions and care for volunteers. We will implement 
this system with help of ECoC Novi Sad, where a similar 
project already exists.

We will run projects to integrate local communities, like 
. Inhabitants of Trenčín will join 

international artist and researcher Maj Horn (DK in her 
socially engaged art project where they will collectively 
explore new ways of mapping and understanding 
Trenčín's social spaces and community economies.
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Explain your overall strategy for audience development and 
in particular the link with education and the participation of 
schools.

Our overall strategy is to engage and build capacity in 
cultural institutions, engage and educate cultural workers 
and engage general audiences with emphasis on potential 
audiences. Through the “Audience development” process, we 
will encourage institutions and organizations to elaborate their 
own audience development strategies and to implement them. 
Audience development linked to education and participation 
of schools is based on European Youth Goals ⟶P40. We 
will use culture in all European Youth Goals as a guide 
for achieving its goals. The target group will be students 
from schools, young people from informal groups, youth 
organisations and international students. We will cooperate 
with The European Youth Capitals, and ECoC partners.

Audience development through
CIT and IPT
The Trenčín 2026 bidding team identified potential audiences, 
especially of minority and disadvantaged groups, 
audiences in Trenčín region cities, children and youth, and 
their parents, for whom conditions for participation have not 
yet been created. Creative Institute Trenčín (CIT will engage 
these groups through the Outreach and Marketing manager 
who will be creating reactive strategies in collaboration with 
stakeholder organization's managers, employees and the 
current audiences. The Audience development process also 
includes the Cultivating Accessibility project ⟶Q18; P37.

Other audiences are cultural workers, including the 
Cultivating Curiosity team Trenčín 2026, who will increase 
their professional knowledge and skills and share the 
expertise with other cultural workers and youth in the city. 
Trenčín has sufficient numbers of cultural and community 
institutions which have their own permanent audience. 

Those institutions, however, do not know how to develop the 
audience and create activities tailored for specific groups. 
The tools we will use to increase participation, capacity 
building and education will be provided by the Institute for 
Participation Trenčín (IPT, Cultural Ambassadors, Volunteer 
program and projects in our programme strands.

Audience development through 
programme strands
Our programme strands and projects are always addressed 
to specific audiences and tailored to meet their interests 
or expectations. 1  Respecting the Common Ground 
programme strand develops the audience through 
exploration of our identity and heritage, the programme 
strand 2  Creating the Playground develops the audience 
by building new opportunities and relationships to the city, 
and the programme strand 3  Opening towards Unknown 
Grounds develops the audience by creating a safe space for 
difficult conversation and exposure to societal themes.

School participation and direct 
involvement
Schools in the Trenčín region are participating in the 
preparation for the candidacy and we will continue our 
cooperation. Principals, teachers and the student school 
council are dedicated to assist in youth-related projects and 
provide a space for young people to participate throughout 
the entire project. Through the organization of events, they 
will learn responsibilities, cultural management and increase 
their key competencies.
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Other Marginalised And Disadvantaged 
Groups

The flagship project will be designed 
for the largest and most active marginalised community—
seniors. Projects such as  and 

 involve seniors in understanding our past in order to 
form a contemporary identity together. The Professional 
Granddaughter initiative will bring culture closer to social 
service homes or directly at individual seniors’ homes with the 
help of volunteers. In the Identity of Trenčín project seniors 
and youth participate in dialogues and exchanges between 
generations.

The  project engages young people 30% of the 
population) in cultivation of their creativity and in acquiring 
building skills. Creative and professionalisation projects such 
as , , , , 

 bring artists and creative young people 
interested in culture together and create an environment for 
sharing experiences. The European Youth Goals program 
⟶Q19; P39 motivates youth to use their full potential, as it is 
our aim to involve children and young throughout the entire 
project.

The  connects all communities 
together in artistic interventions, musical performances, talks, 
debates, interactive dialogue exercises, creative gastronomy, 
literary reading and a wide range of different cultural 
participation. And it opens up especially towards ethnic 
minoritiesThe proportion of the Roma community is 0.25%, 
we also recognize about 3000 foreigners who live and work 
here. The CIT outreach manager will be liaising with these 
minorities for all projects, and especially

, , ,
and  which present different cultures.

We will also motivate all mentioned groups to directly 
participate in events and programs through a volunteer 
program accessible to everyone. We will create volunteer 
offers, internships, part-time jobs through which they can 
cultivate curiosity and explore new things, but we will also 
involve them in expert volunteering so their skills can help 
others.

An inclusive price policy will enable socially weaker groups, 
seniors, students and people with disabilities to afford tickets. 
Proceeds from some of the events will be used to support 
other programs and organisations.

IPT PGDCS CIT University Teachers

Organisations 
in Cultivating 
Accessibility 
programme

City urban 
planners

City 
employees

Students

Learning
Universal
Design
workshops & talks

IPT involes organisations in the region

Access Plans

CIT Experts

● public spaces

Implemented through

●  expert volunteering
● pre-guides to events
● consulting

● buildings

● servicesevents ●

marketing ●

visual content ●

● information channelsmobility accessibility ●

Access
Audit
Process in 
organisations

will do

process results in

used by

Organisations involed in Access audit process

customised
documents used by

facilitators
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5.a) Finance

What has been the annual budget for culture in the city over 
the last 5 years? (excluding expenditure for the present 
European Capital of Culture application)?

The percentage of spending for culture fluctuates around 
2% of the city budget. Based on national law, nearly half of 
the city budget is dedicated to funding schools and the city 
administration has a little say over the financial amounts. 
After deducting the educational expenditures the percentage 
of money spent for culture is effectively double the amount 
shown in the table below.

The city is financing the operating budgets of nine cultural 
centers scattered throughout the city. Grants and operating 
budget subsidies are provided annually to more than 350 
local NGOs consisting of cultural, senior, social, youth, sports, 
educational and environmental organizations. They provide 
a rich palette of activities for citizens to choose from. The 

annual subsidies budget for year 2020 was more than 
260,000 €. Additionally more than 250,000 € is distributed 
annually in direct funding for flagship cultural and community 
events in the city.

Two museums, including the castle management, and public 
libraries are an important part of the cultural and tourist 
background of the city. They have their own budgets financed 
by the regional government, not by the city. Therefore they 
are not included in the calculations below.

The capital expenditures with municipal, EU or national 
funding are not included in the table.

Year Annual budget for 
culture in the city

Annual budget for 
culture in the city Total city budget

2016 683,947 € 1.95% 34,999,031 €

2017 903,948 € 2.25% 40,100,641 €

2018 892,672 € 1.70% 52,472,778 €

2019 961,270 € 1.86% 51,613,023 €

current 951,248 € 1.53% 62,163,560 €
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European Youth Goals Project

Name Project

Connecting EU with the Youth

1. to create educational videos about the European Union, which teachers will include in their 
curriculum with portal Zmudri.sk

2. to show different options to young people, and to motivate them to use EU programmes 
like Erasmus+, European Solidarity Corps or to become members of organisations that 
manage European Volunteer Service

Equality of All Genders and 
Inclusive Societies

1. to organise debates, workshops and role plays with the theme of discrimination and 
stereotypical gender roles In collaboration with project Film Festival of Inclusivity School 
Edition

2. to prepare inclusive environments by mapping the needs of disadvantaged youth, by 
improving the accessibility of cultural events and by volunteer activities at schools through 
the Volunteer Center and through the programme block Nurturing our wellbeing

Information & Constructive 
Dialogue

1. to think critically and recognize fake news through workshops and discussions in the 
flagship project Glassroom exhibition

2. to create a school news channel with an editorial board created by students

Mental Health & Wellbeing

1. 3  Opening towards Unknown Grounds programme strand, for example through the 
Cultivating Curiosity Festival, Film festivals School edition, Chill out Nooks in Schools, What 
would Marcus say today

2. project I am Hope with the City of Tampere

3. project EU Youth Games with the City of Bad Ischl 

Moving Rural Youth Forward

1.to involve country youth in volunteering activities through a volunteer program in the city 
and nearby villages. 

2. to provide education and expertise in audience development for cultural organizations in 
villages by CIT

3. to provide education to the municipal office in the villages with an emphasis on youth 
participation by IPT

Quality Employment for All

1. to open a discussion and create supporting activities with employers to start 
acknowledging non-formal education and skills acquired during volunteer activities

2. to focus on creative entrepreneurship and development of creative industry on regional 
and national level with programme block Designing the field

Quality Learning

1. to involve the students themselves in the process of preparing the ECoC through the 
subject of cultural management at secondary schools provided through the CIT 

2. project Creative Leaps

Space and Participation for All

1. to expand existing student school council to a level of a City youth council 

2.  to create Participatory budgeting at primary and secondary schools since 2021

3. project Junior Power with the City of Tampere

Sustainable Green Europe 1. to create environmental education for schools in the Rooting for Nature block

Youth Organisations and 
European Programmes

1. to support, intertwine and present local and foreign youth organisations to young people
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What is the breakdown of the income to be received from 
the public sector to cover operating expenditure?

Income from the public sector to cover operating expenditures Percentage Costs

National government 75.3% 15,200,000 €

City 9.9% 2,000,000 €

Region 4% 800,000 €

EU (without the Melina Mercouri Prize) 6.4% 1,300,000 €

Other 4.4% 900,000 €

Total 20,200,000 €

Have the public finance authorities (City, Region, State) 
already voted on or made financial commitments to cover 
operating expenditure? If not, when will they do so?

National government representatives, including the Minister 
of Culture declared on multiple occasions their readiness to 
support the winning city with 40 million euro. In November 
2020 the city council of Trenčín voted on a financial 
commitment of 2,000,000 € to cover operating expenditures 
for years 20222027.

Despite the difficult time of COVID19 we and our regional 
partners believe that ECoC is a once in a lifetime opportunity 
to meaningfully change the fabric of the region and come 
out of the COVID19 crisis stronger than ever before. The 
Regional government of Trenčín and the City of Trenčianske 
Teplice voted in September 2020 on declaration of support 
for the Trenčín bid. We will reach final financial participation 
during the second quarter of 2021

What is the fund-raising strategy to seek support from 
private sponsors? What is the plan for involving sponsors in 
the event?

The need to establish cooperation between the city, the 
business sector and cultural and community organizations 
emerged from all the interviews with stakeholders. Companies 
have employees to whom they want to provide cultural or 
Self-development opportunities and customers to whom they 
want to provide added value when shopping. We therefore 
propose the creation of The Curious Company program, 
which provides entrepreneurs, companies, employees and 
customers with the opportunity to extend their participation in 
the Trenčín 2026 project.

Businesses will have an opportunity to generate more profit, 
reach new customers, test their product and services while 
at the same time developping the ECoC audiences. The 
Development Manager and the Fundraising Coordinator 
⟶Q32; P48 will be responsible for approaching companies and 
negotiating special deals and benefits. Sponsorship will have 
monetary form within multiple tier packages and also a form 
of goods and services or lending of premises and equipment. 
Our key “good deal” business partners will be restaurants 
and hotels, plus other accommodation providers who will be 
closely collaborating with the guest service department.

 ⃝↓ Sponsorship benefits include:

 ● The company can solve its problems and 
shortcomings using an expert volunteer. An expert 
volunteer will help the company with marketing, 
graphics, reaching customers, improving their 
services. The expert volunteer will be selected 
through the Volunteer Center based on the needs of 
the company.

 ● Cultural and personal development for employees 
through the Trenčín 2026 project. Employees can 
participate in lectures, discussions, projects from the 
Trenčín 2026 program strands or organize cultural 
team building in cooperation with CIT.

 ● Strengthening of the corporate social responsibility 
policies of businesses.

 ● Employees can participate in corporate volunteering 
through the Volunteer Center.

 ● Access to customised programmes and special 
events.

 ● Design of promotional items by local and foreign 
artists.
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In case the city is planning to use funds from its annual budget 
for culture to finance the European Capital of Culture project, 
please indicate this amount starting from the year of submission 
of the bid until the European Capital of Culture year.

The city cultural budget will not be decreased by the amount 
of funding for supporting the ECoC team preparations. 
The funding will be an addition to the existing cultural 
expenditures. Please see the table in ⟶Q27; P44  with the 
amount of the city budget for the ECoC project.

Which amount of the overall annual budget does the city 
intend to spend for culture after the European Capital of 
Culture year (in Euros and in % of the overall annual budget)?

We recognize the need to provide funding for a substantially 
developed cultural ecosystem flourishing after the positive 
impact during the years 20222027. We strive to double the 
expenditure for cultural activity in the city to 4 per cent.

The Cultivating Curiosity vision is built on the idea of 
sustainability of cultural organizations and projects. A large 
part of our joint effort concentrates on audience development 
and capacity to deliver. It is customary to local cultural 
and community organizations to rely on the city budget to 
develop and sustain their activities but with the title of ECoC 
we might introduce the rule of subsidiarity in financing and 
encourage institutions and organisations to look for other than 
city's budget funds to complement the city's contribution. The 
Cultural Institute Trenčín will help develop fundraising skills of 
organizations in order to secure multi source funding for their 
operation. It will lead to a more resilient cultural ecosystem
in the city.

Please explain the overall operating budget 
(i.e. funds that are specifically set aside to cover operational 
expenditure). The budget shall cover the preparation phase, 
the year of the title, the evaluation and provisions for the 
legacy activities.

Total income to cover operating expenditures 100% 21,700,000 €

From the public sector 93.1% 20,200,000 €

From the private sector 6.9% 1,500,000 €
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What is the breakdown of the income to be received from 
the public sector to cover capital expenditure in connection 
with the title year?

Income from the public sector to cover capital expenditures Percentage Costs

National government 45.3% 35,948,300 €

City 15.2% 12,084,150 €

Region 16% 12,705,000 €

EU (without the Melina Mercouri Prize) 23.5% 18,625,550 €

Other — —

Total 79,366,000 €

Have the public finance authorities (city, region, State) 
already voted on or made financial commitments to cover 
capital expenditure? If not, when will they do so?

Some of the capital investments have multi source funding 
already secured and have been voted on, while some are 
close to the end of the preparatory stage. The planned 
expenditures in ⟶Q31; P46 follow the Trenčín si TY ideology 
with a goal to become a modern European city with a strong 
emphasis on sustainable urban development.

The national government publicly stated on multiple occasions 
to provide 40 million euro to the winning city.

In November 2020 the city council of Trenčín voted on an 
additional financial commitment of 12,000,000 € to cover 
capital expenditures for ECoC years 20222027. We 
are counting on private funding participation for capital 
expenditures amounting to 12,5 million euro.

It is our top priority to pass budgets in the coming years 
20212027 that will continue our investment path set by 
Trenčín si TY to lead Trenčín to become a modern European 
city. The city budget is created on a year-to-year basis. Large 
parts of the cultural capital expenditure projects are financed 
using EU funds. The EU funding programmes are planned 
years in advance, which leads us to have all the necessary 
documentation and co-financing from the city budget ready 
well in advance. Every year the city budget is voted on 
and includes co-financing for EU capital investments. For 
reference, in the upcoming year 2021 the capital expenditures 
of the city budget will be more than 15,000,000 €.

During the EU funding period 20142020 we have secured 
16.3 million Euro ERDF for capital expenditures. The largest 
single project has been the transformation of the old 
functionalistic cultural building Hviezda into a new cultural and 
creative center worth 8,000,000 €. The reconstruction starts 
this winter and will be ready by 2022. This will be the cultural 
lighthouse for our ECoC team and its activities. We have 
also secured EU funding for revitalisation of green inner city 
blocks and public spaces for cultural and community life. We 
have a laser focus on constructing new bike paths to provide 
a sustainable and healthy mobility option to our citizens.

The largest public-private investment that will be used for 
sporting and cultural events is the reconstruction of the city 
football stadium worth more than 20,000,000 € will be open 
for public in 2022.
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 ● International development by networking with 
companies from other ECOC cities with cultural 
organizations or non-profit sector organizations.

 ● The company will get discounted or free tickets for 
its employees and customers.

 ● Advertisement space within the Trenčín 2026 
project.

 ● Possibility to adopt an event, public space, project.
 ● Meeting with project teams, artists and access to the 
backstage.

We obtain sponsors from the private sector at a local, national 
and international level, including local entrepreneurs and 
developers and national and multinational corporations. 
Corporate cell phone carrier partners can provide 
telecommunication services for tourists, producers and 
artists from the first moment they set foot in Slovakia. Similar 
business value added chains can be created in the travel 
industry, airlines and rail operators across Europe. Nothing 
stops us from becoming partners with large corporations 
that want to support culture and communities on a European 
scale, e.g. banks, IT sector, automakers, large online stores, 
insurance companies. The opportunities for corporate 
synergies are endless. The year 2026 will be a huge chance 
for large Slovak companies to get in touch with artists from 
Europe and develop new and innovative campaigns with 
them. All while supporting the ECoC city with services and 
donations.

Recently, multiple community projects ran successful 
crowdsourcing campaigns collecting donations from the 
general public. On multiple occasions, private companies 
noticed the projects and reached out to the organizers 
directly with donations. We will have a special section 
online to help connect ECoC events and local projects. The 
Curious Company section online will have a “Hall of Fame” for 
companies and donors helping the ECoC team to achieve its 
mission.

By 2026, the private sector will be an integral part of the ECoC 
Trenčín 2026 project. There will be strong cultural and quality 
of life cooperation between the public, private and third sector. 
Business owners, entrepreneurs, employees and customers 
will be involved in the project and become Trenčín 2026 
ambassadors. The private sector will support the project not 
only financially but also through volunteers, sharing know—
how and providing services or products. Thanks to the ECoC 
project, several new business opportunities will emerge and 
the local business sector will be bigger and stronger.

More than 800 companies are based in the Trenčín Region. 
The most important representation is services, manufacturing, 
wholesale and retail. The traditional industries, production 
and services in the city of Trenčín include: production of 
electrical and electronic devices for motor vehicles, electrical 
engineering, mechanical engineering, distilling, clothing 
industry and others. There are smaller local companies 
in Trenčín, which sell products and services and organize 
cultural events, workshops at schools or community centres.

At present, the business sector has been hit by the 
coronavirus pandemic, as the Slovak Republic has had two 
lockdown periods and the sale of products and services has 
decreased. The coronavirus crisis has also affected artists 
and the entire cultural sector. It means that links between the 
private sector and culture have become very weak and need 
to be restarted. During the preparatory phase, we met with 
entrepreneurs, owners of small and large businesses, owners 
of local companies and with foreigners who started doing 
business in Trenčín. We explored their needs and received 
direct support already or declarations of future support. The 
sector was very enthusiastic and manager and entrepreneurs 
were keen to participate and to support the Trenčín 2026 
project, they perceive it as a huge opportunity and asset to 
their activities and the environment they work in.

Please provide a breakdown of the operating expenditure, 
by filling in the table below.

Percentage Costs

Program exp 45.3% 9,820,000 €

Promotion and marketing 16.1% 3,500,000 €

Wages, overheads and administration 38.6% 8,380,000 €

Other (please specify) — —

Total of the operating expenditure 21,700,000 €
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Soblahovská street public space City of Trenčín 2,400,000 €

Pádivec inner block public space City of Trenčín 400,000 €

Opávia inner block public space City of Trenčín 420,000 €

Považská playgrounds public space City of Trenčín 270,000 €

Magnus inner block public space City of Trenčín 541,000 €

Slimáčik inner block public space City of Trenčín 200,000 €

Rozkvet square public space City of Trenčín 520,000 €

Park Úspech public space City of Trenčín 165,000 €

Park on Sv. Anny square public space City of Trenčín 700,000 €

Park in cultural center Zlatovce public space City of Trenčín 300,000 €

Trebuchet public space + 
culture City of Trenčín 508,000 €

Synagogue interior reconstruction culture Jewish community 1,000,000 €

Football stadium AS Trenčín sport + culture City of Trenčín + 
private + national gov. 20,000,000 €

Traffic playground Karpatská sport + culture City of Trenčín 800,000 €

Skatepark sport + culture City of Trenčín 230,000 €

Pumptrack sport + culture City of Trenčín 180,000 €

City hockey stadium upgrades sport + culture City of Trenčín 2,000,000 €

City sports hall upgrades sport + culture City of Trenčín 1,000,000 €

Unibeach sport City of Trenčín + 
private 400,000 €

Crisis center for people without housing social services City of Trenčín 470,000 €

Innovation HUB education Trenčín university 5,000,000 €

new hockey stadium + academy sport + education Regional government 
Trenčín 15,000,000 €

Piaristická—community centre for 
integration of people with physical and 
mental disabilities

social services Regional government 
Trenčín 1,492,000 €

Gastrocentrum education Regional government 
Trenčín 3,600,000 €

Clocktower at the Castle tourism Regional government 
Trenčín 500,000 €
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What is your fundraising strategy to seek financial support 
from Union programmes/funds to cover capital expenditure?

Currently the EU funds for city development are distributed 
via national ministries that manage the appropriate EU funding 
schemes. During ECoC bid preparation the new EU funding 
period 20212027 is being negotiated between the Slovak 
national government and EU institutions. Our city mayor, who 
is also the president of Union of Cities in Slovakia, is at the 
forefront of the negotiations with the national government 
with one target in mind: to get as much funding to the regions 
and cities as possible while following long-term strategic 
plans for sustainable urban development and integrated 
territorial investments. Because of his personal effort, we 
believe the funding will reflect the real needs of Slovak cities, 
hence Trenčín's needs as well.

The Community-led local development action group for 
Trenčín region has been established in December 2020 to 
harbour the investment needs of the region and provide EU 
funding opportunities in connection with strong Integrated 
territorial investment focus.

By the year 2027 the city regularly secures financial support 
from EU funds via national ministries and directly from 
EU schemes such as Erasmus+, Europe for Citizens, Life 
programme, European Solidarity Corps, Interreg, Horizont 
Europe, Creative Europe, EEA and Norway Grants, ERDF and 
others. The professionalism, competence and skills of the City 
Hall and ECoC employees to prepare EU projects are stellar.

As our previous successful experience proves  ⟶Q29; P45, 
our fundraising strategy should be continued and be based 
on international, national and regional financial cooperation 
leading to making new connections on an EU, governmental, 
corporate and NGO level. So far the city materialized projects 
based on the idea of TRENČÍN si TY and continues with 
long-term urbanistic development. All our new projects 
are sustainable and follow the vision described in the 
city's strategic documents.

We are already preparing fundraising proposal for The EEA 
and Norway Grants to cover opperating expenditures for 
preparatory stages of ECoC with out international partner 
from Norway, Bodø.

If appropriate, please insert a table here that specifies which 
amounts will be spent for new cultural infrastructure to be 
used in the framework of the title year.

Project Category Investor Price

Green railway bridge public space City of Trenčín 4,500,000 €

Hviezdoslavova street public space City of Trenčín 4,500,000 €

Palackého square public space City of Trenčín 3,900,000 €

1. mája street public space City of Trenčín 3,400,000 €

Container theater culture City of Trenčín 400,000 €

Upgrades of 8 cultural centers culture City of Trenčín 2,000,000 €

Hviezdodvor studio with a square culture City of Trenčín 2,400,000 €

Cultural center Hviezda culture City of Trenčín 8,000,000 €

Community center Dlhé hony culture City of Trenčín 1,000,000 €

Community center Záblatie culture City of Trenčín 2,800,000 €

Calm bay Váh public space City of Trenčín 400,000 €

River Váh alluvium with a bridge public space City of Trenčín 500,000 €
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The Programme Coordinators will be responsible for the 
execution and coordination of all cultural and artistic activities. 
The daily work of the Programme Coordinator includes close 
cooperation with the Artistic Director, as well as coordination 
with other managers and their departments.

The Marketing, PR and Outreach Managers will be in charge 
of conducting all the communication—related tasks. Their 
work will encompass implementation of marketing and 
media strategies, public relations and other aspects that 
generate visibility for the ECoC Trenčín 2026. The Outreach 
Manager liaises with the Institute for Participation and Cultural 
Ambassadors.

The Administration and Finance Manager will coordinate 
and supervise economic and legislative tasks and obligations, 
signing contracts and executing them. He/she will also be 
responsible for the construction of key financial reports and 
all public procurement processes for ensuring necessary 
goods and services pursuant to the legislative regulations. He/
she will closely cooperate with other team members including 
the Fundraising Manager.

The Fundraising manager will be the key person for execution 
and coordination of all fundraising from public budgets and 
private sponsorships, with a particular emphasis on creating 

strategies for attracting and successfully coordinating 
financial support from EU funds and grants.

The Development Manager closely cooperates with the 
Board of Directors and International Relations Manager. 
He/she continuously looks for new opportunities for 
collaborations, new projects and partners.

Selection process:

All employees will be selected through a public open 
call. The criteria of evaluation for candidates will include 
previous involvement in the ECoC project bidding and other 
experiences with similar projects. Both the Artistic and the 
Executive Directors are expected to be selected in an open 
call in 2021. The city, in collaboration with the ECoC bidding 
team, will establish a selection jury (experts in culture and 
ECoC-like projects) which will represent Metropolitan Institute 
Bratislava, Creative Industry Košice, the Mayor of Trenčín, 
architects, curators, psychologists. The criteria for selection 
will include: qualifications, experience, ability to respond to 
the requirements of the ECoC Trenčín 2026, and previous 
involvement in the ECoC and other significant experiences 
with similar projects.

What are the main strengths and weaknesses of your 
project? How are you planning to overcome weaknesses 
identified?

Strengths

 →⃝ Wide ranging support and engagement of regional and 
local governments

 →⃝ Program is built on the city's investment plans and 
cultural strategy

 →⃝ Stunning medieval castle with historic city center

 →⃝ Possibilities of interactive interventions in public spaces

 →⃝ EU funded project Trenčín Si TY financed and under 
implementation, defining strategic long-term planning of 
city development

 →⃝ Multidimensional research and new technologies 
projects elaborated 

 →⃝ International programming with connection across 
Europe and region and supportive partners

 →⃝ Elaborated plans for improving the knowledge, 
management, audience development and relationships 
with and between cultural institutions and organizations

 →⃝ Connections to European countries, cities and networks 
through local and international partners

 →⃝ Identified new audiences and their needs (people with 
disabilities, marginalized and disadvantaged groups)

 →⃝ Project based on real needs of citizens and strategic 
documents

 →⃝ Size of the city allows wide spread of cultural activities 
everywhere

 →⃝ New type of brownfield—artistic revitalization of 
transport infrastructure (bridge)

 →⃝ Sustainability of the project—building new capacities 
and opportunities to continue
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5.b) Organisational Structure

Please give an outline of the intended governance and 
delivery structure for the implementation of the European 
Capital of Culture year.

The Trenčín 2026 bidding team will establish an independent 
non-profit organisation under the name Creative Institute 
Trenčín (CIT in the second round of the bidding process. 
The main aim of the CIT is to provide a governance structure 
that will implement the European Capital of Culture including 
all preparatory activities. A non-profit organisation is the 
most effective legal form to deliver the mix of accountability, 
transparency and flexibility with the public and private 
finance and other support. It will be responsible for the 
implementation, management and delivery of the ECoC 
Trenčín 2026, regarding the partners and the public. CIT will 
be independent from local public authorities and political or 
private interests.

CIT will operate throughout the whole period of the 
candidature of Trenčín for the ECoC, starting in 2021. It will 
have a full mandate and the authority to implement Trenčín 
2026, being responsible for its project management and 
fundraising, PR and marketing, programme curation, creation 
and implementation of educational and cultural capacity 
building strategies, professional development programmes 
and networking activities. CIT will cooperate with the City 

of Trenčín and respective partners and stakeholders on 
infrastructural investments in culture.

CIT will be supported and audited by the Board of Trustees. 
Its members will include representatives from the Ministry 
of Culture, the Municipal Authorities and Council of the 
University and the city's important stakeholders (experts from 
the artistic and cultural spheres, experienced professionals 
within the dimensions of European projects, important local 
and national representatives).

Responsibility for the management of the project rests with 
the Board of Directors—the Executive Director and the 
Artistic Director, and the departments under their leadership, 
as shown in the organization chart. The directors are heads of 
their respective departments with the Executive director
as the legal representative of CIT.

Based in the Creative Center Hviezdodvor, CIT will start 
by employing at least 5 full time employees and have more 
part—time and contract—based employees and contractors 
reaching its maximum staff numbers in the title year. All wages 
will reach the average wage rate of the region.

Delivery Structure

The Executive Director will be responsible for the global 
leadership and all management functions of the NGO 
including financial goals. The Executive Director will organise 
the NGO's staff structure, plan and employ human resources. 
He/she will have an assistant and office manager who will 
help with the administrative processes. He/she will together 
with relevant team members and stakeholders, supervise 
i.a development of strategic partnerships and thematic 
networks and maintain the synergy with the city's cultural 
strategy.

The Artistic Director will be in charge of professional and 
independent implementation of the Trenčín 2026 artistic 
vision, in line with the set goals, programme concept and 
structure. The Artistic Director will lead the team that will 
select and cooperate on artistic proposals and projects. 
He/she will be leading the team of curators to deliver the 
artistic concepts and programme. His/her team will consist 
of program coordinators (incl. outdoor programme manager), 
educational and professional development manager, 
international relations manager, production and technical 
team manager, and guest service manager.

● Marketing Manager
● PR Manager
● Outreach manager
● Monitoring & Evaluation Manager

Executive Director ⟵⟶ Artistic Director

Administration deparment Marketing & Outreach Derpartment Programme Department

● Fundraising Coordinator
● Admin & Office Manager

● Curators
● Programme Coordinators
● Production & Technical team
● Volunteer manager
● Education & Professional 
 Development Coordinator 
● International Relations Manager
● Guest Service Manager

Creative Institute Trenčín
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5.c) Marketing

Please provide an outline of the city‘s intended marketing 
and communication strategy for the ECoC year.

Our marketing and communication strategy is based 
on Cultivating Curiosity through playful communication, 
accessible information about ECoC using ecologically 
sustainable marketing means. Cultivating Curiosity 
2026 messages— 1  Respecting the Common Ground, 
2  Creating the Playground and 3  Opening towards the 
Unknown Grounds—will be used as the starting points for 
our communication with local (Common Ground), national 
Playground) and international (Unknown Grounds) audiences. 
The marketing team will be built of event marketing experts 
and social media gurus with a deep understanding of 
audience development strategies for complex international 
activities and tourism.

Other ECoC cities will be key marketing partners during 
the preparatory and implementation periods. Establishing 
dynamic communication systems with at least 10 ECoCs we 
will learn from their experience and cooperate on promotion 
of our and shared events. Part of our collaboration with the 
winning Finnish city will be regular online and face to face 
meetings as well as involvement in student educational 
exchanges between Slovakia and Finland through Erasmus+.

In 2026, our goal is to have at least 50% of programs 
streamed online and 100% of flagship events documented 
online. In 2027 and later on, our work will continue through 
subsequent cooperation with organizations, support within 
the framework of education, regular information on ongoing 
events, use of online tools and fulfillment of the vision we set 
out in the project.

We are already engaging the people of Trenčín into the 
communication of the bidding process via questions in 
Instagram stories, in discussions at public events and through 
the ECoC website. They are #trencin2026. Our social media 
are reaching more than 60,000 people and more people are 
reached via online newspapers, radio, public debates and 
video conferencing.

Audiences development 
strategy:
We will use a complex communication strategy towards all 
audience groups and  use relevant modern tools. However, 
we would like to specifically focus on groups of people 
who were until now underadressed or left out of ordinary 
communication. This is how we will reach them.

Local and regional audience

Our marketing goals will not forget the ECoC team members. 
The team will set up an internal network to share information 
internally so that each team member is thoroughly informed 
about all aspects of the project and current programmes. We 
will support regional institutions and organizations with new 
skills in marketing strategies. The Institute for Participation 
Trenčín in collaboration with the volunteer center will provide 

courses in effective communication, audience development, 
expert volunteering and networking. We will benefit from 
guidance of the ECoC Novi Sad 2021 team, on an effective 
way of working.

Currently unexplored audience groups may be interested 
in attending cultural or community events, but do not know 
how to make it happen or do not properly understand 
what to expect. The marketing team will cooperate with 
UAFA CUP—an international, charity, anti—racist football 
tournament based in Trenčín, to communicate the ECoC 
programme to those whose primary interest isn’t culture. 
Support of sport clubs in Trenčín and their social media (for 
example AS Trenčín Club (34k followers) or Hockey Club 
Dukla Trenčín (16k followers on Facebook) will help us tell 
the story of synergies between sport and culture with help 
of ambassadors like Marián Gáborík, a famous hockey player. 
Sport oriented cultural programmes such as Splanekor 2.0 
⟶Q11; P14 will aid the mixing of sport and cultural audiences. 
We will create communication materials and use means 
appropriate for physically and mentally impaired groups. All 
publically displayed materials will be accessed easily by all 
potential participants (e.g, visually impaired people will be 
taken into account when creating posters and sound materials 
will always include subtitles).

We will target mass audiences via relevant marketing channels 
described below.

National and international audience

Focusing first on citizens of other ECoC cities, creative 
individuals, nomads, artists or curators we will attract diverse 
Slovak and European audiences through cooperation with 
national and international tourist agencies: Slovakia Travel 
platform,  Slovak Convention Bureau, Ministry of Transport 
and Construction, National Tourist System, European Travel 
Commission, travel blogs, through cooperation with foreign 
artists, art magazines, creative business, presentation stands 
at international tourist expositions and fairs etc. 

Pohoda festival attracts more than 30,000 people to our city 
in one weekend and has thousands of followers on their social 
media. In collaboration with Pohoda we will set up regular 
communication (weekly ECoC Trenčín Cultivating Curiosity 
section) via their social channels, Spotify, video-blogs 
Facebook—81,5k followers, Instagram — 30,3k followers) 
targeting the required group (cooperation confirmed).

We see the Trenčín 2026 artists, curators and creative 
experts from the programme as an important medium of 
promotion. Efficient cooperation of the ECoC programmes 
means that #trencin2026 will be a place to connect artists, 
audiences, journalists, in a mutually agreed upon integrated 
communication strategy.

The ECoC project will strengthen opportunities for creative 
tourism in the Trenčín city and region. The marketing 
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Weaknesses/threats Solutions

Insufficient accommodation capacity 
for tourists

Use of the capacities of nearby towns and accommodation platforms

Encourage  development of B&B services among local community

Use student's dormitories in the Region (summer breaks)

Lacking multilingual service providers

Creating opportunities to get involved through the Cultivating 
Accessibility project and participate in workshops ⟶Q18; P37

Language courses 

Inhabitants are not accustomed 
to appreciate the local cultural 
organizations

Better communication and information about cultural events

High quality program

Better marketing and systematic improvement of cultural operations

University students leaving the city and 
not coming back, taking innovation and 
knowledge with them

Creating opportunities for students to gain experience in the creative and cultural 
industries

Development of the cultural and creative sector

Attracting more investors looking for qualified staff

Pandemic threat (COVID19 CIT will develop a strategy (more in Q 37 for culture and communication with citizens

Underdeveloped or suspended 
development of business—culture 
connections and funding

Involving representatives of the business sector into programming activities and 
Board of Trustees 

Creativity incubators initiated and set up with support of Business and the City 
representatives

Sponsorship benefits

Lack of cultural professionals and 
cultural audiences

Organization of special courses, practices, volunteer programmes

Improvement of managerial capacities and skills via European networking

Mentoring development of audiences of cultural institutions

Low citizen engagement in helping with 
organizing events

Introducing Cultural Ambassador title 

Activating Volunteer Center ⟶Q17; P35

Financial dependence on city budget

CIT will develop a financial plan that will include sponsorship, EU grants and money 
from the city

Application for funds to other than City budget sources ⟶Q26; P43

The city is not well known at the 
European and international level

Strong marketing aimed at foreign tourists, quality program and cooperation with 
other ECoC cities will bring the city to the “map of Europe”

Promotional events in European Parliament, Committee of Regions, Council of Europe

Promotional events at Slovak embassies and institutes abroad  

With the growing size of the project, 
there may be communication and 
collaboration issues between the ECoC 
team and other organizations

CIT will prepare a communication plan that includes workshops, training and regular 
team meetings ⟶Q34; P51

Small number of cultural institutions Through a strong program, we want to persuade authorities to establish new ones

Underused potential of academic fields

Involving the University of Trenčín in the bid preparation process

Cooperation on a regular basis and identification of fields of joint actions

Elaboration of new projects serving the city and citizens 

Many of the citizens do not feel 
European and do not know how the city, 
the state and the EU work

Numerous projects in our ECoC programme will address this issue by referring to 
European cultures, identity, values

Special debates in the programme will be organized to build a stronger and more 
knowledgeable democratic community 

European values and the promotion of the European Union is present in all parts of 
the project
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How does the city plan to highlight that the European Capital 
of Culture is an action of the European Union?

We will play with the challenge of bringing Trenčín to the map 
of Europe for every citizen of the EU including the citizens 
in the city and region. We want them to feel the European in 
them and present all the opportunities brought through the EU 
thanks to the ECoC title.

Each year from 2023 we will celebrate other ECoCs. CIT will 
cooperate with current ECoCs —Veszprém (2023, Bad Ischl, 
Tartu, Bodø (2024, Chemnitz (2025 and Slovenian ECoC 
2025 on delivery of at least 10 events (folklore, exhibitions, 
literature, screenings of the opening ceremony, musical 
performances). This collective celebration will connect the 
citizens and tourists to the existing patronage of the EU and 
the EU Commission in other European countries.

In each event and project the marketing team will define 
a process to represent it as an action of the EU e.g. in the 
project Degustories ⟶Q11; P14, focused on diverse Cuisine 
festivity with other ECoC cities, bringing their local specialties 
and customs to Trenčín. In the outreach strategy we follow the 
EU’s European Youth Goals Project ⟶Q19; P39 which will be 
promoted across all youth activities. 

CIT will open a call for artists in 2023 working with flags, 
flag art and design and national identity representations, to 
propose a celebratory flag project to address the 40 years 
of the EU flag (conceived in 1986 in 2026. Engaging an 
expert committee with a representative of each EU country 
this project will be a site-specific outdoor exhibition of flags 
in Trenčín and will later travel worldwide. Accompanied by 
a programme of discussions on identity, belonging, nationality 
and its meanings in globalized society this project will 
promote the values and actions of the EU across the globe.

The EU logo will be on the programmes, all digital and physical 
promotional materials, and on merchandise. It will be shown 
on ECoC flags placed around the city and in the region. Our 
goal is to show that the EU will be visible in everyday life all 
around the city. Related establishments, restaurants, clubs 
and businesses will also represent the idea of ECoC (will have 
an ECoC manifest in their windows) and present the European 
Union in their own way. QR codes related to the Trenčín 2026 
application will be inspired by the EU logo. The ECoC office, in 
cooperation with Slovak Post, will create a special edition of 
postage stamps with the Trenčín 2026 and EU logo.

The main stage in the square will be named after Europe, e.g. 
Europe Stage. Pohoda festival will present ECoC and the 
European Union at its festival in the form of a branded music 
performance space and discussion venue.

The European Union is an important knowledge bank for the 
municipality officers. The marketing team will collaborate with 
the Institute for Participation on projects connecting our city 
and regional clerks with the EU clerks so they can transfer 
knowledge, be aware of the opportunities that the EU offers, 
share information and work efficiently hand in hand with 
the EU.

The ECoC team will always present its activities under the 
umbrella of the EU, especially to stakeholders, partners and 
sponsors. The ECoC Trenčín 2026 bidding team already 
established a partnership with Europe Direct Trenčín, an 
information center about the European Union aimed at the 
public, carrying out information campaigns and education for 
schools.
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team will collaborate with the Cultural Information Center 
Trenčín, Trenčín Region—regional marketing agency, national 
marketing effort Good Idea Slovakia and creative tourism 
office Carpathia Tours on creation and execution of new 
creative tourism strategies. Slovaks and Europeans will be 
offered to experience Trenčín in an active, exploratory way, 
e.g. taking part in workshops on wirecraft, sewing workshops, 
preparing local gastronomic specialities, discovering urban 
stories through “Like a local” tour, “Back to the roots” tour 
focused on our traditions, active “Bike tour” and “Tastes tour” 
focused on regional cuisine.

Development of ecological infrastructures (more in q. 37 
puts Trenčín on the map of ecological travelling and regional 
tourism destinations. Together with the EuroVelo cycling 
network we will create new cyclotourism opportunities and 
online presentations of possibilities for citizens and tourists in 
our region. The visitor rate will increase thanks to a new cycle 
project Vážska cycleway with a more than 100 km long cycling 
route where new artistic interventions will be located and will 
be promoted through all communication platforms. We will link 
ecotourism to the #greentrencin social media campaign and 
create photo-opportunities along with the programmes.

Thanks to the established cooperation with the railways of 
the Slovak Republic and advertising through the European Rail 
Plus offers, we will reward all visitors arriving by train with free 
admission to selected activities. Those who need to come by 
car, will be encouraged to use car sharing options featuring 
a special Trenčín 2026 Spotify Cultivating Curiosity playlist. To 
bring (back) working travellers we will open a call for digital 
nomads to pay a visit to Trenčín and cover it via their blogs, 
vlogs and podcasts. It is our goal to connect Trenčín with the 
largest platform nomadlist.com.

Marketing channels
Digital first: Creative Institute Trenčín (CIT in collaboration 
with Been there Together initiative will develop a Trenčín 
2026 application (later transformed into “Trenčín City” app) 
accessible to everyone through a variety of platforms from 
phones and digital boards in the city to physical materials 
such as cards. Through the app citizens and visitors will be 
equally empowered to participate, volunteer, be informed 
and be curious about the ECoC. Thanks to playful tools, they 
interact with each other and form ongoing activities with live 
feedback. Institute for Participation Trenčín (IPT will overlook 
general accessibility of this tool.

The social media manager will collaborate closely with local 
youth, organise Instagram takeovers, lead on podcasts and 
new communication channels.

The ECoC team has created a bilingual (ENG, SK Cultivating 
Curiosity Trenčín 2026 website presenting the project and 
dozens of inspirational creatives from Trenčín. Presenting 
active citizens through stories “Inspirational People of Trenčín” 
helped us to turn citizens into ECoC ambassadors and 
strengthened overall trust and engagement structure among 
citizens.

Bonded with media: The Marketing and PR managers will be 
deepening current cooperations with regional and national 
newspapers, radio, television, leading on traditional forms 
of communication, media partnerships schemes, tourist and 
regional agency partnerships and live presentations at events 
beginning in the first years of preparation. The International 
Relations Manager will work closely with the Marketing 

Department to build enthusiastic media connections on the 
international level. Regular press conferences will be an 
integrated part of major cultural events. There will be special 
hospitality programmes dedicated to local and international 
journalists as well as infrastructure for on—site work, 
interviews and reportage.

Sold internationally: Ticket selling platforms will be an 
important part of our strategy. We will level them up from 
local national platforms (e.g. Ticketportal, Besteron) for small 
events, to international platforms (e.g. Goout, Eventbrite) for 
flagship events. The Trenčín 2026 application will provide 
sales for all events. We will partner up for ticket sales 
promotion with the Cultural Information Center in Trenčín and 
regional cultural centers and PR agencies.

A brand of fashion: In addition to our sustainably designed 
merchandise, we will collaborate with the High School of 
Applied Art in Trenčín and art colleges around Europe to 
design special merchandise collections. Trenčín 2026 will 
contribute to sustainable European fashion trends and be 
presented during the Festival of Sustainable Fashion 
⟶Q11; P14 and more European sustainable fashion festivals. 
Flagship events will let participants and audiences create their 
own souvenirs through diy workshops in collaboration with 
involved artists and creative labs in the city.

Chatting face to face: Trenčín 2026 will partner up with 
shops, services and schools around the city and the region 
to perform as information points for passers by and visitors. 
This non-digital communication will reach the elderly and 
citizens and visitors with limited access to technology. One 
of these info points will be a mobile art cafe run by CIT which 
will roam around the country showing mobile exhibitions and 
performances.

Fluid faces: Visitors and even locals will have a chance to see 
the city in an unusual light during Curious Walks organised 
by a regional agency in collaboration with CIT. With thematic 
city routes these walks will immerse the visitor in the charm of 
the city and its surroundings through the eyes of foreigners, 
locals, artists, subcultures, architects, cooks, entrepreneurs 
and others. Intertwined with the ECoC project they will 
incorporate programmes and offer volunteering options.

Ecological: The marketing department will use means of 
communication that are at least 90% ecological: prioritizing 
recyclable materials (e.g. textile wristbands for entry; online 
tickets), using ecological forms of passing on information 
(e.g. marking information of the ground with a high pressure 
cleaner which will leave a trace through a stencil) or 
supporting manufacturers from our region in marketing 
orders. The Ecological Manifest will be signed by all partners, 
organisations and co-workers, as well as all employees 
of ECoC and will be a part of the accessibility guidebook 
⟶Q18; P37. CIT will cooperate with the Institute for Circular 
Economy and Institute of Environmental Policy to achieve our 
environmental commitment and advise us on a regular basis.
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Please confirm and provide evidence that your city has or 
will have adequate and viable infrastructure to host the title.

Trenčín has experiences realising large scale, complex 
cultural programmes from being a host to the International 
ArtFilm Festival for 23 years, welcoming hundreds of 
international guests and artists such as Gerard Depardieu, 
Emir Kusturica and Ettore Scola. Pohoda festival has been 
professionalising the cultural infrastructure for 22 years, 
hosting a 30,000 people festival in the region.

In the current covid pandemic, we are also preparing for 
the realisation of the proposed events respecting health 
restrictions, and have a crisis plan. Our partner Pohoda 
festival has already implemented a possible solution and 
realised Pohoda In The Air as a fully online streamed festival 
in July 2020 for more than 90 000 people. The CIT team will 
build on their experience and propose an adequate course of 
action.

More than 60% of the program will be organized in public 
spaces. The reason and the particular social need for using 
the public space is to get people back to the streets, squares, 
parks, and city centre and to create a playground for the 
artists and their audience at the same time.

Let's start in the city centre on The Peace Square, with its 
recently reconstructed square and a newly built stage—
Europe Stage ⟶Q35; P53. All year round, it hosts and will host 
various fairs, markets, music, film, and theatre performances 
for all age groups in the capacity of over 3000. The ECoC 
team in collaboration with the city planners will also animate 
a new cultural scene on the Váh River, which with its 

—part of block: Rooting For Nature or 
—part of Europeanship projects, will create an 

inspiring, interactive spot.

Trenčín Castle with 680 m2 of exhibition space and exteriors 
500 spectators)—serves primarily as a tourist attraction, 
but its interiors and exteriors are suitable for our program 
and will be rented according to programme requirements, 
especially for the flaghip project . 
The South Fortification system of Trenčín Castle has recently 
become accessible to the public thanks to the TreBuChET 
project—a joint venture of the Regional Government Trenčín 
TSK, Moravian town of Bučovice, and the city of Trenčín. As 
a part of the medieval castle restoration efforts, more room 
will become available for cultural and social happenings and 
presentations. The south entry will allow a barrier-free entry 
for the elderly and those with limited mobility.

The ODA building owned by the Army of the Slovak Republic, 
is the most used cultural space due to its theatre hall with 
a seating capacity of 650 people and a large professional 
stage and technical capacities for conference events. With 
a capacity of 400 people in the ballroom, 50 people in the red 
conference hall and a retro-socialist snack bar that can host 
another 100 guests we are glad to settle cooperation with 
ODA's management on yearly programming.

The independent arthouse cinema Metro, run by Lampart 
creative association, has its seat in a heritage functionalist 
building. Its main screening hall accommodates 180 
spectators and its currently unused interiors (>200 m2) will be 
renovated and adapted for new digital media and VR events.

GMAB 850m2 of exhibition space) is the main city gallery 
with 3 levels of exhibition space and systems that will house 
some of the key ECoC exhibitions such as . The 
basement will be renovated in 20212022 and adapted as 
a new architecture exhibition space.

Community cultural centers in various parts of the city will 
be renovated to suit their new function within the 

.

The exhibition center EXPO 5,430 m2 of interior exhibition 
space/ 9,000 m2 exterior space, 5 multifunctional halls), with 
a capacity of over 2000 visitors has untapped potential 
that will be used for large-scale showcases such as the 
accompanying exhibition to the International Conference 

, the  music festival and other fairs, 
expos, marketing events, as well as occasional music and food 
festivals.

Accessibility

Trenčín is a natural meeting point. The city is located in the 
north-western part of Slovakia, and it is a natural geographical 
centre of Middle Považie named after the River Váh valley. 
It was strategically positioned on the crossroads of old 
Venetian—Baltic Sea trading routes and to protect them the 
Trenčín Castle was built here.

Trenčín is interested in controlling and limiting car traffic. 
Three catchment car parks will be built at the strategic 
entries to Trenčín to motivate inhabitants to use ecological, 
innovative or public transport within the city. In cooperation 
with Blablacar, we will integrate carsharing into the Trenčín 
2026 communication platforms and support the reduction of 
emissions.

Trenčín is a compact city of short distances with a vast 
network of bike routes and pedestrian walkways. In 
20082020 14.6 km of cycling routes were completed and 
35 more kilometres will be built in 20202026 connecting 28 
villages and cities including 3 Czech cities to Trenčín which 
is connected to the western Slovakia bike route—Vážska 
cyklomagistrála. Bike routes going through spectacular 
natural areas outside of the city are used by locals and 
tourists visiting castles, art & cultural sites ⟶Q11; P14 Rooting 
For Nature block) or historical monuments. Fans of mountain 
biking can profit from various trails; some of them starting in 
the city centre. All routes will be connected in a user-friendly 
interactive map of the city on www.trencin2026.sk from 2021.

Trenčín invites fresh transportation solutions and ideas. In 
response to the willingness of citizens and visitors to use 
sharing platforms and new modes of transportation we 
approached Liberty Bikes in Trenčín to create a concept 
for sharing and renting bicycles starting from 2022 that 
corresponds with the ECoC needs. The E-scooters rental 
system by Bolt has been a major success amongst all age 
groups in recent years. We will negotiate a special discount for 
our Trenčín 2026 application users.
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6. Capacity to Deliver

Please confirm broad and strong political support and 
sustainable commitment from the public authorities

Local support

After the Ministry of Culture announced the start of the 
ECoC selection process, the Mayor of Trenčín, Mr. Richard 
Rybníček, initiated information sessions with members of 
the public and experts at various locations—including the 
independent gallery Vážka and the City Office. As a result 
of positive feedback from the public and the city leadership, 
further meetings were organized with local representatives of 
cultural, community, and sport groups. Discussions involved 
topics such as the current identity of the city, citizens’ needs 
and a vision for the future of Trenčín. Clear and firm support 
for the ECoC effort from the public and the city leadership 
emerged and grew.

In March 2020, when COVID19 arrived, conversations had to 
move online. After numerous online meetings, experts from 
other fields joined our ECoC organizational team, which was 
created from local specialists during the initial meetings led by 
the Mayor.

On 1 July 2020, the Municipal Council confirmed the 
importance of Trenčín's candidacy for the ECoC by 
unanimously voting in favour of it and approving the budget 
for expenses connected with the preparation process. At 
the same time our planning team was strengthened by more 
members. On 27 August 2020, the ECoC team called a press 
conference to present our candidacy to the public and the 
media, where representatives of local authorities declared 
their intent to cooperate and expressed support for the ECoC 
preparation team.

Regional support

We have been building relationships at the regional level not 
only with political representatives of the region, towns, and 
villages, but also with the other stakeholders: bus and taxi 
transport companies, the Jewish community, festival Pohoda, 
and many more. These relationships needed to be created in 
the preparatory phase because the region and its project can 
only be strong if all participants communicate and cooperate 
from the beginning.

At a political level, the ECoC project was supported and 
approved by a vote at the City Council meeting in Trenčianske 
Teplice in September 2020. The head of the Regional 
Government, Jaroslav Baška, declared support for the 
preparation team at the candidacy press conference and this 
was confirmed by a vote in favour of official support on 28 
September 2020.

National support

The Ministry of Culture of the Slovak Republic officially 
published the calls for the candidacy for ECoC 2026 on 17 
December 2019. In September 2020, the current minister of 
culture negotiated with the minister for investments in order 
to increase the budget for the winner of the ECoC 2026 to 40 
million euros in the budget period 20212027.

The Slovak army has a notable, influential and longstanding 
presence in our city and region and we have established not 
only a formal but also a practical relationship with them (on 
the premises of the army airport and the ODA building various 
important cultural and social events will take place all year 
round). The National Rail Company declared their support as 
well. All of the above mentioned partnerships are documented 
in signed contracts concerning the cooperation.
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1. Structural, urban and 
tourism infrastructure
Between 2020 and 2026 the city will realise large scale 
infrastructure projects closely linked with the Trenčín 
2026 cultural program within the TRENČÍN si TY—an 
architectural-urban concept. For several years, Trenčín, as 
one of a few Slovak cities, has been responsibly preparing 
its strategic development plan, relating to the architectural-
urban cultivation and reconstruction of the city. Its cultural 
strategy for subsequent years is closely integrated with the 
development plan. TRENČÍN si TY clearly envisions the city as 
a modern and cultural hub at a top European standard. Since 
2012, Slovak and Swedish architects Mandaworks and Hosper 
Sweden have been working on this land—use planning 
strategy—a detailed manual for the city's transformation with 
clear construction regulations.

This project started with the rerouting of crucial train tracks 
which demanded the construction of a new railway bridge. 
As a result some buildings had to be demolished, but at 
the same time the riverfront was freed up. This creative 
opportunity to design a modern built-up area connecting 
the old town with the river and the old railway bridge, serves 
as a great opportunity and transformation of Trenčín into 
a culturally richer, livable European place. The old railway 
bridge will become a verdant landmark. Pedestrianization 
of this whole area will be enabled by moving traffic and 
parking underground. In the wider timeframe (around 2030, 
a new riverbank development with a new city theatre and 
residential—multifunctional buildings is planned. TRENČÍN si 
TY incorporates the cultivation of all squares and streets in 
the city centre and the improvement of riverbank connectivity.

All new and reconstructed spaces will be through the 
Cultivating Accessibility project ⟶Q18; P37 and valid 
European norms fulfil accessibility requirements of the project 
Trenčín 2026.

Reconstruction of Hviezdoslavova Street starting in 2022 will 
create an extended pedestrianized stretch that will be used 
for outdoor cultural and social activities such as concerts or 
small theatre performances with the nearby park serving as 
an outdoor gallery. Citizens will enjoy the renovated Atrium 
Brezina green public space with its bespoke park seating 
and a small stage for more smaller scale concerts and 

performances such as Convergencies. After the old railway 
bridge ceased being used for its original purpose, a unique 
opportunity appeared to utilize it as a public space situated 
above the river. The old railway bridge will become a creative 
hub suitable for local and regional designers and shop owners 
for rent, symbolically connecting two parts of our city, and 
has the potential to become a new cultural and green centre 
of Trenčín. In addition, the city of Trenčín plans to build an 
educational children's traffic playground in 2022.
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The river Váh remains relevant to area transport. Trenčín will 
be part of the Vážska Cycleway—a future river transport line. 
Work on the canal has started already and a new functional 
port in Trenčín has been put into the plans as well.

International transport

Trenčín can easily connect internationally. The international 
airport in Bratislava is only 120km away, while the 
intercontinental Vienna airport can be reached in only two 
hours. The proximity, around 250 km, to the international 
airports in Budapest and Krakow is also advantageous. All 
above mentioned airports can be reached directly with public 
transport and Trenčín transport providers—or in a Minibus or 
Taxi.

National and regional transport

The main D1 highway and train route, connecting the east 
and west of the country, intersects Trenčín. It is easy to get 
to Trenčín from all regional cities. Since Trenčín lies on the 
important west-to-east transport line, there are many bus 
services to and from Czechia, and central Slovakia. The 
city's integrated and regional transport networks provide 
connection with all neighbouring cities and villages. The local 
buses are equipped with cycle—bus options so cyclists can 
reach road or mountain biking areas.

Trenčín is in the process of buying new buses in cooperation 
with local and national transport providers (inc. rail, bus, taxis) 
and will set a detailed strategy in 2022 so that the transport 
capacity is sufficient during the ECoC year. This cooperation 

will be prepared and tested already in the preparatory 
years, including the visibility of the ECoC program within the 
transport infrastructure and language availability for foreign 
visitors and functional availability for people with disabilities.

Accomodation

We currently have a variety of ways to make visitors feel 
comfortable. And, we will raise accommodation capacities 
by 20% by 2026. We estimate that at its highest attendance, 
the ECoC Trenčín 2026 will host at most 10,000 visitors 
at once. There are 16,431 accommodation capacities in 
the Trenčín region, of which there are more than 1,500 
beds directly in Trenčín, and more than 2,500 beds in the 
Trenčianske Teplice town in the category of hotels and 
pensions. For caravan lovers, there are services for 2 caravan 
parks on the Island of Trenčín and in Opatovce with a capacity 
 300 beds. In addition, visitors in Trenčín can use the 
accommodation capacities of dormitories and hostels with 
a capacity > 400 beds. In the surrounding area there are also 
many private types of accommodation in the form of modern 
cottages or country houses suitable for families with children 
or bigger groups.

In an effort to enhance exchange and authentic experience 
we will motivate participation of the locals in supplying 
accommodation capacities. By providing user friendly 
instructions and promoting existing sharing platforms 
(booking.com etc.) we will build the local capacity and 
confidence in providing this service. Also, Trenčín and 
Trenčianske Teplice plan to create 200 new hotel capacities 
and 53 new bed and breakfast capacities in 2021.

In terms of structural, urban and tourism infrastructure what 
are the projects (including renovation projects) that your city 
plans to carry out in connection with the European Capital of 
Culture action between now and the year of the title?
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2. Soft capacities
The Trenčín 2026 bidding team will establish an independent 
NGO Creative Institute Trenčín (CIT which will be responsible 
for the implementation, management and delivery of the ECoC 
2026 and will cooperate with the city of Trenčín throughout 
the whole period of its candidature for the ECoC, starting 
in 2021 ⟶Q32; P48. Many professional development 
programmes for cultural managers will start in 2021 and 
continue professionalising existing managers and bringing 
up new ones, reaching hundreds of cultural managers, 
curators, production and outreach managers by 2026. The 
City of Trenčín and CIT will improve the accessibility of 
cultural content and information for new audiences, including 
marginalised and disadvantaged groups ⟶Q17; P35.
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 ⃝↓ The new multi-genre complex Creative Center 
Hviezdodvor will consist of 3 buildings, green 
outdoor areas, and space for outdoor performances:

 ● Hviezda (a national cultural heritage from 1938 should 
be completed by 2023 and will become a modern 
multifunctional cultural centre offering multi-genre 
performances (music, theatre, dance, visual art) with 
2 multifunctional theatres (capacity of 330 people), 
an exhibition space, and Lúč—one of the oldest 
continuously running music clubs in Slovakia. The 
building will host resident artists, workshops, technical 
support, and administrative offices, as Creative Center 
Hviezdodvor will become the new headquarters for the 
Creative Institute Trenčín (CIT team.

 ● The second building is the Studio-a recording studio 
and a small concert hall with a capacity of 100 people. 
The building's ground level will house a small café, the 
3rd level will be artist ateliers, and a vinyl press company 
the Vinyl Lab will be in the basement.

 ● Modular containers will be used for the construction of 
a two level Container theatre with a variable stage, and 
an auditorium for 100250 spectators.

The Trenčín Synagogue, built in 1913 according to the plans 
of architect R. Scheibner, is a unique and precious building 
representing a historicist style with oriental and Byzantine 
features. Recently, the Jewish community has received 
financial support in the form of EHP grants to reconstruct 
the interiors under the condition of cultural usage of the 
building. This investment will also include technical support 
and equipment for conferences, exhibitions and concerts. 
The estimated capacity will be around 300 people who will 
visit multi-genre events such as Convergencies ⟶Q11; P14. 
Its interior will house a small creative café representing 
the cultural identity of Trenčín and the Jewish community. 
Notably, the Synagogue is also one of the most popular tourist 
buildings in the whole region.

Machnáč is a building on the list of national cultural heritage, 
unfortunately closed since 2001. The revitalisation process 
of the building will start in 2022 and from 2025 and it will host 
artistic residencies, exhibitions, and conferences.

The original Cultural Community Centre Dlhé Hony no 
longer fulfils safety requirements and therefore has to be 
demolished. However, the city of Trenčín will build a new 
cultural community center in its place. It will continue as 
a practice place for numerous dancing groups, a meeting 
point for community groups, and as a provider of classrooms 
and storage spaces. Other cultural community centers in the 
city will be revitalised between 2021 and 2026 to host cultural 
community events.

The football stadium in Trenčín is currently undergoing 
reconstruction and it will regain full functionality in 2021. With 
its capacity of 10 000 spectators it will also serve a cultural 
purpose by hosting large open-air concerts.



Trenčín 2026 Cultivating Curiosity is a result of the intensive 
work of hundreds of citizens, artists, creatives and experts. 
We are incredibly grateful to all the people who invested 
their time and energy into shaping the project together with 
us, often in their free time. Trenčín and its relationships have 
already stepped forward.
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Special thanks to contributors of the content of this project:
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Janáč, Rokko Juhasz, Michal Kaščák, Kaunas 2022, Fero Király, Košice 2013, 
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